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DEDICATION 
THE 1990 ORACLE IS 
DEDICATED TO 
MR. JAMES H. PIKE 
James Haleston Pike was born on December 13, 1937 in Houlton, Maine. He graduated from Houlton High School, where 
he was a ·member of the National Honor Society and he was voted "Best Dancer" in the Senior Superlatives. He received his 
B.A. from Richer College and his Master's Degree from the University of Maine. Mr. Pike's first teaching job was in 1960 in 
Lincoln, Maine. He then taught for five years at Fort Kent. In 1966, he came to Bangor High School, where he taught English 
and directed his first play at B.H.S., Our Town. He eventually moved from the English Department to the Fine Arts 
Department, where he developed and taught Theater Arts classes. In 1969 and 1970, Mr. Pike directed summer plays at 
Skitikuk in Orono, Maine. He has directed summer theater in Castine, Maine, and he has directed such plays as See How They 
Run, Gigi, and Kiss Me Kate for Bangor Community Theater. 
Mr. Pike resides in Bangor, Maine with his wife, Michele. He has four children: Sean, Joe, Kimberly, and Matthew, and four 
grandchildren; Nathan, Libby, Christopher and Jamie. 
Mr. Pike has brought much pride to Bangor High School with the countless number of plays he has dedicated himself to 
producing. He is a very special person to many students, for he is not only a teacher, but a friend. Mr. Pike cares a great deal for 
his students. In turn, his students have a deep respect for him. 
We are proud to dedicate the 1990 Oracle to Mr. James Pike. 
Mr. Pike as a baby Mr. Pike, second from left, getting a tardy slip in high school 
Left, Mr. Pike with Nathan, his grandson; Below, 
Back row: Sean, Joe, Matt 
Front row: Mr. Pike, Mrs. Pike, Kim 
Mr. Pike trimming the Christmas Tree in December, 1986 
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BANGOR 1-llGH SCHOOL 
885 BROADWAY BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
Dear Members of the Class of 1990: 
June will signal that yearbooks have once again arrived. The ORACLE will help to serve as a 
pleasant reminder of the many events and experiences of the past four years of your high school life. 
As time marches on, the ORACLE will probably become more meaningful as you try to recall and 
rekindle old memories. The ORACLE will help to recall people, places, and events of the past with 
accuracy. 
For the staff and advisor of the ORACLE, the book is the completion of a tremendous effort. We 
all salute you for a job well done. 
To the Class of 1990, we wish success, good health and a promising future. 
Norris E. Nickerson 
Principal 
Norris Nickerson. Raymond Bussiere. Ronald Cousins. Maureen Hodge. James McNamara. Timothy Murray. Crystal 
Thibeau. Irene Bartlett. Carole Bassi. Elaine Carlson. Gail Gary. Mary Ellen Perry. Joan Thompson. Dawne Violette. 
William Ames. Robin Ashe. Dian Bailey. Eugene Baker. Kevin Birkel. Irene Bourgoin. JoAnn Bowden. Jack Brown. Wilbur 
Buehler. Polly Camp. Marlene Carras. Deanna Carson. Dianna Christakos. Margaret Comer. Claire Cousins. Gretchen 
Craig. Barry Crocker. Dianne D'Amico. Alvaro Diaz. Elaine DiCenso. Gail Doughty. Junita Drisko. Phillip Emery. John 
Erickson. Jeffrey Fahey. Carol Farthing. Richard Foster. Gary Gallant. Sharon Garwacki. Audrey Geagan. Ronald Geagan. 
Kristen Gilbert. Mary Giles. Roger Gillis. Stephen Godsoe. Catherine Gordon. Julie Grab. Elaine Grant. Deborah Green. 
Robert Guyette. Mark Hackett. John Halloran. Allen Harrington. Frank Harrisor. Joyce Harrison. Wesley Hedlund. Mary 
Anne Henderson. Mary Elizab th Houlihan. Jeffrey Ingalls. Donald Johnson. C. Robert Jones. Deanna Jones. Rodney 
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Perenick. Lynda Peter es Pike ames Plummer. Mary Jane Poole. John Purton. James Quine. J. William Quinn. 
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Seccareccia. Jean S1 . Aim 1mon au. Patricia Sirois. Louise Small. James Smith. Robert Soucie. Michael Spekhardt. 
Cari Stellar. Donna S ens . Barbara Stoyell. John Stubbs. Cynthia Sturgeon. Virginia Sucy. Sarah Tabor. Gudron Tarr. 
J. Thomas Tennett. Joyce Thomas. Anne T Cynthia Tuck. Stephen Vanidestine. Frank Walker. Maynard Walton Sr. 
Wayne Willette. Kendall w·nche ine Wittig. Bridget Woodward. Ann Ashmore. Julia Bean. Janice Condon. 
Kay Grant. Judith Jones. n ell anor McDonald. Susan Mitchell. Geraldine Neilsen. Judith Norko. Violet 
Smith. Jill Webber. Donald Br ol. R uncan. Malcolm Grant. Barry LaRochelle. Larry Merritt. Joseph Poirier. Clyde 
Richards. Dick Thompson. Bill Traf om Walton. Norris Nickerson. Raymond Bussiere. Ronald Cousins. Maureen 
Hodge. James McNamara. Timoth ay. C . Irene Bartlett. Carole Bassi. Elaine Carlson. Gail Gary. Mary 
Ellen Perry. Joan Thompson. Dawne Jett obin Ashe. Dian Bailey. Eugene Baker. Kevin Birkel. Irene 
Bourgoin . .JoAnn Bowden. Jack Brown. ii amp. Marlene Carras. Deanna Carson. Dianna Christakos. 
Margaret Comer. Claire Cousins. Gretche . Dianne D'Amico. Alvaro Diaz. Elaine DiCenso. Gail 
Doughty. Junita Drisko. Phillip Emery. Joh ickson. Jeffre ahe Carol Farthing. Richard Foster. Gary Gallant. Sharon 
Garwacki. Audrey Geagan. Ronald Geagan. · sten Gilbert. Ma . Roger Gillis. Stephen Godsoe. Catherine Gordon. 
Julie Grab. Elaine Grant. Deborah Green. ckett. John Halloran. Allen Harrington. Frank 
Harrison. Joyce Harrison. Wesley Hedlund. Mary . nne on. Mary Elizabeth Houlihan. Jeffrey Ingalls. Donald 
Johnson. C. Robert Jones. Deanna Jones. Rodney Joyal. elley. Vic ria Kornfield. Irvin Krupke. Stephanie Lord. 
Merle Lounsbury. George MacDonald. Ann MacKay. elvin. Drew · en. Arthur Monk. Maureen Montgomery-
Cox. Barbara Moore. Albert Moores. John Morgan. Bru Morse. Cliffi Virginia Newbert. Blair Nicholas. Leigh 
Norwood. Martin O'Connell. Dolores Perenick. Lynda es Plummer. Mary Jane Poole. John 
Purton. James Quine. J. William Quinn. Roger Reed. Doug . Jan R · ark Roth. Ronald St. Pierre. Ronald 
Sands. Janet Schlegel. Robert Seccareccia. Jean Sigler. Aime Simoneau. P rois. Louise Small. James Smith. Robert 
Soucie. Michael Spekhardt. Carl Stellar. Donna Stevenson. Barba St n Stubbs. Cynthia Sturgeon. Virginia Sucy. 
Sarah Tabor. Gudron Tarr. J. Thomas Tennett. Joyce Thomas. A y. Cynthia Tu . Stephen Vanidestine. Frank 
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Neilsen. Judith Norko. Violet Smith. Jill Webber. Donald Bristol. Randy I arry LaRochelle. Larry 
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Ronald Cousins. Maureen Hodge. James McNamara. Timothy Murray. Crystal Thibe Carole Bassi. Elaine 
Carlson. Gail Gary. Mary Ellen Perry. Joan Thompson. Dawne Violette. Willia 
Baker. Kevin Birkel. Irene Bourgoin. JoAnn Bowden. Jack Brown. Wilbur Buehl 
Carson. Dianna Christakos. Margaret Comer. Claire Cousins. Gretchen Craig. Ba Crocker. Dia 
Diaz. Elaine DiCenso. Gail Doughty. Junita Drisko. Phillip Emery. John Erickson. Jeffrey Fahey. 
Foster. Gary Gallant. Sharon Garwacki. Audrey Geagan. Ronald Geagan. Kristen Gilbert. M 
Stephen Godsoe. Catherine Gordon. Julie Grab. Elaine Grant. Deborah Green. Robert c t. John 
Halloran . Allen Harrington. Frank Harrison. Joyce Harrison. Wesley Hedlund. Mary Ann rson. Mary Elizabeth 
Houlihan. Jeffrey Ingalls. Donald Johnson. C. Robert Jones. Deanna Jones. Rodney Joy Robert Kelley. Victoria 
Kornfield. Irvin Krupke. Stephanie Lord. Merle Lounsbury. George MacDonald. Ann MacKay. S Melvin. Drew Milliken. 
Arthur Monk. Maureen Montgomery-Cox. Barbara Moore. Albert Moores. John Morgan. Bruce Morse. Clifford Nash. 
Virginia Newbert. Blair Nicholas. Leigh Norwood. Martin O'Connell. Dolores Perenick. Lynda Peterson. James Pike. 
James Plummer. Mary Jane Poole. John Purton. James Quine. J. William Quinn. Roger Reed. Douglas Reusch. Jan 
Rideout. Mark Roth. Ronald St. Pierre. Ronald Sands. Janet Schlegel. Robert Seccareccia. Jean Sigler. Aime Simoneau. 
Patricia Sirois. Louise Small. James Smith. Robert Soucie. Michael Spekhardt. Carl Stellar. Donna Stevenson. Barbara 
Stoyell. John Stubbs. Cynthia Sturgeon. Virginia Sucy. Sarah Tabor. Gudron Tarr. J. Thomas Tennett. Joyce Thomas. Anne 
Tobey. Cynthia Tuck. Stephen Vanidestine. Frank Walker. Maynard Walton Sr. Wayne Willette. Kendall Winchenbach. 
Katherine Wittig. Bridget Woodward. Ann Ashmore. Julia Bean. Janice Condon. Kay Grant. Judith Jones. Carolyn Kelley. 
Eleanor McDonald. Susan Mitchell. Geraldine Neilsen. Judith Norko. Violet Smith. Jill Webber. Donald Bristol. Randy 
Duncan. Malcolm Grant. Barry LaRochelle. Larry Merritt. Joseph Poirier. Clyde Richards. Dick Thompson. Bill Trafton. 
Tom Walton. Norris Nickerson. Raymond Bussiere. Ronald Cousins. Maureen Hodge. James McNamara. Timothy 
Murray. Crystal Thibeau. Irene Bartlett. Carole Bassi. Elaine Carlson. Gail Gary. Mary Ellen Perry. Joan Thor.ipson. 
Dawne Violette. William Ames. Robin Ashe. Dian Bailey. Eugene Baker. Kevin Birkel. Irene Bourgoin. JoAnn Bowden. 7 
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Norris E. Nickerson 
Principal 
Ronald L. Cousins 
Assistant Principal 
Maureen Hodge 
Guidance Counselor 
Timothy Murray 
Guidance Counselor 
Raymond R. Bussiere 
Assistant Principal 
James McNamara 
Guidance Counselor, Dept. Head 
Crystal Thibeau 
Guidance Counselor 
Irene Bartlett 
Bookkeeper 
Elaine Carlson 
Principal's Office 
Mary Ellen Perry 
Registrar 
Joan Thompson 
Attendance 
Carole Bassi 
Receptionist 
Gail Gary 
Guidance 
Dawne Violette 
Athletic 
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William N. Ames 
English 
Eugene Baker 
Mathematics 
JoAnn Bowden 
Social Studies 
Robin Ashe 
Foreign Language 
Kevin J. Birkel 
Mathematics 
Jack R. Brown 
Mathematics 
Dian Bailey 
Special Education 
Irene Bourgoin 
Cafeteria/Hall Monitor 
Wilbur J . Buehler 
Mathematics 
Picture 
Not 
Available 
Polly Camp 
Speech Therapist 
Dianna Y. Christakos 
English 
Gretchen L. Craig 
English 
Marlene R. Carras 
Teacher of Hearing Impaired 
Margaret M. Comer 
TEMSS 
Barry C. Crocker 
Project Transition 
Deanna C. Carson 
Foreign Language 
Claire T. Cousins 
Reading 
Dianne S. D'Amico 
Resource Room, Dept. Head 
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Alvaro D. Diaz 
Foreign Language 
Junita L. Drisko 
English 
Jeffrey Fahey 
Physical Education 
I 
Elaine Dicenso 
Special Educator 
Phillip M. Emery 
Science 
Carol H. Farthing 
English, Dept. Head 
Gail Doughty 
Foreign Language 
John R. Erickson 
English/Speech/Drama 
Richard F. Foster 
Industrial Arts, Dept. Head 
Gary E. Gallant 
Project Transition 
Ronald G. Geagan 
Business Education 
Roger D. Gillis 
Science 
Sharon Garwacki 
Library 
Kristen Gilbert 
Foreign Language 
Stephen E. Godsoe 
Mathematics, Dept. Head 
Audrey Geagan 
Reading Assistant 
Mary Giles 
Special Education 
Catherine M. Gordon 
Mathematics 
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Julie Grab 
English 
Robert H. Guyette 
Science 
Allen J. Harrington 
Science 
Elaine W. Grant 
Mathematics 
Mark C. Hackett 
Voe. Ed./Co-op 
Frank P. Harrison 
Mathematics 
Deborah Green 
Cafeteria/Hall Monitor 
John J. Halloran 
Resource Room 
Joyce A. Harrison 
Science 
Wesley H. Hedlund 
Science 
Jeffrey Ingalls 
Physical Education 
Deanna C. Jones 
English 
Mary Anne Henderson 
Librarian 
Donald W. Johnson 
Science 
Rodney E. Joyal 
Science, Dept. Head 
Mary Elizabeth Houlihan 
Social Studies 
C. Robert Jones 
Social Studies, Dept. Head 
Robert W. Kelley 
Physical Education 
rs 
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Victoria P. Kornfield 
English 
Merle G. Lounsbury 
Industrial Arts 
Sue Melvin 
Teacher of Behaviorally Impaired 
Irvin L. Krupke 
Industrial Arts 
George T. MacDonald 
English 
Drew P. Milliken 
English 
Stephanie L. Lord 
Computer/Mathematics 
Ann M. MacKay 
Nurse 
Arthur L. Monk 
Social Studies 
Maureen Montgomery-Cox 
English 
John W. Morgan 
Science 
Virginia D. Newbert 
S.C.I.P. 
Barbara Moore 
Special Education 
Bruce L. Morse 
Physical Education/Health, Dept. Head 
Blair R. Nicholas 
Social Studies 
Albert E. Moores 
Mathematics 
Gifford B. Nash 
ROTC 
Leigh A. Norwood 
Ind us trial Arts 
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Martin T. O'Connell 
Science 
James H. Pike 
English/Drama 
John H. Purton 
Business Education 
Dolores F. Perenick 
Home Economics 
James A. Plummer 
Foreign Language 
James A. Quine 
Social Studies 
Lynda A. Peterson 
English 
Mary Jane Poole 
Foreign Language 
J. William Quinn 
Business Education 
Roger E. Reed 
Social Studies 
Mark Roth 
School Psychologist 
Janet Schlegel 
Special Education 
Douglas N. Reusch 
Science 
Ronald J. St. Pierre 
Business Education, Dept. Head 
Robert J . Seccareccia 
Physical Education and Health 
Jan M. Rideout 
English 
Ronald F. Sands 
Art 
Jean Sigler 
Fine Arts 
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Aime M. Simoneau 
Music, Dept. Head 
James A. Smith 
Social Studies 
Carl H. Stellar 
Industrial Arts 
Patricia R. Sirois 
Social Studies 
Robert A. Soucie 
Business Education 
Donna Stevenson 
Special Education 
Louise A. Small 
Mathematics 
Michael S. Spekhardt 
ROTC 
Barbara E. Stoyell 
Physical Education 
John C. Stubbs 
Mathematics 
Sarah 0. Tabor 
Art 
Joyce L. Thomas 
Social Worker 
Cynthia A. Sturgeon 
Foreign Language, Dept. Head 
Gudron K. Tarr 
Art 
Anne B. Tobey 
English 
Virginia B. Sucy 
Business Education 
J. Thomas Tennett 
Voe. Ed./Co-op 
Cynthia Tuck 
Reading 
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Stephen T. Vanidestine 
Athletic Director 
Wayne A. Willette 
TEMESS 
Bridget Woodward 
Special Education 
Frank C. Walker 
Music 
Kendall M. Winchenbach 
Mathematics 
Maynard W. Walton, Sr. 
Social Studies 
Katherine M. Wittig 
Project Transition, Director 
Custodians: 
Judith Norko 
Cafeteria Manager 
Donald Bristol, Randy Duncan, Malxolm 
Grant, Barry LaRochelle, Larry Merritt, Jo-
seph Poirier, Clyde Richards, Dick Thomp-
son - Dept. Head, Bill Trafton, Tom Wal-
ton 
Cafeteria: 
Ann Ashmore, Julia Bean, Janice Condon, Kay Grant, Judith Jones, Carolyn Kelley, Eleanor 
McDonald, Susan Mitchell, Geraldine Neilsen, Judith Norko, Violet Smith, Jill Webber 
Greg Ames and Mr. Gillis 
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QUOTABLE QUOTES 
"I have the hair." - J. Stephen Parlee 
"They're in the culture rut." - Andy Bilyeu 
"I love my parents. I love my dog, too." - Shannon Sawyer 
"The Little Mermaid is awesome. Especially the crab." - Rich Rygalski 
"Rome, Hartford, what's the difference?" - Wade Merritt 
"I like to watch little kids. There's something delightful in little kids playing." - Ula Solomon 
"When it warms up, Chip, we'll have a sock-shedding ceremony." - Gene Schaff 
"Hey, I am le tigre." - Chip Clark 
"We have been the disciples of many teachers, but I still think they learned something!" -
Gregory B. Ames 
"Yosemite Gene wore snakeskin boots with alligator teeth impressed in the toes." - Wade Merritt 
"Hey, no doubt, the boots make the man." - Gene Schaff 
"I have a message in the office therefore I am." 
"Habeo Notam in Officinam Ergo Sum." - Jason Stern 
"I like the smell of crayons." - Carrie Pleuler 
"I am woman, watch me swim." - Mrs. Farthing 
"Synthetic Division. For those who cannot afford the real thing." - Paul Tomlinson 
"Can you approach Thursday from the right and so avoid the Wednesday test?" - Thomas 
Messervey 
"If you'd listen, I'd give you the answers ... " - A Teacher 
"You've been giving us the answers all day and no one's been listening." - Gregory B. Ames 
"I'd rather lose my money and my pencil than lose my blistex." - Chip Clark 
"Can I go wash my ear, please? It's bleeding." - Liam McCarthy 
"Is that Steph Goff? Or Liz Claiborne?" - Scott Kaiser 
"Gene? Gene Schaff?" - David Walker 
"I was until I started working for Lord Ames." - Gene Schaff 
"We'll go steal a BMW someday - or maybe overthrow the Trumpster." - Jenny Hall 
"Will the madness never stop?" - Josh O'Donnell 
"How come I've never been quoted?" - Robyn J. Allen 
"The soil cannot keep them anymore." - Alan Patton 
"I think we should skip." - John Skidgel 
"You've got to find yourself. It's either now or midlife crisis." - Stephanie Goff 
"Now, we can't solve the problems of the world in here." - Mr. Birkel 
"Yeah, but we can try!" - Scott Kaiser and Gregory B. Ames 
"You're wonderful ... you do good work." - Mr. Ames 
• 
.K.IChard Airey. Scott Alexander. Robyn Allen. Greg Ames. Eric Arsenault. Heidi Arsenault. Jill Arsenault. Todd Ayer. 
Aaron Baer. Rhonda Bartlett. Kimberly Baude. Robert Beatham. Chris Beaulieu. Melanie Bezio. Andrew Bilyeu. Chris-
topher Bires. Timothy Birmingham. April Black. Rebecca Blake. Brigitte Blose. Stephanie Bohm. Katherine Boober. Chris 
Boulier. Kevin Bowden. James Bowen. Mindy Bowman. Holly Bradford. Donald Bradman. Scott Brann. Oliver Brinkmann. 
Silas Broguuier. Eric Brown. Melissa Brown. Darrell Bryer. Lloyd Bubier. Jennifer Buckley. Thomas Burchill. Mary Burgess. 
Thomas Burgess. Kimberly Byers. Jeff Caldwell. Darren Campbell. Eric Campbell. Marcus Campbell. Michele Campbell. 
Stacey Caron. Michael Cassidy. Jessica Chaples. Michelle Chapman. Ken Chase. Chip Clark. Scott Clyve. Bradley Cohen. 
Julie Cole. Suzanne Condon. Katrina Coolbrith. Diana Cooper. Christopher Coshenet. Brian Cote. Starr Courtright. Carrie 
Cox. Kimberly Crichton. Kristine Crichton. Melissa Crockett. Ronald Cross. Angel Currier. Eric Curry. Elton Cutler." Jay 
Darling. Tina Davenport. Bobbi Davis. Heather Day. Cathy Degroff. Christine DePencier. Shawn Desjardins. Shawn Doll. 
Miny Dore. Amy Dorsey. Cindy Douglass. David Dow. Thomas Dow. Robert Dowling. Dawn Downey. Jamie Driggers. 
Paul Dudley. Paige Dunn. Jon Duplain. Richie Durham. Sonya Easley. Will Ezell. Jason Farnsworth. Laurel Feeney. Brandy 
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Mark Logan. Michaela Long. Ryan Loyd. Tom Lynch. James Mabee. Brad MacDonald. Sean MacMillan. Danielle Madore. 
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SENIORS: 
SENIOR 
CLASS 
COUNCIL 
Senior Class Officers: 
Elizabeth Russell - Treasurer 
Shannon Sawyer - Secretary 
Roland Simmons - Vice President 
Stephanie Goff - President 
Senior Class Council Committee 
Heads: 
Row one: Ula Solomon, Kris Crich-
ton, Mara Hunter, Arny Frankel, 
Amy Glazier 
Row two: Kim Cri chton , Kim 
Baude, Julie Plummer, Robin Fort, 
Tricia Roscetti 
Row three: Paul Tomlinson, Mike 
Pechinski, John McClay, Darren 
Staples 
SOARING 
INTO THE REAL WORLD 
Senior Class Council: 
Row one: Katrina Coolbrith, Beth Woodbury, Toya Huercanos, Heli Rajalaso, Elizabeth Stewart, Jason Stern, Mike Cassidy, Gene Schaff, Amy Wallace 
Row two: Shannon Nelson, Jessica Sabin, Rose Leung, Zhara Zwerling, Jen Stather, Trina Robinson, Kim Byers, Micki Long, Carrie Plueler 
Row three: Jennie Mason, Tina Davenport, Debbie Larkin, Cindy Douglas, Jen Lane, Jill Arsenault, Monique Robertson, Candy Jellison, Nicole Legassie, Robyn Allen, Andrea Lane, Heidi 
Arsenault 
Row four: Amy Robichaud, Sue Murray, Heidi McGrath, Shelley Svoboda, Amy Dorsey, Nicole Robertson, Liza Schiltz, Zhene Goldsmith, Amy Stevens, Melissa Hall, Jerome Wenninger, Matt 
Watkins 
Row five: Jen Flynn, Scott Clyve, Eric Nickerson, Chip Clark, Dave Dow, Brian Hannon, Sean Macmillan, Rebecca Sockbeson, Jay Darling, Ron Goddard, Michelle Grenier, Jen Shubert 
Row six: Chris Leeman, Cary Weston, Paul Dudley, Shawn Doll, Jeff Heath, Matt McGregor, Mark Logan, Scott Brann, Scott Kaiser, Wade Merntt, Alan Mosca, Tom Messervey 
Richard W. Airey 
The only limit to our realization of 
tomorrow will be our doubts of today. 
Let us move forward with strong and 
active faith. 
- Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Robyn J. Allen 
Most powerful is he who has himself 
in his own power 
-Seneca 
Key Club 9, 10 (Soph. Dir.), 11 
(Sec.), 12 (V.P.); Peer Support 9, 10 
(Treas.), 11 (V.P.), 12 (V.P.); Oracle 
10, 11, 12 (Editor-in-Chief); N .H.S. 
10, 11, 12 (Treas.); Math Team 10, 
11 12· New England Math League 9, 
10' Ii 12· Amnesty International 
11: 12;,Girl~' State 11; Class Council 
12 
Eric Arsenault 
Yesterday don't matter if it's gone. 
- The Rolling Stones 
Massachusetts: Varsity Cross Coun-
try IO; Basketball IO; Varsity Tennis 
10 
B.H.S.: Soccer 12; B.B.A. 12; Track 
12 
Jill C. Arsenault 
All that you have shall some day be 
given; therefore give now, that the 
season of giving may be yours and not 
your inheritors. 
- Kahil Gibran 
Spring Track 9; Student Council 9, 
10, 11, 12; Class Council 9, 10, 11, 
12; Key Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Swim-
ming 9, 10, 11, 12; Amnesty Inter-
national 11, 12; Talent Show 12 
Terrence (Scott) Alexander 
One who quits will never be a winner 
in the end. 
-S.A.IL.P. 
Basketball 9 (Capt.), I 0, 11, 12; 
Baseball 9, 11, 12; Soccer 12 
Gregory B. Ames 
We have only to follow the thread of 
the hero path, and where we had 
thought to find an abomination, we 
shall find a god. 
- Joseph Campbell 
O.M. 9; Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11 (All-
P.V.C.), 12 (Capt.); Class Council 9, 
I 0 (V.P.), 11, 12; Varsity Indoor 
Track 10, 11 (Capt.), 12; Varsity 
Outdoor Track 10, 11, 12; N.H.S. 
10, 11, 12; Math Team 10, 11, 12; 
New England Math League 10, 11, 
12; Boys' State 11; Maine Scholars' 
Days 11; Student Council 11, 12 
(Pres.); Oracle 11, 12 (Business Ed-
itor); Talent Show 11, 12; Gover-
nor's Summit on Education 12 
Heidi M. Arsenault 
On the plains of hesitation bleach the 
bones of countless millions who, at 
the dawn of victory, sat down to wait 
... and waiting died. 
Swimming 9, IO; Student Council 9, 
I 0, 11; Class Council Secretary 9, I 0, 
11, 12; Key Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Field 
Hockey 10, 11, 12; N.H.S. 11, 12; 
Amnesty International 11, 12; Latin 
Club 12 
Rhonda Bartlett 
Power never takes a back step - only 
in the face of more power. 
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Kimberly E. Baude 
Though today may be hard, never 
give up, for tomorrow always brings a 
brighter day. 
-K.E.B. 
Football Cheering 9, IO; Basketball 
Cheering 9, IO; Key Club 11; Class 
Council 12 
Christopher D. Beaulieu 
Memories of yesterday last a lifetime. 
We'll take the best.forget the rest and 
someday find, these are the best of 
times. 
-Styx 
Chris Bires 
April Black 
The light of friendship is like the light 
of phosphorous, seen when all around 
is dark. 
- Unknown 
Robert E. Beatham Jr. 
Winning takes more than just want-
ing to. It takes hard work and de-
termination. 
Basketball 9, IO, 11, 12; Baseball 9, 
10, II, 12 
Andrew Bilyeu 
Tim Birmingham 
Tired of lying in the sunshine. Stay-
ing home to watch the rain. You are 
young and life is long, and there's 
time to kill today. 
-Pink Floyd 
Swimming 9; Football 9, 11 , 12; Int. 
Basketball I 0, 11, 12; Int. Weight-
lifting 11 , 12; Baseball 12 
Becki Blake 
If you have a goal to reach and time is 
passing by, you will never know ful-
fillment if you never try. 
- Bruce B. Wilmer 
Orchestra 9, I 0, 11 , 12 
Brigitte Marie-May Blose 
Real rushes last only a little while. 
These, being dream-rushes melted 
away like snow ... but Alice hardly 
noticed this; there were so many other 
curious things to wonder about. 
-L. Carroll 
Band 9; Orchestra l O; "Fiddler on 
the Roof' l O; One-Act Play 10, 11, 
12; Speech Team 10, 12; "Bye Bye 
Birdie" 11; Oracle 11; Chorus 11, 12; 
O.M. 11, 12; Ram-Page 12; "A Fun-
ny Thing Happened on the Way to 
the Forum" 12; Lit House 12 
Chris Boulier 
/never played by the rules and I never 
really cared. My nasty reputation 
takes me everywhere. 
James Bowen 
Holly Lynn Bradford 
I'd rather laugh with the sinners than 
cry with the saints. 'cause the sinners 
have more fun and only the good die 
young. 
- Billy Joel 
Class Council 12 
Stephanie A. Bohm 
Our only treasure that won't rust or 
fade are friendships that stand on love 
given away ... 
- DeGarmo and Key 
Peer Support 9; Oracle 9, 10, 11; 
Chorus 9, 10, 11; Key Club 10, 11 
Kevin Bowden 
Being alone is the best way to be. 
When I'm by myself, nobody else can 
say good-bye . .. 
- Edie Brickell and the New 
Bohemians 
Spring Track 1 O; Indoor Track 11; 
Lit House 11, 12; Ram-Page 12; "A 
Funny Thing Happened on the Way 
to the Forum" 12 
Mindy Bowman 
The best of Times: Old Orchard 87-
89; Sugarloaf and Daytona Beach, 
M .B. "89"; J.S. Superfast "89" and 
"90"; Poison W.W. "88"; Rod the 
Bod "88"; M.B. K.F.C. Islands; Soft-
ball (86-89); Z.B.P.; Birthday Bash 
88!!! 
Peer Support 9, 10, 11; Softball 9, 
10, 11, 12; Senior Class Council 12 
Donald Bradman 
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Scott M. Brann 
If you choose not to decide, you still 
have made a choice. 
- Rush 
Baseball 9, 10, 12; Football 9, 12; 
Class Council 11, 12 
Silas Brogunier 
Que Demonios Pasa! 
Northfield Mount Hennon: Tennis 
IO; Debate Team 11; Hermon En-
vironmental Action League 11 
B.H.S.: Tennis 9; Ram-Page 12; 
Speech Team 12 
Darrell Bryer 
A fanatic is one who can't change his 
mind and won't change the subject! 
- Winston Churchill 
Jennifer Buckley 
We should all be concerned about the 
future because we will have to spend 
the rest of our lives there. 
- Charles Francis Kettering 
Spring Track 11, 12; Oracle 12 
Oliver Brinkman 
Melissa J. Brown 
I shed my skin when the party was 
about to begin. I'm light years away 
but I'm walking back tonight of all 
nights. 
- Duran-Duran 
Lloyd C. Bubier Jr. 
I came here because I was serious 
about the business of learning. 
Freshman Football 9; R.0.T.C. 9, 
I 0, 11, 12; Drill Team I 0; Basketball 
I 0, 11; Softball Manager I 0, 11; Var-
sity Football Manager I 0, 11, 12; 
Color Guard 11; Int. Weightlifting 
11; Int. Passing League 11, 12; Hon-
or Guard 12 
Thomas Burchill 
Mary Therese Burgess 
The most important kind of freedom 
is to be what you really are. 
- Jim Morrison 
Swimming 9, 10; Softball 10; Debate 
Team 11, 12; Speech Team 11, 12 
Kimberly Byers 
When you get into a tight place and 
everything goes against you till it 
seems you couldn't hang on a minute 
longer, never give up then, for that is 
the time and place the tide will turn. 
Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Oracle 11, 
12; Key Club 11, 12; Class Council 
12 
Darren Campbell 
Show me someone who isn't a par-
asite and I'll go out and say a prayer 
for him ... 
- from Visions of Johana, Bob Dy-
lan 
"Bye Bye Birdie" 11; "The Good 
Doctor" 11; Speech Team 11, 12; "A 
Funny Thing Happened on the Way 
to the Forum" 12; One-Act Play 12 
Marcus Campbell 
Every exit is an entrance somewhere 
else. 
Int. Basketball 9, 10; Int. Weight-
lifting 10 
Thomas Burgess 
Jeff Caldwell 
Every year is getting shorter, never 
seem to find the time. Plans have 
either come to naught or half a page 
of scribble line. 
Int. Floor Hockey 9, 10; Ice Hockey 
11; Int. Volleyball ll, 12 
Eric Campbell 
Believe in yourself, or no one will 
believe in you. 
- Ozzy Osborne 
J.R.O.T.C. 10, 11, 12; Rifle Team 
11, 12; Computer Lab Monitor 11, 
12 
Michele M. Campbell 
Happiness flows from within me. A 
smile comes. I'll share it with those I 
know - or don't. 
-M.M.C. 
Basketball Cheering 9 (Capt.), I 0, 
11; Chemical Health Team 9, 10, 11, 
12; Football Cheering 9, I 0, 12; 
Band 9 (Flag Girl), I 0, 11; Band 
Board 11 (Sec.); Talent Show 9, 12; 
Oracle 11 ; Class Council 12 
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Stacey Caron 
Master, where are the dreams that 
I've been after? You've promised only 
lies. 
-Metallica 
Football 9, 10, 11; Int. Weightlifting 
9, 10, 11, 12; Int. Basketball 10; 
Class Council 11 (Pres.) 
Jessica Ann Chaples 
I am an independent. 
- Mary Cassatt 
Lit House 10, 11, 12 (Cover Design-
er); "Bye Bye Birdie" (Props) 11; 
"The Good Doctor" (Props) 11; 
Maine Summer Arts Festival 11; U. 
of Maine Traveling Art Show 11; 
Maine Summer Arts Program, 
Bowdoin College 11; Maine Feder-
ation of Women's Clubs Exhibition 
11; Ram-Page 12 
Scott Clyve 
All the world is a stage, and I am here 
merely to light it. 
Oracle 9, 10; Int. Basketball 9, 10, 
11, 12; Golf 11, 12; "Bye Bye Birdie" 
11; One-Act Play 11, 12; Talent 
Show 11, 12; "A Funny Thing Hap-
pened on the Way to the Forum" 12; 
Class Council 12 
Julie Cole 
If you don't accept anything but the 
best in life, often you will get it. 
Previous School: Spanish Club 9, 10; 
Debate Club 11 
Michael Cassidy 
New tides surprise my world. It's 
changing. Within this frame an 
ocean swells behind this smile. I know 
it well. Crazy on a ship of fools. 
- Robert Plant 
Band 9; Spring Track 9, 1 O; Class 
Council 9, 10 (Treas.), 11, 12; Var-
sity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Swimming 
9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Computer 
Proctor 11; American Computer Sci-
ence League 11; Student Council 11, 
12; Oracle 12 (Sports Editor) 
Chip Clark 
If you want to soar with the eagles in 
the morning, you can't hoot with the 
owls at night. 
-R. Reed 
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Bas-
ketball 10, II, 12 (Capt.); Int. Vol-
leyball 10, 11, 12; Class Council 10, 
11, 12; N.H.S. 11, 12; Math Team 
11, 12 
Bradley M. Cohen 
Today's the day for finding out 
where the road begins to wind. 
- Dangerous Toys 
Spring Track 9, 10; Indoor Track 9, 
10, 11; Int. Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Football 9, 12 
Suzanne Elizabeth Condon 
Accidents never happen in a perfect 
world. 
- Blondie 
Softball 9; Chorus 9, I 0, I l, 12; 
"Fiddler on the Roof' IO; "Bye Bye 
Birdie" 11; "A Funny Thing Hap-
pened on the Way to the Forum" 12 
Katrina Coolbrith 
One day you'll wake up in the present 
day, a million generations removed 
from expectations, of being who they 
really want to be. 
- Jethro Tull 
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 
I I; Class Council 12 
Kimberly Crichton 
Only those who will risk going too far 
can possibly find out how far they can 
go. 
Swimming 9, I 0, 11, 12; Student 
Council 9, 12; Peer Support 10, 11, 
12 (Sec.); Key Club 10, 11, 12; Class 
Council I 0, 11, 12; Girls' State 11; 
N.H.S. 11, 12; Amnesty Internation-
al 11, 12; Golf 12 
Melissa Crockett 
To all my friends: It's been a blast. 
You're all great friends, mainly K.S., 
S.L .. A.D. and K.D. Good luck in the 
future to all my friends and everyone 
else. Stay in school; don't be a fool 
and quit. 
R.0.T.C. 9 
Elton R. Cutler 
The care of human life and happi-
ness, and not their destruction, is the 
first and only legitimate object of 
good government. 
Chorus 9, 10; Oracle 11; Peer Sup-
port 11 
Diana Joy Cooper 
Love is like a rose; the petals may fall 
as the tears sometimes do, but the 
memories last forever. 
- D.J.C. 
Freshman Football Cheering 9; Cho-
rus 9, 10 
Kristine A. Crichton 
Success is the management of self 
confidence, consistency and leader-
ship. 
- Connie Hallett 
Swimming 9, I 0, 11; Key Club 9, I 0, 
11, 12; Class Council 10, 11, 12; 
Amnesty International (B. H. S. 
Chapter Co-Founder and President) 
11, 12 
Eric Curry 
This is the strangest life I've ever 
known. 
- Jim Morrison 
Indoor Track 11; "A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to the Fo-
rum" 12; Lit House 12; Ram-Page 
12 
John B. Darling 
Standing on a hill in a mountain of 
dreams, telling myself that it's not as 
hard as it seems. 
Socrates said no man is ever truly 
free; Socrates never skied. 
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Indoor 
Track I 0, 11, 12; Class Council I 0, 
11 (Treas.), 12; Student Council I 0, 
11, 12 (Treas.); Spring Track 11, 12; 
Oracle 12 
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Tina Marie Davenport 
Good, better, best: never let it rest, till 
your good is better and your better is 
best. 
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Bas-
ketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 
11, 12; Class Council 12; Talent 
Show 12 
Heather Day 
She's got everything she needs; she's 
an artist. She don't look back. She 
can take the dark out of the nighttime 
and paint the daytime black. 
-Bob Dylan 
Peer Support 9, I 0, 11, 12; "Fiddler 
on the Roof' IO; Lit House I 0, 11, 
12; "Bye Bye Birdie" 11; Breadloaf 
Young Writers' Conference 11; 
Maine Summer Arts Program 11; "A 
Funny Thing Happened on the Way 
to the Forum" 12; Ram-Page 12 
Christine dePencier 
Today I shall meet cruel men, cow-
ards and liars, the envious and the 
drunken. They will be like that be-
cause they do not know what is good 
from what is bad. 
- C. S. Lewis 
Spring Track 9, 11, 12 
Amy L. Dorsey 
Follow your dreams . . . take one step 
at a time and don't settle for less, just 
continue to climb. 
- Amanda Bradley 
Basketball 9, I 0, 11; Soccer 9, I 0, 11 , 
12; Chemical Health Team 9, 10, 11 , 
12; Class Council 12 
Bobbi J. Davis 
A person is only as good as his word. 
-Dad 
Catherine Carolyn DeGroff 
It is a far, far better thing that I do 
than I have ever done. 
Orchestra 9, I 0, 11, 12; Key Club I 0, 
II 
Shawn R. Doll 
If you are made of the right stuff, a 
hard fall results in a high bounce. 
State Science Fair 9; Golf 9, IO; Bas-
ketball 9, 10, 11 , 12; Int. Volleyball 
9, I 0, 11 , 12; Int. Floor Hockey IO; 
Baseball I 0, 11 , 12; Class Council 12 
Cynthia Laurette Douglass 
To be all that you can be, you must 
dream of being more. 
Peer Support IO; Class Council 12; 
Oracle 12 
Ishmael David Dow 
Do the right thing. 
-Spike Lee 
Baseball 9; Indoor Track 10; Spring 
!rack 10, II, 12;Football 10, 11, 12 
(Capt.); Basketball 12; Class Council 
12 
Paul Robert Dudley 
I don't believe in the Beatles; I believe 
in me. 
- John Lennon 
John Bapst High School: Freshman 
Representative 9; Student Activities 
Council 9; Basketball 9, IO; Golf I 0, 
1 I; Mock Election Candidate Rep-
resentative I I B.H.S.: Class Council 
12 
John Durham 
Jason Farnsworth 
I came. I saw, I conquered. I am out 
of here! 
J .R.O.T.C. 9, 10, 11, 12; Honor 
(]uard 9, IO, 11, 12 (Capt.); Drill 
"!"earn I 0, 11; Rangers I 0, 12 
Jamie Driggers 
The most beautiful things in the 
world cannot be seen or touched; they 
can only be felt with the heart. 
- My Aunt, Alice Hawkes, Class of 
'82 
Previous School: R.O.T.C. Rangers 
10; Football Manager 10; R.O.T.C. 
Color Guard 10; R.O.T.C. Basket-
ball 
B.H.S.: Softball Manager 11; O.M. 
11; R.O.T.C. 11, 12; Track 12; Latin 
Club 12 
Paige Dunn 
But the sky knows the reasons and 
patterns behind the clouds, and you 
will know too when you left yourself 
high enough to see beyond horizons. 
Swimming 9, 10, 11 
Sonya Lynn Easley 
The laughter and tears of today will 
become sweet memories of tomorrow. 
-S.L.E. 
Laurel A. Feeney 
Even to bend a leaf leaves disturbance 
in the intricate network of the stars. 
Oh, what a tangled web we weave. 
Peer Support 9, 12; Speech Team I 0, 
12; Oracle 12 
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Brandy Fiedler 
To the little one I lost my freshman 
year: you are still my little one even 
though you died. I lost you and my 
life. 
Chorus 9, 10, 11 
Robin Fort 
We are sure to face many difficulties 
in our lives, but we must remember 
every noble cause was once an im-
possibility. 
"God" 9; Football Cheering 9, IO; 
Basketball Cheering 9, I 0 (Capt.); 
Class Council 9, I 0, 11, 12; Peer 
Support 9, 10, 11, 12; Chorus 9, I 0, 
11, 12; Talent Show 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Concert Choir 9, 10, 12; Spring 
Track 9, 12; Student Council I 0, 12; 
Girls' State (Gov.) 11; Girls' Nation 
11; Key Club 11, 12; Amnesty In-
ternational 11, 12; Oracle 11, 12; 
Ram-Page 12; Spanish Club (V.P.) 
12; Indoor Track 12 
Jeff Fournier 
I live to party, learn and raise a little 
hell. But because of sobriety, God and 
friends, I live. 
Michael Francini 
Like a train running off the track, the 
truth gets left behind and falls be-
tween the cracks, standing on broken 
dreams. 
- Van Halen 
Cross Country 9; Int. Weightlifting 
9, 10 
Jennifer Kelly Flynn 
Impressions are made not by what we 
carry with us, but by what we leave 
behind. 
-Anonymous 
Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12; Key Club 10, 
11, 12 (Senior Director); Oracle 11, 
12; Peer Support 11; Class Council 
12 
Darlene A. Foster 
Obstacles are what you see when you 
take your eyes off the goal. 
-Mark Macon 
Band 9, I 0, 11, 12; Band Board: 
Quartermaster 9, I 0, 11, Treasurer 
12 
Julie Suzanne Francey 
Lovers betray their dreams for each 
other; while man is afraid of his own 
dreams. Beloved David, seek my 
truths: tomorrow we will shine. 
- I Car.: 13 
Cross Country 9, IO; Indoor Track 9. 
I 0, 11; Spring Track 9, IO; Chorus 9. 
I 0, 11, 12; New England Math 
League 12 
Amy S. Frankel 
Other things may change, but we start 
and end with family. Thanks for this 
important lesson, Nana and Pop! 
Field Hockey 9; Student Council I 0: 
Key Club 9, I 0, 11 , 12; Class Council 
10, 12 
Karen Marie Garrick 
If you can imagine it, you can achieve 
it. If you can dream it, you can be-
come it. 
- William Arthur Ward 
Key Club IO; Indoor Track IO; Or-
acle 10, 12; Math Team 11; Class 
Council 12; "A Funny Thing Hap-
pened on the Way to the Forum" 
(Choreographer) 12 
Jeff Geaghan 
Information is not knowledge. 
Knowledge is not wisdom. Wisdom is 
not truth. Truth is not beauty. Beauty 
is not Jove. Love is not music. Music 
is THE BEST. 
- The Girl From the Bus 
Ron D. Goddard 
Practice does not make perfect. Per-
fect practice makes perfect. 
- Coach Stubbs 
Football 9; Basketball 9, I 0, 11; 
Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Council 
12 
Zhene Reva Levine Goldsmith 
We know what we are, but know not 
what we may be. 
- Shakespeare 
Softball 9, IO; Key Club 11 ; Oracle 
11 , 12; New England Math League 
11 , 12; Class Council 12; Spanish 
Club 12; Amnesty International 12 
feff Garwacki 
l wish I hadn't broken that dish. I 
wish I was a movie star. I wish a Jot of 
things. I wish that life was like the 
movies are. 
- A. p_ Herbert 
Ice Hockey I 0 
Amy M. Glazier 
We all Jive with the objective of being 
happy; our lives are all different and 
yet the same. 
-Anne Frank 
Key Club 9, I 0, 11, 12; Homecoming 
9, 10, 11, 12; Class Council 10, II, 
12; Amnesty International 11 , 12; 
Talent Show 12 
Stephanie Victoria Goff 
We are one equal temper of heroic 
hearts, 
Made weak by time and fate, but 
strong in will 
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to 
yield. 
- Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
"Pippin" 9; " Fiddler on the Roof' 
IO; Science Olympiad IO; Math 
Team 11; Girls' State 11; "Bye Bye 
Birdie" 11; Class Marshall 11; Class 
Council 9, 10 (V.P.), 11, 12 (Pres.); 
Student Council 9, 10, 11 , 12; Field 
Hockey 9, I 0, 11 , 12 (Capt.); Tennis 
9, 10, 11, 12; 0rchestra9, 10, 11 , 12; 
New England Math League 9, 10, 11 , 
12; N.H.S. 10, 11, 12; Oracle 10, 11, 
12 (Circulation Editor) 
John Golen 
Many times I've lied. Many times I've 
listened. Many times I've wondered 
how much there is to know. 
- Led Zeppelin 
Previous High Schools: Basketball 9; 
Football 9, I 0, 11 (Manager); Golf 
11 
B.H.S.: Int. Basketball 11 
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Sara Ellen Grant 
By wisdom a house is built, a through 
understanding it is established; 
through knowledge its rooms are 
filled with rare and beautiful treas-
ures. 
- Proverbs 24: 3-4 
Band 9; Jazz Band 9; Concert Choir 
9, 10; Math Team 9, 10; Chorus 9, 
I 0, 11, 12; All-State Chorus 9, 11; 
District V Honor Chorus 9, 11, 12; 
Maine Scholars' Days 11; Key Club 
11, 12; N.H.S. 11, 12; Ram-Page 12; 
Oracle 12; Latin Club 12; Maine 
Junior Classical League 12 
Jim Green 
Stacy E. Grindle 
Love yourself and others so we can 
make our world a better place. 
-J.R.K. 
Oracle 9; Peer Support 9; Chorus 9, 
10 
Melissa Margery Hall 
Destiny - superiority to fate - is 
difficult to gain. 'Tis not conferred of 
any - but possible to earn a pittance 
at a time - until, to her surprise -
the soul with strict economy - sub-
sist till Paradise. 
- Emily Dickinson 
"Pippin" 9; "Fiddler on the Roof' 
(Orchestra) IO; Key Club 11 , 12; Or-
acle 12; Class Council 12; Student 
Council 12; Cross Country 12; In-
door Track 12; Spring Track 12 
Tanya Gray 
The kind of humor I like is the thing 
that makes me laugh for five seconds 
and think for ten minutes. 
- William Davis 
Michelle Grenier 
Jennifer V. Hall 
Then give to the world the best you 
have and the best will come back to 
you. 
- Madeline Bridges 
Key Club 10, 11; Oracle 11; Amnesty 
International 11; "Bye Bye Birdie" 
11; N.H.S. 11 , 12; Peer Support 11, 
12 (Pres.); "A Funny Thing Hap-
pened on the Way to the Forum" 12; 
Spanish Club 12 
Brian Patrick Hannon 
The most valuable commodity I know 
of is information. 
- Gordan Gekko 
Swimming 9, I 0, I I, 12; Soccer 9, 
10, 11 , 12; Key Club 11 , 12; Am· 
nesty International 11 , 12; Oracle 11, 
12; Ram-Page 12; Class Council 12; 
Spanish Club 12 
David Hanson 
May we have many years of remem-
brance of the short time we spent to-
gether. 
Basketball 9; Football 9 
Charles Harris 
Jeff Heath 
To hang in there and do whatever it 
takes. I like to think of it as a lot of 
fortitude and guts. 
-Len Bias 
Golf 9, 10; Basketball 9, 11 ; Winter 
Track IO; Baseball 10, 11 ; Class 
Council 12; Spanish Club 12 
Julie Mae Holt 
It 's been my experience that, no mat-
ter where you go, there you are. 
-L.B.T. 
Indoor Track 9; Spring Track 9, IO; 
Soccer 9, I 0, 11 , 12; Cross Country 
IO; Peer Support I 0 
Marie Harrington 
God grant me the serenity to accept 
the things I cannot change, the cour-
age to change the things I can, and 
the wisdom to know the difference. 
Rangers 9, 10, 11, 12; Honor Guard 
9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12 
Jennifer Lynn Hastings 
People said that you can accomplish 
anything when you set your mind to 
it. 
Charles Hibbard 
John Holzwarth 
To succeed, do the best you can, 
where you are, with what you have. 
-My Mother 
Swimming 9; Science Olympiad I 0, 
11, 12; Indoor Track 11 ; Peer Sup-
port 11 ; Cross Country 11 , 12; Am-
nesty International 12 
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Scott Homsted 
Once in a while, you can get shown 
the light in the strangest of places if 
you look at it right. 
- Jerry Garcia and Robert Hunter 
Football 9, 10 
Marcy Lynn Hopkins 
The best and most beautiful things in 
the world can't be seen or even 
touched . .. they must be felt from the 
heart. 
- Helen Keller 
Field Hockey 9; Class Council 12 
Victoria Huercanos 
Matthew R. Ingles 
Good teaching is one-fourth prepa-
ration and three-fourths theatre. 
- Gail Godwin 
"Pippin" 9; Chess 9, 10; "Bye Bye 
Birdie" 11; One-Act Play 11, 12; 
Bates Summer Scholars Program 11; 
"A Funny Thing Happened on the 
Way to the Forum" 12 
Jill A. Hopkins 
Spring appears, and once again we 
are children ... 
- Henry David Thoreau 
R.0.T.C. 9, IO; Chorus 9, 10. 11. 
Softball IO; Lit House 11; Teen Par-
ent Education 11, 12 
Tonya Leigh Horton 
Life is not a problem to be solved but 
a reality to be experienced. 
- Soren Kierkegaard 
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12 
Mara Rose Hunter 
You always have boundaries. Let 
someone else choose them and they"re 
restrictions. Choose them yourself 
and they're principles. 
Swimming 9; Chorus 9; Field Hock-
ey 9, 12; Class Council 10, 12; "B'e 
Bye Birdie" 11; Key Club 11, 1.2; 
Student Council (Sec.) 12; Amnest' 
International 12 · 
Nicole Jackson 
A human cannot explain the elation, 
that memory of Victory Lane. 
-Bob Hice 
Chorus 9, 10 
Candace Dawn Jellison 
Man is born to live, not to prepare for 
life. 
- Boris Pasternack- P.O.D.! 
Field Hockey 9, 10; Spring Track 9, 
I 0, 11, 12; Indoor Track 9, 12; Class 
Council 12 
Jonathan M. Jenkins 
Forgive what you do not approve, and 
love me for this energetic exertion of 
my talent. 
- William Blake 
Jerusalem 3. 
"Pippin" 9; "God" 9; "Fiddler on 
the Roor· IO; "Interview" IO; "Bye 
Bye Birdie" 11; "The Good Doctor" 
11; Math League 11; Debate Team 
11, 12; Speech Team 11, 12; N.H.S. 
11, 12; "A Funny Thing Happened 
on the Way to the Forum" 12; Cross 
Country 12; Peer Support 12; Key 
Club 12 
Tamson Lee Jordan 
We create our tomorrows by what we 
dream today. 
Pamela Klekotka 
Your days are short here. You will go 
away with old, good friends, and 
don 't forget when you leave, why you 
came. 
- Adelai Stevenson 
N.H.S. 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 12; 
Ram-Page 12; Amnesty Internation-
al 12 
Mark A. Jellison 
In this world of give and take, there 
are not enough people who are willing 
to give what it takes. 
Basketball 9; Swimming I 0, 11, 12 
Jeff Jordan 
I don't get excited about good days, 
and I don't get excited about bad 
days. I'm just trying to learn, one day 
at a time. 
- Vincent (Bo) Jackson 
Basketball 9; Football 9; Baseball 9, 
10, 11, 12 
Scott Kaiser 
Nothing great was ever achieved with-
out enthusiasm. 
-Emerson 
Science Fair 9, 10; Chorus 9, 10, 11; 
District V 9, I 0, 11; "Fiddler on the 
Roof' IO; Hugh O'Brian Program 
IO; Exeter Summer Program IO; 
Concert Choir I 0, 11; "Bye Bye 
Birdie" 11; Boys' State 11; Yale 
Summer Program 11; Maine Schol-
ars' Days 11; Talent Show 11; Sci-
ence Olympiad 11; Speech 11, 12; 
O.M. 11, 12; Math Team 11, 12; "A 
Funny Thing Happened on the Way 
to the Forum" 12; Class Council 12; 
Oracle 12 (Copy Editor) 
Kathleen M. Klocko 
When down in the mouth, remember 
Jonah. He came out all right! 
Thomas Edison 
Band 9, 10, 11 (All-State), 12; Lit 
House 9, 11, 12; Clarinet Choir 1 O; 
Key Club 10, ll;N.H.S.10, 11, 12; 
"Bye Bye Birdie" 11; "A Funny 
Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum" 12; Newspaper Staff 12 
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Darin Knapp 
The wolves carry my name in their 
midnight speeches, and that quiet 
subtle Voice is summoning me from 
afar. Someday I shall join them. 
- Necronomicon; H. P. Lovecraft 
Debate Team 9, I 0, 11; Speech 
Team 9, 10, 11, 12; "Fiddler on the 
Roof' 10; Football 10; O.M. 10; 
One-Act Play I 0, 11, 12; "Bye Bye 
Birdie" 11; N.H.S. 11 , 12; "A Funny 
Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum" 12; Junior Classical League 
12 
Richard Kondor Jr. 
Southern Penobscot Vocational 
School: Student Advisory Commit-
tee 9, 10, 11, 12 
Jennifer Lisa Laferte 
Far away there in the sunshine are 
my highest aspirations. I may not 
reach them. but I can look up and see 
their beauty, believe in them and try 
to follow where they lead. 
- Louisa May Alcott 
Soccer 9, I 0, 11 , 12; Indoor Track 9, 
I 0, 11 (Capt.) 12; Spring Track 9, I 0, 
11, 12; Amnesty International 11, 
12; Class Council 12 
Jennifer Dawn Lane 
May you grow to be proud, dignified 
and true, and do unto others as you'd 
have done to you. 
- Rod Stewart 
Class Council IO; Peer Support I 0, 
11 ; Key Club I 0, 12; Oracle 12; Tal-
ent Show 12 
Scott J. Kolenda 
Peace sells - but who's buying? 
- Megadeth 
Soccer 9 
Tammi Labrecque 
This is where we walked and swam, 
hunted, danced and sang; take a pic-
ture here; take a souvenir. 
- J. Michael Stipe 
My words but a whisper, your deaf 
ness a shout. 
- Jethro Tull 
"Pippin" 9; Band 9; "Fiddler on the 
Roof' 10; Talent Show 9, 10; " Bye 
Bye Birdie" 11 ; "A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to the Fo-
rum" 12; Speech Team 10, 11, 12 
Andrea Marie Lane 
Blood on blood, one on one, we'll still 
be standing when all is said and done. 
-J.B.J. 
Key Club 9, 12; Oracle 10; Band 10, 
11 , 12; Band Board (V.P.) 12; Ice 
Hockey Manager 12; Newspaper 
Staff 12; Class Council 12 
Deborah Elizabeth Larkin 
For myself I am an optimist - it 
does not seem to be much use being 
anything else. 
- Winston Churchill 
Basketball 9, IO; Soccer 9, I 0, 11 , 12; 
Spring Track 11 ; Indoor Track 11 , 
12; Talent Show 12; Class Council 
12 
Scott Larson 
Mike Lawson 
Christopher John Leeman 
The trouble with the world is not that 
people know too little, but that they 
know so many things that ain't so. 
- Samuel Clemens 
Int. Floor Hockey 9; Constitutional 
Minute Radio Broadcasts 9; Tennis 
9, I 0, 11, 12; Social Sciences Sym-
posium 11; Indoor Track 12; Class 
Council 12; Ram-Page 12 
Jodi Leigh 
Never love unless you can bear with 
all the faults of man. 
- Thomas Campion 
John Bapst High School: "Fiddler on 
the Roof" 9; Softball 9, 1 O; 
"Carousel" 10; Football Cheering 10 
Michelle C. Lawrence 
We have assembled inside this an-
cient and insane theater to propagate 
our lustful life and flee the swarming 
wisdom of the streets. 
- Jim Morrison 
Roy L. Lebsack 
In matters of taste, swim with the 
current. In matters of principle, stand 
like a rock. 
- Thomas Jefferson 
French Club 9; German Club 9; 
Backstage Crew 1 O; Stage Manager 
11; R.O.T.C. Color Guard Com-
mander 11, 12 (Capt.) 
Nicole Toni Legassie 
True beauty is not physical, but is 
what shines from the heart; true 
friendship is not just smiles, but is the 
knowledge that you will never part. 
-P.O.D. 
Rose Marie Leung 
Life is far too important a thing to 
speak seriously about. 
- Wilde 
Class Council 12 
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Mark R. Logan 
Through all the hardship and struggle 
that you endeavor, I can simply say 
that you made it through faith alone 
and wipe away the tears. 
Chorus 11, 12; Int. Volleyball 11, 12; 
Indoor Track 11, 12; Spring Track 
11, 12; Class Council 12 
C. Ryan Loyd 
When in doubt, thee's always hope. 
Soccer 9; Band 9, 10; Key Club 11; 
Swimming 11 
James (J. R.) Mabee 
We are all free to do whatever we 
want to do. 
- Richard Bach 
Orono High School: Freshman Foot-
ball 9; Ice Hockey 9 
B.H.S.: Ice Hockey 12 
Sean MacMillan 
The forbidden fruit is the sweetest. 
- Larry Flynt 
Soccer 9; Swimming 9, I 0, 11, 12; 
Key Club 10, 11 , 12; Class Council 
10, 11 , 12; Cross Country 11 , 12; 
Oracle 11 , 12; Spanish Club 12 
~ --~. 
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Michaela Long 
Everywhere is walking distance if you 
have the time. 
- Steven Wright 
Spring Track 9; Swimming 9, I 0, 11; 
Key Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Peer Support 
9, 10, 11 (Treas.), 12 (Activities Co-
ordinator); Oracle 10; N.H.S. 10, 11, 
12 (V.P.); Amnesty International 
(Founder and President) I I, 12; 
Math Team 11, 12; Class Council 12; 
Spanish Club 12 
Thomas J. Lynch 
One of these days they know you've 
got to get going out the door and 
down the street alone. I'll never forget 
my friends, so far away from home. 
Basketball 9, I 0, 11, 12 (Capt.); 
Football 12 
Brad Macdonald 
Never get off the boat. 
- Martin Sheen 
Speech Team 9, 10, 11, 12; Debate 
Team 9, 10, 11 , 12 
Danielle Denise Madore 
Walking is a process of losing balance 
and regaining it. 
- Marcy Lindheimer 
Talent Show 9, IO; Maine Drama 
Festival IO; Peer Support I 0, 11 ; In-
ternational Women's Club Art Con-
test 11 ; Maine Summer Arts 11 ; Lit 
House 10, 11 
Jeff Marino 
Either /'/!find a way or I'll make one. 
-Anonymous 
Kelly Lyn Martin 
I took for granted all the times that I 
thought would last somehow. I hear 
the laughter; I taste the tears. 
- Richard Marx 
Orchestra 9, 10; Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 
10, 12 
Jennie Lynn Mason 
Good-bye to you . . . together we 
climbed hills and trees, learned of 
love and ABCs, skinned our hearts 
and skinned our knees. 
Basketball 9, 10; Field Hockey 9, 10, 
11 12 (Capt.); Spring Track 9, 10, 
11' 12· Class Council 9, 12; Indoor Tr~ck '11, 12 
Christopher R. McBride 
There aren't any great men. There 
are just great challenges that ordi-
nary men like you and me are forced 
by circumstances to meet. 
- William Halsey 
Mark Brian Marquis 
They have stricken me, I was not sick; 
they have beaten me, and 1 felt it not. 
When shall I awake? I will seek it yet 
again. 
- Proverbs 23-25 
Indoor Track 9; Spring Track 9, I 0, 
11, 12; Freshman Football (Capt.) 9; 
Varsity Football 10, 11, 12 (Capt.) 
Michael Martin 
Sure don't know what I'm goin' for, 
but I'm gonna go for it, for sure. 
- The Grateful Dead 
Lisa Mayhew 
Learning without thought is labor 
lost. Thought without learning is in-
tellectual death. 
- Confucious 
Rory Gildea McCarthy 
I love the friends I have gathered to-
gether on this thin raft. We've con-
structed pyramids in honor of our es-
caping. 
- James Douglass Morrison 
If you got confused, listen to the mu-
sic play. 
- Grateful Dead 
Indoor Track 9, 10; Spring Track 9, 
IO; Cross Country 9, I 0, 11 
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John McC!ay 
It is a moment of inner freedom when 
the mind is opened and the infinite 
universe revealed. The soul is left to 
wander, dazed and confused, search-
ing here and there for teachers and 
friends. 
- Jim Morrison 
Cross Country 9, I 0, 11; Spring 
Track 9, 11; Indoor Track 10; Class 
Council 12 
Heidi Erin McGrath 
If we are to get anywhere, always a 
dubious destination, we need to slow 
down to get there. 
-Anonymous 
Band 9; Swimming 9; Chorus 9, 10; 
Homecoming Committee 9, 10, 11, 
12; Peer Support IO; Oracle 11; Key 
Club 11, 12; Class Council 12; Tal-
ent Show 12 
James Elwood McKeen II 
All you need in life is ignorance and 
confidence and success is assured. 
-Mark Twain 
Cross Country 9, I 0, 11, 12; Indoor 
Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Track 9, 
10, 11, 12;R.O.T.C. 10, II, 12 
Cindy McVicar 
I agree with no man's opinions; I 
have a few of my own. 
Heather McDonald 
Don't want to know me better, just be 
glad for the time together. It's such a 
treat it's time you taste it .. . so lick it 
up! 
-Kiss 
Ice Hockey Manager I 0, 11, 12 
Matthew McGregor 
Michael McNally 
Being honest with one's self is a good 
exercise. 
- Sigmund Freud 
Volunteer Work at St. Joseph's Hos-
pital and the Ronald McDonald 
House 9, 10, 11 , 12 
Sherry Melochick 
Do as much as you can today, for 
there is no time further away than 
yesterday. 
Chorus 9, 10, 11 , 12 
Edward Alan Mercier 
In a time of turbulence and change, it 
is more true than ever that knowledge 
is power. 
- John F. Kennedy 
Thomas Brian Messervey 
There is a road, no simple highway, 
between the dawn and the dark of 
night, and if you go, no one may 
follow; that path is for your steps 
alone. 
- Grateful Dead 
Football 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Stu-
dent Council 9, 10, 12 (V.P.); 
R.O.T.C. 9, 10, 11, 12 
(Commander); Track 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Int. Weightlifting 9, 10, 11, 12; 
N.H.S. 10, 11, 12; Boys' State 11; 
Maine Scholars' Days 11; Talent 
Show 11, 12; Rifle Team 11, 12; 
Class Council 11, 12 
David Metzger 
It is a greater compliment to be trust-
ed than to be loved. 
- George McDonald 
Spring Track 9, 12; Chorus 9, 10, 11, 
12; District V 11, 12 
Jennifer Moreau 
To look for perfection, all very well. 
To look for heaven is to live here in 
hell. After today, consider me; con-
sider me gone. 
-Sting 
Wade Ellis Merritt 
Infinity is a notion best contemplated 
inside four walls with sheets tucked 
snugly around one's toes. 
- Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Spring Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Indoor 
Track I 0, 11, 12; Talent Show 11; 
Class Council 12 
Mindy Metts 
It isn't easy being green. 
- Kermit the Frog 
Roy Alan Miller 
Emancipate yourself from mental 
slavery; none but ourselves can free 
our minds. 
-Bob Marley 
Spring Track 9, I 0, 11, 12; Int. 
Weightlifting 9, 10, 11, 12 
Dale Morris 
The time has come and I must now 
look to the future. 
- Mark Paulette 
Int. Floor Hockey 9; Int. Weight-
lifting 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9, 10, 
11, 12; Baseball 11; Int. Football 11; 
Int. Basketball I I 
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Alan Mosca 
It takes a higher degree of intelligence 
to do the inflicting first. 
Football 9, I 0, 11, 12; Spring Track 
I 0, II, 12; Indoor Track 11 , 12; 
Boys' State 11; Class Council 12 
Scott F. Mullins 
Wisdom comes from living. Caring 
comes from the heart. Love is a union 
of both these things, and love is where 
we all start. 
-S.M. 
Brent J . Murray 
Those who laugh, last. 
Peer Support 9; "Fiddler on the 
Roof' IO; Oracle 1 O; Speech Team 
IO; Orchestra I 0, 12; "Bye Bye Bird-
ie" 11 ; Golf 11 ; Stage Band 11 ; Am-
nesty International 11 , 12; Band 11 , 
12; Band Board 11, 12 (V.P.); One-
Act Play 11 , 12; "A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to the Fo-
rum" 12; Chorus 12; District V 12; 
All-State 12 
Sue-Anne Murray 
Life has taught me how to think, but 
thinking has not taught me how to 
live. 
Field Hockey 9, 10, 11 , 12 (Capt.); 
Swimming 9, 10, 11 , 12; Class Coun-
cil 12 
Scott Mullen 
Time is flying never to return. 
- Publius Virgilius Maro 
Tanya Sue Murphy 
I'd rather have loved and lost, than to 
never have loved at all. 
-J.L . 
John Bapst High School: Softball 9; 
Football Cheering 9, IO (Capt.); Bas-
ketball Cheering 9, IO; Tennis IO 
Elizabeth Murray 
Life is an illusion; dreams are the 
only reality. Be happy; all you need is 
love. 
Ross Nason 
He that loses anything and gets wis· 
dom by it is a gainer by the loss. 
-F. E. Hulme 
Int. Volleyball 9, 10; Track 9, 12 
Shannon Mary Nelson 
Continuous effort - not strength or 
intelligence - is the key to unlocking 
our potential. 
- Liane Cordes 
Field Hockey 9, I 0, 11, 12; Basket-
ball 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Council 9, 
10, 12; Spring Track IO; Key Club 12 
Josh O'Donnell 
The ball rolls funny for everyone. 
- Fast Eddie Felson 
Soccer 9, 11; Swimming 9, 10, 11, 
12; Key Club 10, 11, 12; Oracle 11, 
12; Class Council 12 
Frank Paige 
Angelique Palmer 
Eric Nickerson 
Out there, under the radiant sky, they 
say "to thine own self be true." But 
here, in the world of trolls, we say, 
"To thine own self be all-sufficient!" 
- Henrik Ibsen 
Spring Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Key Club 
11, 12; Class Council 12 
Heather R. Ogilvie 
Always breathe. That's the basis of 
life, breathing. That 's basically the 
basis. If you don't breathe, you die. 
- Christopher Durang 
Softball 9; Talent Show 9, 12; 
"Fiddler on the Roof' 1 O; Speech 
Team 10, 11, 12; "Bye Bye Birdie" 
11; Math Team 11; Science Club 11; 
Science Olympiad 11, 12; Oracle 11, 
12; One-Act Play 11, 12; O.M. 11, 
12; Ram-Page 12; "A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to the Fo-
rum" 12; New England Math League 
12 
Lauri Ann Paige 
Spring appears, and once again we 
are children. 
- Henry David Thoreau 
John Stephen Parlee 
The Messiah smiled upon the mul-
titude and pleasantly said unto them, 
"/quit." 
- Richard Bach 
"Fiddler on the Roof' 1 O; Chorus 
10, 11; District V Chorus 10, 11 ; 
Peer Support 10, 11, 12; Concert 
Choir 11; "Bye Bye Birdie" 11; O.M. 
11, 12; "A Funny Thing Happened 
on the Way to the Forum" 12; One-
Act Play 12 
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Michael David Pechinski 
One man gathers what another man 
spills. 
- The Grateful Dead 
Phillips Academy, Andover: Foot-
ball 1 O; Basketball 10; Lacrosse IO; 
Newspaper Staff 10; WPAA (School 
Radio Station) 10 
B.H.S.: O.M. 9; Soccer 9, 11, 12; 
Basketball 9, 11, 12; Class Council 9, 
11, 12; Key Club 11, 12; Student 
Council 11, 12; Oracle 11, 12; Ram-
Page 12; Talent Show 12 
Rhonda Lynn Pelkey 
Don't get mad; get even. 
-Aerosmith 
Sing for the year, sing for laughter, 
sing for tears .. . Dream on, dream 
until your dreams come true. 
-Aerosmith 
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Bas-
ketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 
11, 12 
Doris Perry 
Patience is the best remedy for every 
trouble. 
- Titus Maccius Plautus 
Volunteer Work at Ronald 
McDonald House and St. Joseph's 
Hospital 9, 10, 11, 12 
Tori Pierce 
Oh Great Creator of all beings, grant 
us one more hour to perform our art 
and perfect our mind. 
Jeremy Peithman 
The future rides beside me, tomorrow 
in his hand. The stranger turns to 
greet me, take me by the hand. 
- Robert Plant 
Spring Track I 0, 11, 12; Soccer 11, 
12; Indoor Track 12 
Brent R. Pendleton 
Now this is not the end. It is not even 
the beginning of the end. But it is, 
perhaps, the end of the beginning. 
- Winston Churchill 
National Science Olympiad 9; 
Spring Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Debate 
Team 10, 11; O.M. 10, 11, 12; "Bye 
Bye Birdie" 11; N.H.S. 12; Indoor 
Track 12 
Joseph M. Pickering 
"What would you do," the Master 
said unto the multitude, "if God 
spoke directly to your face and said, 'I 
COMMAND THAT YOU BE HAP-
PY'." 
- Richard Bach 
Swimming 9; "Fiddler on the Roof' 
10; Debate T~a~ 10, 11 , 12 (Capt.); 
"Bye Bye B1rd1e" 11; All Bangor 
Night 11; Maine Summer Human-
ities Program 11; Speech Team 11, 
12; N.H.S. 11 , 12; Science Olympiad 
11 , 12; "A Funny Thing Happened 
on the Way to the Forum" 12 
Carrie Ann Pleuler 
That which we are, we are, and if we 
are ever to be any better, now is the 
time to begin. 
- Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
National Science Olympiad 9, 10, 
11 , 12; Field Hockey 1 O; Student 
Council 10; Swimming 10, 11; 
N.H.S. 10, 11, 12; Class Council 10, 
11 , 12; Science Club 11, 12; Cross 
Country 12 
Julie Plummer 
Beauty is truth, truth beauty - that 
is all ye know on earth, and all ye 
need to know. 
-John Keats 
U. Maine Speech and Drama Fes-
tival 9; "God" 9; Speech 9, I 0, 11, 
12; "Fiddler on the Roof' IO; 
"Interview" 10; N.H.S. 10, 11, 12 
(Sec.); Voice of Democracy 10, 11, 
! 2; Spear Speaking 11; "Bye Bye 
Birdie" 11; "The Good Doctor" 11; 
"A Funny Thing Happened on the 
Way to the Forum" 12; Class Coun-
cil 12 
Julie Powers 
A man is rich according to what he is, 
not according to what he has. 
- Unknown 
Oracle 11, 12 
Scott Pullen 
Kerry E. Quinn 
Don't worry. BE HAPPY. 
Adrienne Pomeroy 
What we take for granted today, we 
may miss tomorrow. 
-A.C.P. 
Gyllian Rae Pressey 
Raining melodies of imagination sat-
urate symphonies in absolute ecstasy. 
-G.R.P. 
Band 9; Orchestra 9, 10, 12; "Fiddler 
on the Roof' IO; Chorus I 0, 11; 
Speech Team I 0, 11, 12; All-State 
11, 12; Amnesty International 11, 
12; "A Funny Thing Happened on 
the Way to the Forum" 12; Ram-
Page 12 
Matt Pyzynski 
Take me disappearing through my 
mind down the foggy ruins of time, 
far from the twisted reach of crazy 
sorrow. 
-Bob Dylan 
Basketball 9, I 0, 11, 12; Class Coun-
cil 12 
Christopher A. Rafuse 
Only mad dogs and Englishmen go 
out in the midday sun. 
- Rudyard Kipling 
Swimming 9; Int. Floor Hockey 9, 
10, 11; Int. Weightlifting 9, 10, 11, 
12; R.O.T.C. 9, 10, 11, 12; Rangers 
9, 10, 11, 12; Indoor Track 10, 11, 
12; Football 11, 12 
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Heli Maarit Rajasalo 
Uskomaton vuosi - kittos teille 
kaikille! You better watch out -
there's a stranger in town! 
-Toto 
Kajaani, Finland: Class Council 9 
(Sec.), I 0 (V.P.), 11; Student Council 
9 (Sec.), 10 (Sec.), 11; Track 9, 10; 
Basketball 9, I 0, 11; Squash 10, 11 
B.H.S.: Field Hockey 12; Track 12; 
Class Council 12; Amnesty Interna-
tional 12 
Christopher Reed 
David Rice 
Chris Robbins 
I can't believe my life is happening to 
me! 
"Pippin" 9; Science Fair 9; Soccer 9, 
10, 11, 12; Diving 10; Speech 11; 
Class Council 12; Ram-Page 12; 
D.0.A. (Pres.) 12 
Angela Rediker 
It used to make me so fed up people 
always asking me, "What will you be 
when you grow up"? .. . I just want to 
be me. 
Band 9, II; Chorus 9, 10, II, 12; 
Concert Choir IO; District V 11, 12 
Erika K. Reif 
With rings on her fingers and bells on 
her toes, she will have music wherever 
she goes. 
- Mother Goose 
Band 9; Concert Choir 9, IO; Chorus 
9, I 0, 11; Peer Support 9, I 0, 11, 12; 
"Fiddler on the Roof' 10; Voice of 
Democracy IO; Speech Team I 0, I I, 
12; "Bye Bye Birdie" 11; Oracle 11; 
Bates Summer Scholars Program 11; 
Amnesty International 11 , 12; O.M. 
11 , 12; "A Funny Thing Happened 
on the Way to the Forum" 12; Ram-
Page 12; Math Team 12 
Leigh Richards 
Angus Henry Robertson 
Naked eyes and naked ears. sighting 
in and sounding out. Fear can always 
frighten up a few disciples, but noth· 
ing can convert true identity. 
- Michael Hedges 
Indoor Track 9; Tennis 9, 10, 11; 
Amnesty International 11 , 12; News-
paper Staff 12 
Jennifer Robertson 
Well, this is the end of a perfect day. 
Near the end of a journey, too! But it 
leaves a thought that is big and 
strong, with a wish that is kind and 
true. 
Band 9, 10, 11, 12 
Nichole Robertson 
What lies behind us and what lies 
before us are tiny matters compared 
to what lies within us. 
- Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Student Council 9, IO; S.A.D.D. 9, 
10 (Treas.); Class Council 9, 10, 12; 
Dance Club 10; N.H.S. 10, 11, 12; 
Swimming 11, 12; Oracle 12 
Trina Marie Robinson 
Picture us together. arms around our 
friends; hold onto this moment. be-
fore it ends. There was laughter, there 
were tears. throughout our four gold-
en years. 
-Anonymous 
football Cheering 9, 11 , 12 (Capt.); 
Basketball Cheering 9, I 0, 12; Talent 
Show I 0, 12; Class Council 12 
Stephanie Rodebaugh 
Remember me in the midst of the 
past, for if you walk in the shadow of 
darkness alone, find me, and I shall 
give you a home. 
- Stephanie Rodebaugh 
Monique Robertson 
To look up, and not down, to look 
forward and not back, to look out and 
not in - and to lend a hand. 
- Edward Everett Hale 
S.A.D.D. 9, 10; Student Council 9, 
10; Class Council 9, 10, 12; Dance 
Club 10; N.H.S. 10, 11, 12· Swim-
ming 11, 12; Oracle 12 ' 
Amy Leigh Robichaud 
The will to compete is one's burning 
desire to be the very best. 
Spring Track 9, 10; Soccer 9, I 0, 11, 
12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 
11, 12; Class Council 12 
Chris Rock 
After all is said and done, there is 
usually more said than done. 
Band 11, 12; Band Board 12; Stage 
Band 11, 12; "Bye Bye Birdie" 11; 
"A Funny Thing Happened on the 
Way to the Forum" 12 
Patricia Susan Roscetti 
Before the rising sun, we fly. So many 
roads to choose. We start out walking 
and learn to run, and yes, we've just 
begun. 
Basketball 9; Soccer I 0, 11; Peer 
Support I 0, 11; Swimming I 0, 11, 
12; Key Club 11, 12; N.H.S. 11, 12; 
Amnesty International 11, 12; Class 
Council 12; Talent Show 12 
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Elizabeth Russell 
We hold these truths to be self 
evident, that all men and women are 
created equal. 
- Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Bas-
ketball 9, l 0, 11, 12; Class Council 9, 
l 0, 11, 12 (Treas.); Peer Support l 0, 
11; N.H.S. 10, 11, 12; Maine Schol-
ars' Day 11; Girls' State (Pres. of 
Senate) 11; Key Club 11, 12; Oracle 
12 
Richard J. V. Rygalski 
Taking a new step, uttering a new 
word, is what people fear most. 
- Fyodor Dostoyevski 
Football 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Indoor 
Track 9, 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 
12; N.H.S. 11, 12 
Sophi A. Sagall 
If a rose was blue, would you cherish 
it for its beauty, or burn it for being 
different! 
-Gyl 
"God" 9; Band 9, 10, 11; Orchestra 
9, 10, 11; "Fiddler on the Roof' 10; 
Stage Band l O; Speech Team l 0, 11, 
12; "Bye Bye Birdie" 11; "A Funny 
Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum" 12; Young Writers' Confer-
ence 12 
Jennifer Saulnier 
Holly Russell 
Follow your dreams and pursue them 
with courage, for it is the pursuit of 
those dreams that makes life really 
worth living. 
-Anonymous 
Spring Track 10, 11 ; Oracle 11, 12 
Jessica Lee Sabin 
The more you celebrate your life, the 
more there is to celebrate. 
- Oprah Winfrey 
Band 9, IO, 11, 12; Cheering 9, 11 ; 
Band Board I 0, 11 (Historian), 12 
(Sec.); Class Council 12 
Travis Sanborn 
Anyone can be pleasant when life 
goes along like a song, but the person 
worthwhile is the one who can smile 
when everything goes dead wrong. 
Shannon Michelle Sawyer 
The worst thing in life is to have no 
wishes. no goals. because then you 
have nothing to reach for, nothing to 
live for. 
- Theodore Roosevelt 
Swimming 9, 10, 11 , 12; Key Club 
11 ; Class Council 11 , 12 (Sec.); Soft-
ball 11 , 12; Student Council 12 
Russell E. Schaff 
A tired mind becomes a shape-shifter, 
everybody needs a mood lifter. every-
body needs reverse polarity. 
Basketball 10, 11; Class Council 12 
Valeri Ann Shaw 
I live my life like a shot in the wind. If 
tomorrow don't come, I know I stole 
my share of fun for me. 
Spring Track 9, IO; Lit House 12 
Dee-Dee Lynn Silvestri 
The journey of a thousand miles be-
gins with the first step. 
-Lao-Tse 
Basketball Cheering 9, 11; Football 
Cheering 11, 12; Class Council 12 
John M. Skidgel 
The sun is blinding, dizzy golden, 
dancing green. Through the park in 
the afternoon, wondering where the 
hell I have been. 
- Suzanne Vega 
Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12; Indoor 
Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Track 9, 
I 0, 11, 12; Maine Summer Arts Pro-
gram 10; N.H.S. 11, 12; Backstage 
on Musicals I 0, 11, 12; Maine Sum-
mer Humanities Program 11; Talent 
Show 11, 12; Science Club 11 (Sec.), 
12; Science Olympiad 11 , 12; Span-
ish Club 12 
Liza Schiltz 
Live fast, die young, and leave a 
beautiful corpse. 
- Author Unknown 
Class Council 12; Talent Show 12 
Jennifer Ann Shubert 
What lies behind us and what lies 
before us are tiny matters compared 
to what lies within us. 
- Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Key Club 
11, 12; Tennis 11, 12; Field Hockey 
12; Class Council 12; Oracle 12 
Roland Andrew Simmons III 
Freedom is the road seldom travelled 
by the multitudes. 
- Public Enemy 
Soccer 9, 10, II, 12; Diving 10, II, 
12; Track I 0, 11, 12; Amnesty In-
ternational 11; Class Council 11, 12 
(V.P.); Key Club 11, 12; Spanish 
Club 12 (Treas.) 
Aaron Smith 
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Cory C. Smith 
Put the needle on the record. 
R.O.T.C. 9, 10, 11, 12 
Kim Smith 
Rebecca S. Sockbeson 
The best way out is always through. 
- Robert Frost 
Basketball 9, IO; Spring Track 9, 10, 
11; Class Council 12; Oracle l 2; Key 
Club 12 
Ula Solomon 
Though one should in battle conquer 
a thousand men a thousand times, he 
who conquers himself has the more 
glorious victory. 
-Buddha 
Spring Track 9; "Pippin" 9; "God" 
9; Peer Support 9, IO; Student Coun-
cil 9, I 0, 11; All-State Orchestra 9, 
I 0, 11; Orchestra 9, I 0, 11, 12; Class 
Council 9 (Treas.), I 0, 11, 12 
(Comm. Chair); Field Hockey 9, l 0 
(JV Capt.), 11, 12 (Capt.); "Fiddler 
on the RooP' 10; N.H.S. I 0, 11, 12; 
Tennis I 0, 11, 12; Key Club 11; "Bye 
Bye Birdie" 11; Girls' State 11; Or-
acle 12 (Layout Editor). 
Gregg Alan Smith 
There is a method to my madness. 
Project Transition 9, I 0, 11, 12; Vol-
unteer Work at Nursing Homes and 
Ronald McDonald House 9, 10, 11, 
12; Special Olympics 9, I 0, 11, 12; 
Awarded School Spirit Letter I 0 
Marcella H. Snowdeal 
The goal, a desire to be, the potential 
to become, a process of becoming, the 
goal became. 
Rodolfo Solares 
No one knows the real meaning of 
life. You have to figure it out by your-
self. 
Soccer 12; Amnesty International 
12; Spanish Club 12 
Christina Spellman 
Our memories will slowly fade. but 
our dreams will still remain. 
Chorus 9, I 0, 11 
Darren Lawrence Staples 
You can't have everything. Where 
would you put it? 
- Steven Wright 
Science Fair 9; Int. Tennis 9; Debate 
Team I 0, 11; American Computer 
Science League I 0, 11; Science Club 
11; Science Olympiad . l l; Indoor 
Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Spnng Track 9, 
10, 11, 12; N.H.S. 10, 11 , 12; Math 
Team I 0, 11, 12; New England Math 
League I 0, 11, 12; American Com-
puter Science League I 0, 11; Talent 
Show 11; O.M. 11; Class Council 12 
Jason Klein Stem 
True education begins where the 
quest for the "A" ends. 
-J.K.S. 
Orchestra 9, 10; Brass Quintet 9, 10; 
Swimming 9, I 0, 11 (All-State 
Team), 12 (Capt.); Key Club I 0, 11 
(Jr. Class Dr.), 12 (Pres.); Class 
Council 10, 11, 12; N.H.S. I 0, 11, 12 
(Parliamentarian); Science Club 11; 
Oracle 11, 12 (Photography Editor); 
Latin Club 12; Math Team 12 
Glenn Stevens 
When I think of all the crap I learned 
in high school it's a wonder I can 
think at all. 
-Paul Simon 
J.R.O.T.C. 9, 10, 11 , 12; Rangers 10; 
Honor Guard I 0, 11 , 12; Rifle Team 
II 
James L. Strayer 
You only live once, so take hold of the 
dance. 
- Metallica 
Jennifer Iona Stather 
When you kiss away the tears of fear 
nothing remains except the majestic 
rainbow arc of love, floating forever. 
-J.N.J. 
Freshman Basketball Cheering 9; 
Soccer 9, IO; Varsity Football Cheer-
ing 11, 12 (Capt.); Varsity Basketball 
Cheering 11, 12 (Capt.); Varsity 
Cheering Competition Squad 12; 
Class Council 12 
Amy Stevens 
Don't walk in front of me; I may not 
follow. Don't walk behind me; I may 
not lead. Just walk beside me and be 
my friend. 
Orchestra 9, 10; Peer Support 9, IO; 
Swimming 9, 10, 11 , 12; Field Hock-
ey 9, 10, 12; Key Club 11, 12; Class 
Council 12 
Elizabeth Cecilia Stewart 
When I was your age . . . why, some-
times I've believed as many as six 
impossible things before breakfast. 
- Lewis Carroll 
Swimming 9, 10; Spring Track 9, IO; 
Cross Country IO; "Bye Bye Birdie" 
11; Debate Team 11; Math League 
11; Science Olympiad 11; One-Act 
Play 11 , 12; Speech Team 11 , 12; 
0.M. 11 , 12; N.H.S. 11 , 12; Class 
Council 12; "A Funny Thing Hap-
pened on the Way to the Forum" 12; 
Ram-Page (Entertainment Editor) 
12; Lit House (Editor) 12 
Justan Strout 
Life is neither a good nor an evil; it is 
simply the place where good and evil 
exist. 
-Seneca 
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Alison Paige Sucy 
The swan is gliding above the ocean. 
A god is riding upon his back. How 
calm the water and bright the rain-
bow. Fade this swan to black. 
- Paul McCartney 
Ski Club 9; Spring Track 9, 10; Field 
Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Debate Team 
10; Key Club 11; N.H.S. 11, 12; 
Ram-Page 11, 12 
Michelle Sue Syphers 
If you take care of the little things, 
then the big things will take care of 
themselves. 
- Coach Shawn Walsh 
Talent Show I 0, 11; Key Club 11; Ice 
Hockey Manager 11, 12; Class Coun-
cil 12 
Charles Tozier 
David Walker 
The secret of getting ahead is getting 
started. 
"Pippin" 9; Show Choir 9, 10; Dis-
trict V Band 9, II; Band 9, 10, II, 
12; Band Board 9, I 0, 11 {Treas.) 12 
(Pres.); Chorus 9, I 0, 11, 12; District 
V Chorus 10; Stage Band 9, 10, 11, 
12; N.H.S. 10, 11, 12; "Fiddler on 
the Roar· 10; "Bye Bye Birdie" 11; 
One-Act Play 11 ; "A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to the Fo-
rum" 12 
Shelley Marie Svoboda 
Friendship often ends in love, but love 
in friendship never. 
- Colton 
Football Cheering 11; Basketball 
Cheering 9, 10, 11; Class Council 12 
Paul Tomlinson 
Never put off until tomorrow what 
you can do the day after tomorrow. 
-Mark Twain 
Swimming 9, 10, 11; O.M. 10, 11, 
12; Debate Team I 0, 11, 12; Speech 
Team 10, 11 , 12; Math Team 10, 11, 
12; N.H.S. 10, 11 , 12 (Pres.); Maine 
Scholars' Days I I; Jackson Lab 
Summer Program I I; Science Olym-
piad 11, 12; Class Council 12; Ram-
Page 12; "A Funny Thing Happened 
on the Way to the Forum" 12 
Jim Wadlington 
Spread your wings; you're gonna 
make it to the best time of your life. 
- Scorpions 
Freshman Football 9; Int. Basketball 
10, 11, 12 
Amy Elizabeth Wallace 
So you plant your own garden and 
decorate your own soul, instead of 
waiting for someone to bring you 
flowers. 
-Anonymous 
Swimming 9; Key Club 9, 10, 11 , 12 
(Editor); Peer Support 11 ; Oracle 11 , 
12 (Assistant Editor); N .H.S. 11 , 12; 
Class Council 12 
Carrie E. Walton 
What I must do is all that concerns 
me; not what people think. 
- Emerson 
Peer Support IO; Oracle 12; Ram-
Page 12 
Laurie Ann Warner 
Dreams can come true only if you 
believe in them. 
Shawn "Dougie" Welock 
Those people who tell you not to take 
chances, they are all missing out on 
what life is about. You only live once, 
so take hold of the chance. Don't end 
up like others. the same song and 
dance. 
Int. Basketball 11, 12; Int. Weight-
lifting 11, 12; Football 12 
Cary Weston 
You can't always get what you want. 
But if you try sometime, you just 
might find, you get what you need. 
- The Rolling Stones 
Basketball 9; Soccer 9, I 0, 11, 12; 
Key Club 12; Class Council 12; 
Spanish Club 12; Student Council 12 
Kristina Wardwell 
Standing on a fine line between this 
and that, just biding my time waiting 
fora sound ... 
-L.C. 
Matthew T. Watkins 
To live happily is an inward power of 
the soul. 
- Marcus Aurelius 
Tennis 9, 10; Chorus 10, 11, 12; 
Concert Choir IO; Presidential 
Classroom 11; District V Chorus 11, 
12; Int. Volleyball 11, 12; Indoor 
Track 11, 12; Spring Track 11, 12; 
Class Council 12 
Jerome Wenninger 
The difference between a successful 
person and others is not a lack of 
strength, not a lack of knowledge, but 
rather is a lack of will. 
- Vincent T. Lombardi 
Football I 0, 11, 12; Spring Track 11; 
Boys' State 11; Science Club 11 
(Treas.); N.H.S. 11, 12; Science 
Olympiad 11, 12; Indoor Track 11, 
12; Class Council 12 
Denise R. White 
I look to the sea. Reflections in the 
wave spark my memory. Some hap-
py, some sad. I think of childhood 
friends and the dreams we had. 
-Styx 
Peer Support 12; Oracle 12; Speech 
12 
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Kyle White 
All ambitions are lawful except those 
which climb upward on the miseries 
or credulities of mankind. 
- Joseph Conrad 
Int. Weightlifting 9 
Beth Woodbury 
Don't go through life changing to try 
to please other people, because in the 
end you won't know who you are. 
-B.W. 
Spring Track IO; Basketball 11; Class 
Council I I , 12 
Rebecca Miriam Zabot 
Today I saw a red and yellow sunset 
and thought, "How insignificant I 
am"! Of course, I thought that yes-
terday, too, and it rained. 
- Woody Allen 
Peer Support IO; Lit House IO; Or-
acle 12; Ram-Page 12 
Shawn Witham 
There are those who watch things 
happen. There are those who make 
things happen. Then there are those 
who don't know what the hell is ha[r 
pening. 
Football 9, I 0 
Robert E. Young Jr. 
No man is wise enough by himself. 
- Titus Maccius Plautus 
Volunteer at Ronald McDonald 
House 9, 10, 11 , 12 
Zhara Zwerling 
Good humor is the best article of 
dress one can wear in life. 
- Thackeray 
Soccer 9, 10; Homecoming 10, 11 , 
12; Oracle 12; Talent Show 12; Class 
Council 12 
SENIORS NOT 
PICTURED 
Todd Ayer 
Aaron Baer 
Melanie Bezio 
Katherine Boober 
Erik Brown 
Michelle Chapman 
Kenneth Chase 
Anthony Colangelo 
Christopher Coshenet 
Brian Cota 
Carrie Cox 
Michael Crockett 
Ronald Cross 
Angel Currier 
Shawn Desjardins 
Mindy Dore 
Thomas Dow 
Dawn Downey 
Jon Duplain 
Billy Ezell 
Robert Ford 
Heather Hall 
Michael Hallahan 
David Higgins 
Tim Hoelzer 
Sue Hosmer 
Todd House 
Douglas Iverson 
Michael Legassie 
Shane Leonard 
Dwight Lingley 
Chris Marquis 
David McAfee 
Bart McCarthy 
James Merrill 
D' Arey O'Connor 
Meredith Parks 
Theresa Pike 
Charles Puckett 
Rick Reed 
Eric Rodman 
Christopher Rumsey 
Robert Shubert 
Edward Smith 
Ryan Soucie 
Daniel Sproul 
Mike Stevens 
John Storey 
Robert Thompson 
Michael Treworgy 
Kimberly Tubbs 
Demetrius Turbin 
Jason Wade 
Louise White 
Wanda Williams 
Brian Wilson 
Holly Young 
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SENIORS AND FRESHMEN 
THE DIFFERENCE IS 
CL.EAR 
Knowledge/naivete. Senioritis/perky. Wor-
shipped/insulted. The differences between Seniors and Fresh-
men abound, and will always exist. The Oracle's special 
research team has studied the age-old subject, and now 
presents the results: 
Freshmen: 
- Keep the hairspray industry in business 
- Shake and beg before Mr. Bussiere 
- Actually study for mid-terms and finals 
- Attend class regularly 
- Pay attention in class 
- Either join every club in school, or join none 
- Know what sleep means 
- Have Mom and Dad drive them to school 
- Spend hours on the phone talking about each other 
- Represent the future of B.H.S. 
Seniors: 
- Take a relaxed attitude towards hair (and clothes) 
- Smile and chat with Mr. Bussiere 
- Power cram ten minutes before mid-terms 
- Skip class whenever possible 
- Do other homework or sleep in class 
- Join every club in school, but never attend meetings 
- Have only a passing acquaintance with sleep 
- Drive Mom and Dad's Volvo to school 
- Spend minutes on the phone complaining about them-
selves 
- Think that the future of B.H.S. looks bleak 
Melissa Brown and Trina Robinson Above Left, '87; Above Right, '90 
Karen Garrick Above Left, '90; Above Right, '87 
Above, Nicki Lagasse and Candy 
Jellison, '87; Right, '90 
Left, Kelly Martin, Shelley Svaboda, Rhonda 
Pelkey, Tina Davenport, and Amy Robichaud, 
'90; Below Left, '87 
Below, Amy Dorsey and Jennifer Stather, '87; Far 
Below, '90 
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Ouellette. Chris Palmer. Phil Parson. Carrie Peavey. Kim P an Pelkey. Randy Perkins. Jen Perry. Jason PeterPaul. 
Sean Philbrook. Sarah Phillips. Charles Pine. Thomas . Bet ary Ellen Plissey. Melissa Plissey. Mike 
Pomeroy. Kim Port. Michelle Preble. Nicole Quint. De Re Richardson. Marcia Rideout. Dianne 
Roach. Stephen Roach. Ryan Robbins. Rebecca Robinson. eff Roderick. Britta Rodrigues. Gerrick 
Rodrigues. Jessica Ross. Amanda Rosso. Asha Rozario. Justin berg. Shawn Ryan. Dylan Saunders. 
Echo Saunders. Lauri Savage. Rebecca Savage. Kim Schlegal. f\I nick Sergi. Jeff Sexton. Amy Shaw. 
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Somers. Kristen Souweine. Jason Spearing. Wyatt Spencer. Mike ndy Robert Spreng. Kelley St. 
Lawrence. Carla States. Brenden Stevens. Bran Stimpson. Kendra Stine. Karen orozwk. Stephanie Stout. 
Craig Straub. Andrea Stuart. Rita Sullivan. Andy Tarbert. Suzanne Tav res hanh Thai. Laurie Sue 
Thayer. Thomas Thebarge. Jen Thibeault. John Thibodeau. Robert Thibod Terry Thurston. Charles 
Tippin. William Titcomb. Daniel Tolman. Erik Towsend. Mark To~ier. James m. Karen Trammer. Eric 
Turner. Robin Verow. Richard Violette. Jorg Waggoner. Megan Walker. Mike Jeff Wa Webber. Daniel 
West. Nicole West. Jason Weymouth. Richard White. David Whitney. Aimee Willi 
Kathy York. Bud Young. Robert Young. Jen Zeidman. Matt Zembo. Elizabeth Ach Allen. Justin 
Alley. Geoff Anderson. Robert Andrews. Greg Arata. William Arisimeek. Darryl Ar ert Bagley. 
Stephen Baily. Cate Baker. Seth Baker. Nancy Bartlett. Kristen Bassi. Aaron Bell. Sha el . en Berry. Ed 
Billington. Carrie Bishop. David Blackwell. Roman Blanke. Jeremy Blansit. Suzanne Bo Boody. Bonnie Jo 
Bouchard. Mark Bouchea. Wendi Boudreau. Robert Boulay. Linda Boulier. Derek Boutin. oud. Joanna Bower. 
Anne Bradford. Allison Bragg. Tobin Brogunier. Eric Brown. Jasen Brown. Wayne Brown. y Bruns. Kaylie Burke. 
Robert Burns. Greg Bussiere. Paula Butera. Jason Butterfield. Stacey Caler. Kirk Campbell. Jennifer Carey. Josh Carey. 
Dan Carr. Julie Carter. Jen Cassidy. Kristen Cerbone. Bridgett Chalila. Amy Chandler. Stephen Chase. Sara Cheney. Aaron 
Clark. Amy Clark. Jason Clark. Stephanie Clark. Matt Clough. Cathy Coleman. Arthur Colvin. Meghan Constantine. Julie 
Cookson. Pamela Corson. Michael Cote. Shane Cough. Moriah Coughlin. Anita Crane. Adam Crawford. Dan Crawford. 
Devin Crocker. Francella Crosby. James Curless. Sarah Currie. Lori Currier. Rick Curtis. Sheila Curtis. Troy Cyr. Brian 
Day. Paul Decesere. April DeFrank. Dan Degoff. Cher Desjardins. Brent Dickinson. Cynthia Dinardo. Karin Donovan. 
Tim Doughty. Angel Dresser. Anne Duchesneau. Shawn Duren. Mike Eberhart. April Eldridge. Eric Elliot. Kim Elliot. 
Laura England. Josh Enman. Chad Eslin. Cretchen Ezell. Lesley Farnsworth. Natasha Felch. Mike Ferguson. Danielle 
Ferranti. Laurie Fessenden. Ethan Figueroa. Kari Flanagan. Elizabeth Franco. Richard Fye. Heather Gaede. Brenda 
Gammon. Dawn Gatz. Wendy George. Dean Gernaey. Amy Giles. Tammy Giles. Chris Gillis. Stacey Gilman. Nicole 
Giroux. Lori Glazier. Christine Gleason. Nathan Glidden. Stacey Godin. Tamara Gordon. Chris Goss. Christine Gott. Cory 
Grady. Suzanne Graham. Kemo Grant. Rebecca Grant. Francis Grey. Bert Guidroz. Kevin Hamel. Richard Hamm. 
Willard Hamm. Todd Hanscom. Chad Hardacker. Sonya Harrington. Jeff Harrison. Stephanie Hastings. Lynn Hatch. 83 
Shane Hewett. Sean Hiatt. Jason Hill. Todd Hobert. Greg Holland. Kim Holmes. Barry Holyoke. Jen Howell. Jan Hunter. 
n Crista Jakacky. Kris J~!lsen. Gary Jewell. Dana Johnson. Callee Johnson. Marc Jones. Jen Josef. Steve Joy. Monty Judkins. 
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JUNIORS: 
JUNIOR 
CLASS 
COUNCIL 
Junior Class Officers: 
Aram Khavari - President 
Mark Bouchea - Vice President 
Kim Port - Secretary 
Rita Sullivan - Treasurer 
Junior Class Council: 
SOARING 
TO THE TOP 
Row one: Meghan Constantine, Lori Glazier, Allison Bragg, Laurie Sue Thayer, Moriah Coughlin 
Row two: Becky Tennett, Britta Rodrigues, Selena Kimball, Matt Clough, Stephanie Clark 
Row three: Todd Nicholas, Jeff Sexton, Liam McCarthy, Eric Elliot, Mike Warner, Greg Arata 
Row one: Bobby Bums, Allison Bragg, Kaylie 
Burke, Amy Clark, Stacy Caler, Bridgette 
Chalila, Toby Brogunier 
Row two: Paula Butera, Cindy Dinardo, Amy 
Chandler, Angel Dresser, Jennifer Carey, Kirk 
Campbell 
Row three: Jason Butterfield, Greg Bussiere, 
April Lynn Defrank, Shawn Duren, Aaron 
Clark, Wendi Boudreau, Greg Arata 
Row one: Anne Bradford, Robyn Boody, Dar-
ryl Arsenault, Kristen Bassi, Bonnie-Jo 
Bouchard, Ronnie Allen, Shay Bell 
Row two: Cate Baker, Jody Bower, Roman 
Blanke, Eric Brown, Steve Bailey, Justin Alley 
Row three: Gregory T. Arata, Bob Andrews, 
Joel Audet, Jay Blansit, Bill Anderson, Suzie 
Boisvert 
Row one: Stephen Chase, Lesley Farnsworth, 
Francella Crosby, Lori Currier, Anita Crane, 
Sheila Curtis, Anne Duchesneau 
Row two: Matthew Oough, Karin Donovan, 
Sara Cheney, Moriah Coughlin, Meghan Con-
stantine, Kimberley Elliott 
Row three: Brent Dickinson, Shane M. Cough, 
Jason Oark, Eric Elliott, Daniel DeGroff, 
Stephanie Clark, Sarah Currie 
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Row one: Lori Glazier, Kari Flanagan, Eliz-
abeth Franco, Nicci Giroux, Laurie Fessenden, 
Tamara Gordon, Danielle Ferranti 
Row two: Christine Gott, Rebecca Grant, Nate 
Glidden, Amy Giles, Dawn Marie Gatz, Stacey 
Gilman 
Row three: Chad Eslin, Brian Day, Christy 
Gleason 
Row one: Jennifer Josef, Lisa Larner, Mary 
Colleen Johnson, Valerie Knowles, Selena 
Kimball, Sheila Laird, Jennifer Kelleher 
Row two: Len Leonidas, Lynnar Kondor, 
Shawn LaChance, Aram Khavari, Nagmeh 
Keyvani, Jim Keams 
Row three: Bruce Kessler, Mike LaBrie, J. Lan-
dry, Kirk Lagerquist, Marc Jones, Scott 
Lander, Michelle Karlsson 
Row one: Kim Holmes, Brenda Gammon, 
Kevin Hamel, Sonya Harrington, Jenny 
Howell, Stephanie Hastings, Jan Hunter 
Row two: Suzanne Graham, Todd Hobert, 
Kemo Grant, Lynn Hatch, Jason Hill, Jeff Har-
rison 
Row three: Barry Holyoke, Richard Fye, Chad 
Hardacker, Francis Grey, Kris Jensen, Heather 
Gaede, Willard Hamm 
Row one: Kimberly Port, Duncan Millar, Tom 
Placella, Stephanie Morgan, Megan Milliken, 
Kimberly Norko, Karen O'Brien 
Row two: Nate Ouellette, Brian O'Connell, 
Elizabeth Murphy, Kevin Mcintyre, Ryan 
Pelkey, Melissa Plissey 
Row three: Phil Parsons, James Munson, Eric 
Morgan, Mark Manson, Todd Nicholas, Troy 
McHugh, Eric Nevins 
Row one: Christine Masters, Vicki MacKay, 
Steve Lycette, David Kelly, Lee Leach, Melissa 
McClay, Tracy Matarazzo 
Row two: Michelle Murray, Jennifer Mont-
gomery, Kyle McPherson, Lori MiJl80, Liam 
McCarthy, Emily Lewis 
Row three: Bubba Lichtenberg, Tony Lister, 
Jim Nadeau, Perry Lewis, Paul Leonard, 
James lay, Bobby MacDonald 
Row one: Becky Robinson, Britta Rodrigues, 
Mary Plissey, Bethany Roderick, Sarah Phil-
lips, Beth Pleuler, Marcy Rideout 
Row two: Darrian O'Connell, Carrie Peavey, 
Amy Shaw, Dylan Saunders, Nickie Quint 
Row three: Andrew Seguin, Jeff Sexton, Jeff 
Rochefort, Steve Roach, Scott Philbrook, Ryan 
Robbins, Justin Russell 
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Row one: Heather Simpson, Alyssa Rut-
tenberg, Jessica Ross, Kim Pel.key, Michelle 
Preble, Debbie Rennebu, Dianne Roach 
Row two: Asha Rozario, Jessica Sickles, John 
Sklenar, Mary Shibles, Gerrick Rodrigues, 
Echo Saunders 
Row three: Wyatt Spencer, Bill Titcomb, 
Brendon Stevens, Bran Stimpson, Matt Smith, 
Stefanie Stout, Jennifer Perry 
Row one: K. C. Trommer, Mike Splane, James 
Tinker, Megan Walker, John Thibodeau, Rich-
ard Violette, Robin Verow 
Row two: Becky Tennett, Lisa Limberis, Kris-
ten Cerbone, Dave Whitney, Jorg Waggoner, 
Aimee Willigar 
Row three: Larry Sites, Mike Warner, Ian 
Webber, Robbie Young, Dan Tolman, Ricky 
Reed 
Row one: Thanh Thai, Suzanne Tavares, 
Becky Sing, Laurie-Sue Thayer, Heather Small, 
Karen Stone, Jennifer Thorne 
Row two: Kristen Souweine, Kendra Stine, Er-
ik Townsend, Jason Simmons, Mike Splane, 
Kristen Simpson 
Row three: Wendy Sprague, Jason Spearing, 
Rita Sullivan, Eric Turner, Robert Spreng, An-
drea Stuart 
. 
Craig Straub, Daron Whitney 
: 
' 
. 
Len Leonidas 
Row one: Wendy George, Jennifer Zeidman, 
Gretchen Ezell, Cathy Coleman 
Row two: Richard White, Nicole West, James 
Hendriz, Tim Doughty 
Anne Bradford and Wendy Sprague 
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Liz Acheson and Christine Masters 
Selena Kimball 
Lori Glazier 
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Lindy Albert. Carl Anderson. Stephanie Anderson. Laura Haker. tellcia tsaron. Lnnsty tsass. i nam oean. Josnua nears. 
Kevin Beathan. Nicole Beaulieu. Tonya Bennett. Stephanie Benson. Bobbie Benton. Todd Berlucchi. Heidi Bires. Christine 
Birkle. Joshua Black. Michele Blansit. Timothy Bogan. Jeffrey Bowden. Phillip Boyd. Jonathan Boyorak. Kristi Bragg. 
Sarah Bra· ark Braveman. Susan Brettauer. Aaron Brewer. James Brichetto. Jennifer Bridges. Bobbie Brown. 
Kath n ·chael Burk. Lauri Burnham. Traci Brupce. Michael Burt. Derrick Cammack. Elizabeth Campbell. Amy 
C I. erlain. Kelly Clark. Vicki Clark. Ethan Cohen. Samatha Cohen. Sherry Cole. Jessica Commeau. Renee 
a . Amanda Corey. Shawn Cox. Ethan Croce. Gene Cruless. Jennifer Curtis. Charlotte Cyr. Jennifer 
Cy. aigle. Marcus Davis. Terri Davis. Betsy Day. Kevin DePencier. David Desjardens. Brandi Detour. Esheen 
Do. ey. Alicia Doyle. Christie Dresser. Chip Dunn. Drew Dunning. Julie Dyer. Shannon Eberhart. 
Jennife er ery. Julie Emery. Alen Everett. Nina Faulkner. Jonathan Fisk. Kathryn Fitzpatrick. Joey 
Flemming. lynn. Ch · Foley. Davici Foley. Kevin Foss. Joni Fournier. Vicki Fournier. Steven Francini. Liv 
Franson. Ka French. De a Gagner. Nathan Gagnon. Robert Genem. Casey George. Tracy Giles. Amy Goddard. 
Amanda Go ez. Matt Goodine. Aaron Gray. Donald Greene. Tara Greene. Ana Gutierrez. Debbie 
Hachey. Dusti Ha well. Edward Hannan. Aaron Hartery. David Hadkell. Chris Hatch. Nicole Hawkes. 
Christel Hayden. tt. E · ath. Dawn Henry. John Herlihy. Gerald Hewes. Rebecca Hodgkins. Brice Hughes. 
Scott Hunt. John Hunter. A ·an Issacs. Justin Iwaniszek. David Jackson. Ryan Jacques. Daniel Jenkins. John 
Jewell. Joshua Johns n. J . Sar Jordan. Tricia Jordan. Charles Junkins. Anne Jurgeleit. Michele Kane. Kelli 
Kearns. Tina Keeling. nuble. Molly Kornfield. Jason LaGrange. Susan Laprezinosa. James Lay. Dana 
Leathers. Thomas Lecla1 eigh. Tom LeMay. Craig Lepage. Derek Lewis. Dawn Libby. Jason Libby. 
Thomas Lingley. Timoth Linscott. eor le. Jody Littlefield. Joseph Locke. Matthew Lodgek. Stephanie Lufkin. 
Denise Madore. Jessica Madore. Rave ·o. Jeremy Marshman. Gary Martin. Jennifer Martini. George Masnyk. 
Craig Matthews. Denise McCa n. cCa y. Matthew McCourt. Christopher McGrath. Elizabeth McKenney. 
Heather McLean. John McLean. ian Meager. Kristi Merrithew. Larry Merry. Shelly Miller. Stephanie 
Miller. Christopher Misselt. Awes ody. Chris Moody. Casey Moore. Sharmaine Moore. Matt Morin. 
Chris Murphy. Kevin Murray. Me di Na ia Newman. Kelly Nickerson. Scott Nutter. Katrina O'Donnell. 
Jennifer Ogilvie. Parke F. Oldenbur Openshaw. Michelle Oullette. Vincent Padua. Holly Palmer. Cassady 
Pappas. Tonya Parks. Jennifer Patry. Je ina Peterson. Donald Pierce. Thomas Poirier. Derek Porter. 
Jennifer Powers. Jennifer Pusey. Timothy uin m Q t. Patrick Reed. Shari Rice. Tony Rice. Andrew Richards. 
Robert Richmond. Missie Ricker. Micah Robb. hn Robert . Trevor Robertson. Kerri Robichaud. Wendy Rodman. 
Scott Rose. Laurie Rosenthal. Amanda Roth. y Royal. Jason Ruark. Tina Rush. Emily Russell. Joe 
Russell. Lenny Ryan. David Dadlo. Partricia wyer. Tim cammon. Hans Schwartz. Amy Seger. Rebecca Sewall. 
Kerry Sewell. Jessica Sexton. Wendy Shaw. Kev ah S ert. Tammy Sibley. Claudia Sides. David Simon. 
Erin Small. Kevin Small. Lisha Smith. Travis Smi Sm· ina Spaulding. Nate Spearing. Rhonda Spencer. 
Allyson Sprague. Joel St. Pierre. Misty Stacey. Donald Stanley. s. Sara Stevens. Mandy Stolkner. Monica Stover. 
Steven Bubjoo. Christina Summerton. Kenneth Sutto ot. Trung Dan Thai. Kenneth Theriault. Karen 
Thomas. Gina Thompson. Holly Tilton. Kevin Tracy. tephanie Vermette. Amanda Walker. Paul Walker. 
Christopher Walsh. Melissa Walsh. Patrick Wardwell. Dir W . A man. Kalli Welch. Jane Wellman. Tracy 
Wells. Kimberly Weyer. Adam White. Cheryl Williams. Melan· ms. illiams. Lee Wilson, Todd Winchester. 
Courtney Worcester. Ronald Worcester. Tawnya Worcester. Soichiro en ifer Yarbrough. Scott Young. Naomi 
Zabot. Cindy Albert. Carl Anderson. Stephanie Anderson. Laura 1cia Baron. Christy Bass. Tifani Bean. Joshua 
Bears. Kevin Beathan. Nicole Beaulieu. Tonya Bennett. Stephani n. Todd Berlucchi. Heidi Bires. 
Christine Birkle. Joshua Black. Michele Blansit. Timothy Bogan. Je ey B illip oyd. Jonathan Boyorak. Kristi 
Bragg. Sarah Brainerd. Mark Braveman. Susan Brettauer. Aaron Brewer. J richetto. nifer Bridges. Bobbie Brown. 
Kathryn Burgess. Michael Burk. Lauri Burnham. Traci Brupee. Michael B errick Ca ck. Elizabeth Campbell. Amy 
Carroll. Chris Chamberlain. Kelly Clark. Vicki Clark. Ethan Cohen. Samat Cohen. S ale. Jessica Commeau. Renee 
Conners. Shonna Cook. Amanda Corey. Shawn Cox. Ethan Croce. Gene C s urti Charlotte Cyr. Jennifer 
Cyr. Kimberly Daigle. Marcus Davis. Terri Davis. Betsy Day. Kevin DePencie . esjar randi Detour. Esheen 
Do. April Dow. Loui Downey. Alicia Doyle. Christie Dresser. Chip Dunn. Drew Dunnin y Shannon Eberhart. 
Jennifer Eldridge. Jennifer Emery. Julie Emery. Alen Everett. Nina Faulkner. Jo t . Kat Fitzpatrick. Joey 
Flemming. Megan Flynn. Chris Foley. David Foley. Kevin Foss. Joni Fournier. ven Francini. Liv 
Franson. Karen French. Deanna Gagner. Nathan Gagnon. Robert Genem. Casey rg es. my Goddard. 
Amanda Godsoe. Lorena Gomez. Matt Goodine. Aaron Gray. Donald Greene. Tara e. Ana G rez. Debbie 
Hachey. Dustin Hadley. Duane Hallowell. Edward Hannan. Aaron Hartery. David Hadk hris H 
Christel Hayden. Kim Hazlett. Eric Heath. Dawn Henry. John Herlihy. Gerald Hewes. Re cca 
Scott Hunt. John Hunter. Amy Irish. Brian Issacs. Justin Iwaniszek. David Jackson. Ryan J 
Jewell. Joshua Johnson. Jon Jolin. Sarah Jordan. Tricia Jordan. Charles Junkins. Anne Jurg 
Kearns. Tina Keeling. Roddy Keene. Eric Knuble. Molly Kornfield. Jason LaGrange. Susan Lapre · osa. James 
Leathers. Thomas Leclair. Julie Legassie. Ben Leigh. Tom LeMay. Craig Lepage. Derek Lewis. Da~ ..... .,., 
Thomas Lingley. Timothy Linscott. George Little. Jody Littlefield. Joseph Locke. Matthew Lodge . 
Denise Madore. Jessica Madore. Raven Manocchio. Jeremy Marshman. Gary Martin. Jennifer Marti 
Craig Matthews. Denise McCann. Lindley McCarthy. Matthew McCourt. Christopher McGrath. Eliza 
H~ather McLean. John McLean. Jennie McNicholas. Brian Meager. Kristi Merrithew. Larry Merry. Shelly er. 
Miller. Christopher Misselt. Awesus Mitchell. Amber Moody. Chris Moody. Casey Moore. Sharmaine Moore. orin. 
Chris Murphy. Kevin Murray. Melodi Nason. William Newman. Kelly Nickerson. Scott Nutter. Katrina O 'Donnell. 9I 
Jennifer Ogilvie. Parke F. Oldenburg. Stephen Openshaw. Michelle Oullette. Vincent Padua. Holly Palmer. Cassady 
a paenes I ggya Pi'rks leggj fes P3tg r leggj fer Pejthma g A PZ®'iP? Petes509 Dona'd pjerc e Ihg m35 Pojrjer Derek 'Porter 
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SOPHOMORES: 
SOPHOMORE 
C.LASS 
COUNCIL 
Sophomore Class Officers: 
Joni Fournier - President 
Emily Russell - Vice President 
Nicole Hawkes - Secretary 
Andy Richards - Treasurer 
Sophomore Class Council: 
Row one: Susie Bretthauer, Jessie Sexton, Sarah Jordan, Jennifer Yarbrough, Sarah Shubert 
Row two: Julie Emery, Betsy Day, Amanda Godsoe, Pattie Sawyer, Amy Waterman, Jen Patry 
SOARING 
TOBE 
UPPERCLASSMEN 
Row three: Megan Flynn, Dirk Warren, Micah Robbins, Adam White, Gina Thompson, Parke Oldenberg, Kate O'Donnell 
Row one: Kelley Clark, Jennifer Curtis, Jessica 
Commeau, Jen Cyr, Brandi Detour, Samantha 
Cohen, Cristie Dresser 
Row two: Traci Burpee, Ethan Croce, Shonna 
Cook, Shannon Eberhart, Bobbie Brown, Vicki 
Clark 
Row three: Shawn Cox, Renee Conners, April 
Dow, Jon Fisk, Chris Chamberlain, Charlotte 
Cyr, Lauri Burnham 
F 
I 
I 
Row one: Nicki Beaulieu, Felicia Baron, Chris-
tine Birkel, Bobbie Benton, Susie Bretthauer, 
Tifani Bean, Mark Braveman 
Row two: Tonya Bennett, Josh Bears, Sara 
Brainerd, Laura Baker, Stephanie Benson, 
Cindy Albert 
Row three: Tim Bogan, Kevin Beatham, Kristi 
Bragg, Jim Brichetto, Aaron Brewer, Josh 
Black, Jennifer Bridges 
Row one: Liv Franson, Amanda Godsoe, Lib-
by Campbell, Tara Greene, Julie Dyer, Amy 
Goddard, Jenn Emery 
Row two: Joni Fournier, David Foley, Megan 
Flynn, Kim Daigle, Alicia Doyle, Betsy Day 
Row three: Allen Everett, Lorena Gomez, 
Dave Oesjardins, Bob Ganem, Deanna 
Gagner, Steve Francini, Nathan Gagnon 
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Row one: Amy Irish, Debbie Hackey, John 
Herlihy, Nicole Hawkes, John Hunter, Dawn 
Henry, Michele Kane 
Row two: Sarah Jordan, Aaron Hartery, Eddie 
Hannon. Jerry Hewes, Matthew Lodgek, Eric 
Knoble 
Row three: Dave Haskell, David Jackson, Der-
ek Lewis. DustiD Hadley, Scott Hunt, Ryan 
Jacques, Brian Isaacs 
Row one: Jennifer Ogilvie, Jenn Martini, Lind-
ley McCarthy, Awesus Mitchell, Chris Mc-
Oiath, Sbelly Miller, Michelle Ouellette 
Row two: Parke Oldenberg, Jen Peithman, 
Kelly Nk:kerson, Ben Quint, Jen Powers, Matt 
Marin 
ltow three: Chris Moody, Tim Quinn, Chris 
Marphy, Chris Misselt, Raven Manocchio, 
08ry Martin, Andy Richards 
Row one: Jennifer McNicholas, Tom LeClair, 
Jody Littlefield, Susan Lapreziosa, Dawn Lib-
by, Kristi Merrithew, Elizabeth McKenney 
Row two: Jessica Madore. Jason LaGrange, 
Jason E. Libby, Larry Merry, Matt McCourt, 
Roddy Keene 
Row three: Stephanie Lufkin, Brian Meagher, 
Craig S. Matthews, George Masnyk, William 
LeMay, Tim Linscott, George Little 
Row one: Sara Stevens, Jessie Sexton, aaudia 
Sides, Amy Seger, Travis Smith, Christine 
Birkel, Rhonda Spencer 
Row two: Lisah Smith, Catina Spaulding, Re-
becca Sewall, Hans Schwartz, Misty Stacey, 
Patti Sawyer 
Row three: Adam C. White, David Simon, 
Kevin Sherrard, Micah W. Robbins, Allyson 
Sprague, Joel St. Pierre, Jason Ruark 
,~ 
', \ -
Row one: Emily Russell, Shari Rice, Wendy 
Rodman, Kerry Sewell, Jennifer Pusey, Kate 
O'Donnell, Melodi Nason 
Row two: Donald Pierce, Jennifer Patry, Justin 
lwanisyek, Pat Wardwell, David Sadlo, Ste-
phen Openahaw 
Row three: Vincent Padua, Jon Jolin, Tim 
Scammon, Bill Newman, Tony Rice, Scott 
Rose, Ben Leigh 
Row one: Chris Theriault, Dan Thai, Steph-
anie Vermette, Erin Small, Carla States, Amy 
Waterman, Mandy Stolkner 
Row two: Holly Tilton, Melanie Williams, 
Tracey Wells, Tawnya Worcester, Karen 
Thomas, Kaili Welch 
Row three: Gina Thompson, Amanda Walker, 
Don Smith, Nate Spearing, Paul Walker, Andy 
Tarbert, Sarah Shubert 
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Row one: Denise Madore, Ethan Cohen, 
Stephanie Anderson, Kathryn Burgess, Molly 
Kornfield, Stephanie Miller, Jennifer Yar-
brough 
Row two: Naomi Zablotsky, Jeff Bowden, Joe 
Locke, Craig LePage, Liza Welles, Julie Emery 
Row three: Dirk Warren, Amy Carroll, Cas-
sady Poppas, Marcus Davis, Scott Young, Lee 
Wilson, Ronnie Worcester 
Row one: Sherry Cole, Sharmaine Moore 
Row two: Soichiro Yamada, Kym Hazlett 
Row one: Esheen Do, Becky Hodgkins, Laurie 
Rosenthal, Amanda Corey, Wendy Shaw, 
Christel Hayden 
Row two: Missie Ricker, Carl Anderson, 
Duane Hallowell, Dipper DePencier, Courtney 
Worcester 
Row three: Robert Richmond, John Robert-
son, John McLean, Jim Curless, Emilie Roy, 
Anne Jurgeleit 
Patti Sawyer 
James' """ T ..,..,, odd Winch ester 
Erin Small 
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Julie Emery and Amanda Godsoe 
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Emily Roy 
Jennifer Pa-
try and Jen-
nifer Pusey 
K.athenne Acheson. Megan Actams. Megan Ahrens. Enc AHen. Mark Allen. Robert Allen. Jennifer Ames. Jessica Anderson. 
Matt Anderson. Holly Austin. Wally Ayer. Joshua Baldacci. Heath Bartlett. Cheryl Batchelder. Michael Baude. Curtis 
Beckett. Chris Bednar. Matt Benedict. Tina Bennett. Michael Benoit. Anna Benton. Tonia Berlucchi. Tony Bires. Jessica 
Blake. Michelle Blansky. Craig Borneman. Brandy Boutin. Christy Bower. Mary Bowers. Maria Boyington. Ryan Bradford. 
Jamey Brecht. Vincent Brooks. Brent Brown. Danny Brown. David Brown. Jimmy Brown. David Brownell. Michelle 
Buckley. Bubby Bunker. Eddie Burgess. Virginia Burns. Scott Butterfield. Clayton Byrum. Rebecca Byrum. Carrie Caler. 
Melissa Cammack. n Carlisle. Mark Caron. Tracey Cassidy. Brian Chabot. Aaron Cheever. Nat Chiarell. Doug Civiello. 
Heather Clark. Ly rk. Stephen Clendenning. Paige E. Clouse. Don Colson. Ben Conrad. Ed Cote. Suzanne Couturier. 
Scot Crichton. s. Kim Cross. John Curtis. Rachel Curtis. Andrew Day. Janice Deering. Mark Dehmlow. Mike 
DeLong. A y Dow. Chris Drew. Amy Durham. Ben Ellis. Jennifer Enman. Mary Estey. Ryan England. 
Robe rtis Fairborne. Jason Farrar. Michael Finnegan. Danielle Fish. Chris Fisher. Polita Fisher. 
Danny Kathy Flynn. Eli Fowler. Kellie Fowler. Nancy Gaede. Tabitha Gagnon. Chris Gallon. 
Deborah rric odd Garw. Megan Gass. Brian Giroux. Amanda Gleason. Richard Goodale. David Gordon. Nahesi 
Grant. Cha les Grenier. vara. Bella Hachey. Michelle Hall. Jon Hamm. Jay Hannon. Mark Hannon. Heather 
Hansen. Marie Hanse ker. Jason Harris. Tyesha Harvey. Brian Haskell. Laura Haslam. Dean Hiestand. 
Daniel Henry. bert. Frederick Hodsdon. Michelle Hogan. Chastity Hudgens. Kathy Hurd. Matt 
Hutchins. Wayne Kellie Irving. Rebecca Ingalls. Jennifer Jardine. Julie Kaulfers. Chris Keeling. Heidi 
Kenny. Amy Kess! Jen . Eric ocko. Stacia Knapp. Joshua Koralski. Ian Korenek. Yaritza Lafleurr. Janice 
Lagasse. Paul Lalibert . Lambert. angley. Nicky Langley. Kevin Lawless. Heath Leavitt. Butch Ledger. Paula 
Ledwith. Melissa Leon ark Lister. Ruth Little. Barry Litlefield. Whitney MacDonald. Julie 
Macleod. Karen Maher. ssica nning. Pat Masters. William Matarazzo. Jonathan Mattei. Beatrice 
Mayhew. Timothy McCann. us McClure. Mark McDougal. Melissa McEwen. Glen McGary. David 
McKenzie. David McLaughlin. n. Sara McPherson. Jeff Merritt. Reggie Moor. Russell Moores. Michelle 
Morris. Andy Moses. Cheryl M ay. · Neal. Kim Nealley. Renee Nicholas. Christina Nichols. Melissa 
Osborne. Kim Ouellette. Matt Par Courtney P Parlee. Norman Patchell. Breeanna Peers. Gary Pelkey. Bruce 
Philbrick. Todd Philbrick. Chris Pi bert Powell. Cheryl Provost. Matt Randall. Eric Raymond. 
Jason Raymond. Mark Reed. Melissa erso ric Robertson. Kelly Robertson. Cheryl Robinson. Wayne 
Rolland. Kirk Ross. Ben Rosso. Dan o Ri 1e. ianna Royal. Shalu Rozario. John Russell. Kelly Ryan. 
Charles Sacobie. Ross Sargent. Jeremy Seo Chris . Chris ley. Elizabeth Shealy. Aaron Shepherd. Chris Shepley. 
Kim Sherman. Melanie Sherwood. Eric Sim Sing Small. William Smith. Emily Snow. Teresa Snyder. 
Mandy Soper. Sherrie Spaulding. Cate Splan . ian She ly Staples. Chris Steeves. Kellie Stevens. Shawn 
Stevenson. Melissa Stewart. Wendy Stockford. Jus ·n ey Stub Jennifer Stubbs. Tammy Suitter. Elaine Sutton. 
Eugene Syphers. Brooke Taylor. John Tennett. . Nikki Thibodeau. Cindy Thompson. Neal 
Thompson. Benjamin Toole. Jason Toole. Jason T r. Brian isa Trefethen. Coleen Tuzzolino. Anthony 
Ulmer. Kevin Varnum. Joe Vincent. Bryce Walker. CH ·sty Wa llace. Amy Walls. Jesse Walton. Andrew 
Watkins. Chris Watkins. Adam Wesolowski. Donna Whit · son. Kris Wilson. Kristy Wilson. Stacey 
Wilson. Kim Woodbury. Matt Woodman. Amanda Worces Yackel. Gregg Yackel. Jeremy York. 
Isaac Young. Melissa Young. Welden Young. Micraela Zeh g. Kris r. Don Zwerling. Katherine Acheson. 
Megan Adams. Megan Ahrens. Eric Allen. Mark Allen. Robert II mes. Jessica Anderson. Matt Anderson. 
Holly Austin. Wally Ayer. Joshua Baldacci. Heath Bartlett. CH I Bat r. Michael Baude. Curtis Beckett. Chris 
Bednar. Matt Benedict. Tina Bennett. Michael Benoit. Anna Bento . To · ires. Jessica Blake. Michelle 
Blansky. Craig Borneman. Brandy Boutin. Christy Bower. Mary Bowers oyin n Bradford. Jamey Brecht. 
Vincent Brooks. Brent Brown. Danny Brown. David Brown. Jimmy rown. Dav:· nell. ichelle Buckley. Bubby 
Bunker. Eddie Burgess. Virginia Burns. Scott Butterfield. Clayton Byrum. R ec ler. Melissa Cammack. 
Ben Carlisle. Mark Caron. Tracey Cassidy. Brian Chabot. Aaron Cheever. Na Heather Clark. Lynn 
Clark. Stephen Clendenning. Paige E. Clouse. Don Colson. Ben Conrad. Ed Co ot Crichton. James 
Cross. Kim Cross. John Curtis. Rachel Curtis. Andrew Day. Janice Deering. Mar Deh . Amy Doughty. 
Amy Dow. Chris Drew. Amy Durham. Ben Ellis. Jennifer Enman. Mary Estey. Ry y. Jason Evans. 
Curtis Fairborne. Jason Farrar. Michael Finnegan. Danielle Fish. Chris Fisher. Polita er. D y Fit atri . Kim Flagg. 
Kathy Flynn. Eli Fowler. Kellie Fowler. Nancy Gaede. Tabitha Gagnon. Chris Gallon. ebo ah Garrick. T Garwacki. 
Megan Gass. Brian Giroux. Amanda Gleason. Richard Goodale. David Gordon. Nahes Chari r. Kristin 
Guevara. Bella Hachey. Michelle Hall. Jon Hamm. Jay Hannon. Mark Hannon. Heather 
Hardacker. Jason Harris. Tyesha Harvey. Brian Haskell. Laura Haslam. Dean Hiestand. 
Jason Hobert. Frederick Hodsdon. Michelle Hogan. Chastity Hudgens. Kathy Hurd. Matt Hut ns. Way 
Ingles. Kellie Irving. Rebecca Ingalls. Jennifer Jardine. Julie Kaulfers. Chris Keeling. Heidi Kenn_ . Amy 
King. Eric Klocko. Stacia Knapp. Joshua Koralski. Ian Korenek. Yaritza Lafleurr. Janice Lagasse. Pau 
Lambert. Mark Langley. Nicky Langley. Kevin Lawless. Heath Leavitt. Butch Ledger. Paula Ledwith. 
Rebecca Linscott. Mark Lister. Ruth Little. Barry Litlefield. Whitney MacDonald. Julie Macleod. Kar aher. Jessica 
Mann. Corey Manning. Pat Masters. William Matarazzo. Jonathan Mattei. Beatrice Mayhew. Timothy McCann. Chris 
McCarty. Susan McClure. Mark McDougal. Melissa McEwen. Glen McGary. David McKenzie. David McLaughlin . 
Kathryn McPherson. Sara McPherson. Jeff Merritt. Reggie Moor. Russell Moores. Michelle Morris. Andy Moses. Cheryl 
Murray. Matt Moring. Eric Neal. Kim Nealley. Renee Nicholas. Christina Nichols. Melissa Osborne. Kim Ouellette. Matt 
Parke. Courtney Parker. Wade Parlee. Norman Patchell. Breeanna Peers. Gary Pelkey. Bruce Philbrick. Todd Philbrick. 
Chr~s Pickering. Maria Pires. Robert Powell. Cheryl Provost. Matt Randall. Eric Raymond. Jason Raymond. Mark Reed. 99 
Melissa Reilly. Matt Roberson:. Eric Robertson. Kelly Robertson. Cheryl Robinson. Wayne Rolland. Kirk Ross. Ben Rosso. 
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FRESHMEN: FROM i~~~k16~NNING 
FRESHMAN 
CLASS 
COUNCIL 
Freshman Class Officers: 
Carrie Cabler - President 
John Tennett - Vice President 
Kim Sherman - Secretary 
Jay Hannon - Treasurer 
Freshman Class Council: 
Row one: Cheryl Murray, Janice Deering, Mary Bowers, Becky Ingalls 
Row two: Kristen Wallace, Christy Bower, Bree Peers, Mary Estey, Emily Snow 
Row three: Renee Nicholas, Missy McEwen, Pat Masters, Missy Young, Mark Hannon 
100 
Row one: Mary Bowers, Jimmy Brown, Becky 
Byrum, Ben Carlisle, Lynn Clark, Carrie Caler, 
Ginny Burns 
Row two: Missy Cammack, Brian Chabot, 
Nate Chiarell, Heath Leavitt, Danny Brown, 
Doug Civiello 
Row three: Aaron Cheever, Scott Butterfield, 
Robert Allen, Ryan Bradford, Eddie Burgess, 
Mark Caron, Vincent J. Brooks 
Row one: Mike Benoit, Christy Bower, Cheryl 
Batchelder, Tina Bennett, Anna Benton, Chris 
Bednar, Heath Bartlett 
Row two: Holly Austin, Jessica Anderson, 
Kate Acheson, Megan Ahrens, Mark Allen, 
Jennifer Ames 
Row three: Josh Baldacci, Mike Baude, Tony 
Bires, Matt Anderson, Jessica Blake, Wally 
Ayer, Matthew Benedict 
Row one: Eddie Cote, Maria Boyington, Tracy 
Cassidy, Michelle Buckley, Jamie Brecht, Da-
vid Brownell, Janice Deering 
Row two: Jen Enman, Amy Dunham, Heather 
Clark, Mark Dehmlow, Jason Farrar, Butch 
Ledger 
Row three: Brandy Boutin, Jason Evans, Rob-
bie Estey, Ben Ellis, Andy Day, Chris Drew, 
Curtis Fairbourne 
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Row one: Chris Fisher, Michelle Hall, Debi 
Garrick, Bella Hachey, Polita Fisher, Kellie 
Fowler, Megan Gass 
Row two: .IGm Flagg, Don Colson, Richard 
Goodale, Dave Gordon, Amy Doughty, Jim 
Cross 
Row three: Brian Giroux, Eli Fowler, Mike 
Delong, Stephen Qendenning, Mike Finne-
gan, Ben Conrad, Amanda Gleason 
Row one: Jay Hannon, Nahesi Grant, Janice 
LaGasse, Stacia Knapp, Jessi Hardacker, Ty-
esha Harvey, Mark Hannon 
Row two: Laura Ingles, Michelle Hogan, Chris 
Lambert, Brian Haskell, Pat Masters, Heidi 
Kenny 
Row three: Chuck Grenier, Nichole Langley, 
Ian Korenek, Dean Heistand, Barry Sutlfield, 
Melissa Leonard, Julie Macl.eod 
Row one: Kristen Guevara, Rebecca Ingalls, 
Fred Hodsdon, Kathy Flynn, Tabitha Gagnon, 
Jennirer Jardine, Whitney Macdonald 
Row two: Kim Cross, Dennie Fish, Marie Han-
sen, Mary Estey, Kellie Irving, Nancy Gaede 
Row three: Daniel Henry, Laura Haslam, Todd 
Garwacki, Matt Hutchins, Jon Hamm, Jason 
Hobert, Paul Laliberte 
Row one: Melissa Osborne, Bea Mayhew, Jenn 
King, Kim Nealley, Christine Nichols, Kim 
Ouellette, Robert Powell 
Row two: Scot Crichton, Jeff Merritt, Matt 
Parke, Wade Parlee, Norman Patchell, Renee 
Nicholas 
Row three: Chris Gallon, Jason Harris, Eric 
Neal, Cbris Pickering, Glen McGary, Chris 
McCarty, Andy Moses 
Row one: Paula Ledwith, Heather Hansen, Sue 
McClure, Karen Maher, Julie Kaulfers, Kevin 
Lawless, Rebecca Linscott 
Row two: Chastity Hudgins, Cheryl Murray, 
Kate McPherson, Eric Klocko, Amy Kessler, 
Chris Keeling 
Row three: Billy Matarazzo, Mark Langley, 
Mark McDougal, Matt Moring, Russell 
Moores, Missy McEwen, Sara McPhenon 
Row one: Shannon Ritchie, Melissa Reilly, 
Breeanna Peers, Kirk Ross, Jason Raymond, 
Courtney Parker, Gianna Royal 
Row two: Cheryl Prouost, Gary Pelkey, Todd 
Philbrick, Dan Rosso, Chris Shepley, Eric Ray-
mond 
Row three!: Joshua Small, Matthew Randall, 
Bruce Philbrick, Mark Reed, Nesgie Mooe, 
John Russell, Matt Roberson 
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Row one: Chris Shawley, Jennifer Stubbs, Te-
re!lll Snyder, Emily Snow, Mandy Soper, Shalu 
Rozario, Meli11811 Ann Stewart 
Row two: Eric Simpson, Melanie Sherwood, 
Beth Shealy, Jamey Stubbs, Kelly Ryan, Shelly 
Staples 
Row three: Kim Sherman, Benjamin Rosso, 
Bill Smith, Tammy Ray Suitter, Charlie 
Sacobie, Wayne Rolland, Aaron Shepherd 
Row one: Kristina Zwanziger, Dan Fitzpa-
trick, Ali Willtes, Jeremy York, Matt Wood-
man, Kristy Wilson, Missy Young. Jesse Wal-
ton, Dov Zwerling 
Row two: Corey Manning, Chris Watkins, Ben 
Toole, Darren Henry, Paige Oouse, Mark Lis-
ter, Micaela Zehring. Stacey Wilson 
Row three: Jeremy Scott, Adam Wesolowski, 
Brent Brown, Jorry Wright, Bryce Walker, Cur-
tis Beckett, Gregg Yackel, Craig Yackel, 
Weldon Young 
Row one: Jason Tode, Lisa Trefethen, Cate 
Splane, Brooke Taylor, Christy Wallace, Brian 
Sprague, Cindy Thompson 
Row two: Kim Woodbury, Brian Trefethen, 
Jason Tozier, Chris Steeves, Son Thai, Kristen 
Wallace 
Row three: Neil Thompson, John Tennett, 
Kevin Varnum, Justin Stone, Nikki 
Thibodeau, Shaun Stevenson, Amy Walls 
Chris Shaw, Kris Wilson, Cheryl Robertson, 
Sherrie Spaulding, Craig Bornenen, Melissa 
Stewart 
Mark and Jay Hannon 
Row one: Ruth-Ann Little, Kelly Robertson 
Row two: Michelle Blaskt, Donna Michelle 
White 
Kim Woodbury 
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Pat Masters 
Sara McPherson 
Kristen Wallace 
Freshman Class Getting Ready for the Homecoming Parade. 
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Kristine Crichton 
Andrea Lane 
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Johnathan Jenkins at the Blood Drive 
Working hard and play-
ing hard is characteristic 
of the Bangor High School 
student. Never contented 
to let the world pass by, 
the BHS student is deter-
mined to participate, to 
achieve, to leave a mark 
on the world. Whether a 
musician or a mathemati-
cian, the student at Bangor 
High is committed to ex-
cellence. 
New groups are flourish-
ing at Bangor High this 
year: the Newspaper taps 
the skills of aspiring jour-
nalists, the Spanish and 
Latin Clubs explore the cul-
tures of different countries 
and distant centuries, and 
Amnesty International writes 
letters on behalf of political 
prisoners throughout the 
world. Key Club and Nation-
al Honor Society continue 
their tradition of leadership 
and service to their commu-
nity and their school, while 
the members of the Peer Sup-
port Group encourage stu-
dents to sign Contracts for 
Life, reminding their friends 
about the imminent dangers 
of mixing Bacardi and 
BMWs. 
Mr. Godsoe and Liam McCarthy 
The Speech and Debate 
Teams stumble on to the bus 
at 4:30 a.m. on Saturday 
mornings to compete at 
schools around the state, and 
stumble off the bus at 10:00 
P.m. that night. Writers at the 
Lit House produce a literary 
magazine to rival The New 
Yorker, and actors practice 
daily and invoke the muse to 
Perform "A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to the 
Forum." Orchestra, Chorus 
and Band practice and per-
form an impressive reper-
toire, fine tuning their mu-
sical skills. And Student 
Council, meeting students' 
needs, schedules dances to 
raise money for charities. 
So when the classrooms 
at Bangor High School are 
empty of students, chances 
are they shift their focus 
and their energy to outside 
pursuits. They can be 
found exploring new hori-
zons, using their talents, 
participating in all manner 
of activities; in short they 
are 
SOARING BEYOND 
THE CLASSROOM 
Tricia Roscetti 
Todd Nicholas 
Roland Simmons, Jennifer Flynn, Robyn Allen, Ula Solomon 
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ORACLE '90 
SOARING INTO A NEW DECADE 
The 1990 Oracle staff 
under the advisory of 
William Ames put in 
much time and effort 
creating this book. Each 
of the staffs, circulation, 
business, copy, and lay-
out, contributed to the 
production of the book. 
After many long hours 
of work, the Oracle staff 
presents a portfolio of 
memories to which we 
hope you will reflect 
upon in years to come. 
Ula Solomon: Layout Editor 
Stephanie Goff: Circulation Editor 
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Robyn Allen: Editor-In-Chief Amy Wallace: Assistant Editor 
Jason Stern: Photography Editor Greg Ames: Business Editor 
Scott Kaiser: Copy Editor Mike Cassidy: Sports Editor 
Business Staff: 
Julie Powers: Text Editor Row one: Jen Josef, Erik Elliot, Scott Kaiser, Brian Hannon 
Row two: Justin Stone, Sam Singal, Sara Grant, Jennifer Lane, Rebecca Zabot 
Row three: Matt Clough, Becky Tennett, Mike Pechinski, Mike Warner, Mason Moore, Carrie Walton 
layout Staff: 
Row one: Karen Garrick, Selena Kimball, Christine Masters 
Row two: Jen Laferte, Naghmeh Keynli.i, Than Thai, Michelle Grenier 
Copy Staff: 
Kim Port and Anne Duchesneau 
Photography Staff: 
Len Leonidas, Molly Kornfield, Brian Hannon 
Circulation Staff: 
Row one: Amanda Walker, Kathy Flynn, Robin Fort, Jen Shubert 
Row two: Jen Kellener, Amy Chandler, Melissa McClay, Paula Butera 
Row three: Marcy Rideout, Alyssa Ruttenberg, Denise White 
Row four: Andy Bilyeu 
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STUDENT COUNCIL 
The B.H.S. Student Coun-
cil contributed greatly to the 
school again this year with its 
successful fundraisers and 
projects. The Council spon-
sored many fun-filled dances 
as well as important blood 
drives. A project which hun-
gry B.H.S. students especially 
appreciated was the installa-
tion of a juice and snack ma-
chine. 
Student Council Officers: 
Mara Hunter - Secretary 
Greg Ames - President 
Jay Darling - Treasurer 
Tom Messervey - Vice President 
Student Council District: 
Laurie-Sue Thayer - Vice Presi-
dent, Eastern Region 
Student Council: 
Row one: Mike Cassidy, Jill Arsenault, Melissa Hall, Shannon Sawyer, Robin Fort, Mike Pechinski, Stephanie Goff, Cary Weston, Kim Crichton 
Row two: Bubba Lichtenburg, Rita Sullivan, Laurie-Sue Thayer, Moriah Coughlin, Mike Warner, Todd Nicholas, Becky Tennett, Beth Pleuler, Aram Kha\ a 
Greg Arata 
Row three: Amanda Godsoe, Andy Richards, Nicole Hawkes, Kate O'Donnell, Lindley McCarthy, Sarah Jordan, Sarah Shubert, Joni Fournier, Jessie Sexton 
Parke Oldenburg 
Row four: Mark Hannon, Mary Bowers, Mary Estey, Christie Bower, Missy McEwen, Renee Nicholas, Jay Hannon 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
"Two Year Members: 
llow one: Kim Crichton, Heidi Ar-
:senault, Allison Bragg, Anita Crane, 
Moriah Coughlin, Amy Wallace 
llow two: Anne Duchesneau, Jen-
bifer Hall, Elizabeth Stewart, Kim 
:Schlegal, Megan Walker, Jody Bower 
llow three: Len Leonidas, Liam Mc-
Carthy, Chip Clark , Sara Grant, 
"Tricia Roscetti , Allison Sucy, Sarah 
Currie 
llow four: Jonathon Jenkins, Rich 
llygalski, Jerome Wenninger, Dar-
ten Knapp , Jeff Sexton , John 
:Skidgel, Greg Bussiere, Rita Sullivan 
National Honor Society 
served its community once 
again this year. They provid-
ed Thanksgiving baskets for 
the needy, donated gifts to 
B.M.H.I. during the Christ-
N.H.S. Officers: 
Paul Tomlinson - President 
Michaela Long - Vice President 
Julie Plummer - Secretary 
Robyn Allen - Treasurer 
Jason Stern - Parliamentarian 
mas season, and ushered at 
local events. They raised a lot 
of money with their annual 
lollipop sale, and in turn pro-
vided scholarships for grad-
uating senior members. 
Three Year Members: 
Row one : Micki Long, Carrie 
Pleuler, Nicole Robertson , Pam 
Kleklokta, Kathy Klocko 
Row two: Paul Tomlinson, Julie 
Plummer, Heather Ogilvie, Eliza-
beth Russell , Stephanie Goff, 
Monique Robertson, Robyn Allen 
Row three: Jason Stern, Ula Solo-
mon, Tom Messervey, Darren Sta-
ples, Scott Kaiser, David Walker 
Absent: Greg Ames 
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KEY CLUB 
Key Club Officers: 
Jason Stern - President 
Robyn Allen - Vice President 
Kimberly Port - Secretary 
Lori Glazier - Treasurer 
Amy Wallace - Editor 
Directors: 
Row one: Jen Flynn, Kim Crichton, 
Jen Montgomery, Kate O'Donnell 
Row two: Kristen Wallace, Mike 
Warner, Gina Thompson, Sam Sin-
gal 
Sophomores and Freshmen: 
Row one: Lisah Smith, Stephanie Miller, 
Kristi Merrithew, Denise Madore, Emily 
Russell, Jessica Madore, Sarah Jordan, 
Molly Kornfield, Betsy Day 
Row two: Ben Carlisle, Scot Crichton, 
Adam White, Amanda Cory, Pat Masters, 
Janice Deering, Shalu Rozario, Jay Han-
non, Mark Hannon 
Row three: Bree Peers, Missy Young, Jen 
Jardine, Kristen Guevara , Becky 
Hodgkins, Amy Irish, Kate McPherson, 
Christy Bower, Laurie Rosenthal, Maria 
Boyington 
Row four: Jen Enman , Whitney 
McDonald, Wendy Stockford, Kathy 
Flynn, Becky Ingalls, Sara Stevens, Amy 
Goddard, Tifani Bean, Lisa Trefethen, 
Emily Snow, Shelly Staples, Amy 
Dunham 
Row five: Megan Gass, Paul Walker, 
Renee Nicholas, Amy Waterman, Missy 
McEwen, Julie Emery, Kellie Irving, Sara 
McPherson 
Row six: Eddie Hannon, Dave Haskell, 
Megan Flynn, Charlotte Cyr, Jennifer 
Yarbourgh, Joni Fournier, Emily Roy, Jen 
Pusey, Meghan Ahrens, Amy Walls, Mi-
caela Zehring, Amanda Gleason 
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Seniors and Juniors: 
Row one: Amy Frankel, Heidi McGrath, 
Jen Lane, Amy Glazier 
Row two: Liz Russell, Jen Shubert, Mara 
Hunter, Rebecca Sockbeson, Carrie 
Plculer, Scan Macmillan, Brian Hannon, 
Kim Byers, Micki Long 
Row three: Greg Bussiere, Tricia Roscetti, 
Robin Fort, Andrea Lane, Mike Splane, 
Beth Plculer, Laurie Fessenden, Scott 
Philbrook 
Row four: Melissa McClay, Len Leonidas, 
Elizabeth Franco, Kristen Souweine, 
Christine Masters, Sarah Currie, Matt 
Clough, Jen Josef, Nicci Giroux 
Row five: Jeff Rochefort, John Jenkins, 
Jen Carey, Colley Johnson, Kris Crichton, 
Selena Kimball, Becky Tennett, Britta 
Rodrigues, Shay Bell, Karin Donovan, 
Heather Small 
Row six: Jason Simmons, Paula Butera, 
Nagmeh Kcyvani, Amy Giles, Francclla 
Crosby, Amy Chandler, Aram Khavari, 
Moriah Coughlin, Sara Grant, Stephanie 
Bohm, Mary Shibles 
Row seven: Cary Weston, Mike Pechin-
ski, Eric Nickerson, Roland Simmons, 
Kirk Lagerquist, Scott Kaiser, Greg Arata, 
Eric Elliott, Heather Gaede, Amy Bruns, 
Anita Crane 
PEER SUPPORT 
Peer Support enjoyed another suc-
cessful year. In addition to their theater 
group which was active in promoting 
awareness during the Sophomore 
Awareness Days, they visited the middle 
schools where they talked about various 
issues. The group also developed a char-
ter and a revised Contract for Life. 
Peer Support Officers: 
Micki Long - Activities Coordinator 
Jennifer Hall - President 
Robyn Allen - Vice President 
Jennifer Carey - Treasurer 
Kimberly Crichton - Secretary 
~ow one: Anne Duchesneau, Heather Hansen, Asha Rozario, Lori Glazier, Laurie Fessenden, Heather Day 
~ow two: Shawn Cox, Jessica Madore, Lesley Farnsworth, Colley Johnson, Ethan Cohen, Elizabeth Franco 
~ow three: Denise White, Robin Verow, Dawn Gatz, Melissa McClay, Paula Butera, Robin Fort, Erica Reif 
~ow four: Greg Bussiere, Amy Giles, Sarah Currie, Jody Bower, Laurel Feeney, John Jenkins, Michelle Grenier, Steve Parlee 
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AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
Amnesty International is an inde-
pendent worldwide movement working 
impartially for the release of all pris-
oners of oonscience, fair and prompt 
trials for political prisoners, and an end 
to torture and executions. The Bangor 
High School Amnesty International 
group works specifically on writing Ur-
gent Action Appeals, educating the 
school and community, and fundrais-
ing. 
Kristine Crichton and Michaela Long -
Founders and Co-Presidents of Bangor High 
School's Amnesty International Group 
Row one: Liz Acheson, Heidi Aresenault, Kim Crichton, Amy Glazier, Selena Kimball, Mara Hunter, Pam Klekotka, Asha Rozario 
Row two: Brian Hannon, Erin Small, Emily Russell, Heli Rajalaso, Heather Day, Ethan Cohen, Jill Arsenault, Bob Genem 
Row three: Melissa McClay, Paula Butera, Megan Walker, Zhene Golsmith, Cate Baker, John Holzwarth, Robyn Allen, Tricia Roscetti 
Row four: Jody Bower, Amy Giles, Greg Bussiere, Gillian Pressey, Erica Reif, Angus Robertson, Michelle Grenier, Jen Laferte, Robin Fort 
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• 
Row one: Toby Brogunier, Kristen Guevara, Whitney MacDonald, Wendy Stockford, Ms. Tobey 
DEBATE 
The 1989-90 Debate Team 
was victorious in yet another 
season. With the excellent 
support and guidance of their 
coach Ms. Anne Tobey, the 
students succeeded in win-
ning a number of trophies 
throughout the season. Vet-
eran members look forward 
to an even better season next 
year. 
Row two: Mary Burgess, Marie Hansen, Megan Adams, Jane Wellman, Courtney Worcester, Jen Zeidman 
Row three: Angel Dresser, Greg Bussiere, Brad MacDonald, Francis Grey, Jeff Sexton, Paul Tomlinson, Jon Jenkins 
~ow one: Pam Klekotka, Tamri Gordon, Diane Roach, Toby Brogunier, Liz Stewart, Heather Day, Karen Trommer 
pow two: Dawn Gatz, Angel Dresser, Mary Burgess, Tammy Labrecque, Brigitte Blose, Heather Ogilvie, Julie 
lummer 
~ow three: Denise White, Steve Parlee, Brad MacDonald, Megan Walker, Erica Reif, Gillian Pressey, Greg Bussiere 
F ow four: Jon Jenkins, Laurel Feeney, Silas Brogunier, Darin Knapp, Sophie Sagall, Scott Kaiser, Paul Tomlinson, 
rancis Grey 
SPEECH 
Mr. Erickson's 1989-90 
Speech Team completed an 
extremely successful year. 
They won trophies in every 
event at every tournament. 
The team has continued to 
grow in number and talent, 
and hopefully next year there 
will be even more members 
to replace those seniors who 
will be leaving. 
11 7 
MATH TEAM 
The Math Team is a mem-
ber of a state-wide organiza-
tion which promotes math-
ematical study and 
competition. The team enters 
five regional meets and one 
state meet. At each meet 
there are five topics on which 
the student is to concentrate. 
This provides an opportunity 
for the student to look at top-
ics in math, such as triangles, 
which he/she has studied in 
more than one course. The 
meets also provide an oppor-
tunity for students to enjoy 
competing against others. 
OM 
Dedicated to creativity, 
spontaneity, and long range 
water balloons, O.M. had a 
successful year in 1990. With 
more coaches, participants, 
and teams than ever before, 
O.M. will continue to be an 
excellent activity for students 
interested in challenging 
problems and off the wall 
fun. 
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Row one: Len Leonidas, Laurie Rosenthal, Allison Bragg, Sarah Shubert, Michaela Long, Robyn Allen 
Row two: Jason Stern, Naghmeh Keyvani, Kim Schlegal, Megan Walker, Scott Kaiser, Andy Seguin 
Row three: Chip Clark, Mike Warner, Liam McCarthy, Paul Tomlinson, Tom Messervey, Shane Cough 
Row one: Dawn Gatz, Tamri Gordon, Len Leonidas, Jayne Wellman , Wendy Stockford, Toby Brogunier, Whitne) 
MacDonald, Laurie Rosenthal 
Row two: Jen McNicholas, Andy Seguin, Gillian Pressey, Liz Stewart, Jamie Driggers, Heather Ogilvie, Brigitte Blose· 
Karen O'Brien 
Row three. Greg Bussiere, Jody Bower, Chad Hardacker, Jeff Sexton, Erica Reif, Courtney Worcester 
Row four: Richard Fye, Ryan Robbins, Mike Warner, Dylan Saunders, Francis Grey, Paul Tomlinson, Scott Kaiser· 
Brent Pendelton, Perry Lewis 
SPANISH CLUB 
Row one: Silas Brogunier, Roland Simmons, Toya Huercanos. Zhenc Goldsmith, Pam Klekota, Jen Hall, John Skidgel, Rodolfo Solares 
~ow two: Jen Kelleher. Amy Bruns, Amanda Roth, Matt Clough, Micki Long 
ow three: Lisah Smith, Stephanie Miller, Robin Fon . . 
Row four: Mr. Diaz, David Mclaughlin, Heather Gaede, Cate Baker, Bnan Hannon, Sean Macmillan, Kathy Burgess 
Row five: Colley Johnson, Jason Simmons, Mike Warner, Justin Stone 
In Spanish Club's first year 
at Bangor High, they have 
grown to a steady group of 
thirty under the guidance of 
Mr. Diaz. With activities and 
trips planned year round, 
they were able to expand 
their language ability and ad-
vance their knowledge of 
Spanish culture. 
LATIN CLUB 
Row one: Sara Cheney, Cate Baker, Allison Bragg, Jennie McNicholas, Laurie Rosenthal (Treasurer) 
Row two: Marie Hansen, Rebecca Ingalls, Naomi Zabot, Paul Walker, Tracy Matarazzo, Sarah Currie (Secretary) 
Row three: Mrs. Robin Ashe, Lori Glazier, Asha Rozario, Ethan Cohen, Jane Wellman (Program Chairman), Laurie Fessenden, Mrs. Mary Jane Poole 
Row four: Jessie Hardacker. Jen Carey, Moriah Coughlin (Historian), JefT Harrison, Tiffany Bean, Courtney Worcester (Parliamentarian) 
Row five: Aram Khavari, Jason Stem, Jamie Driggers, JefT Sexton, Rita Sullivan 
Row six: Greg Bussiere (President), Perry Lewis, Francis Grey, Klrk Lagerquist, Bryce Walker, Erin Morgan 
The Latin Club is com-
posed of students who are in-
terested in the culture of an-
cient Rome and Greece. 
Projects, skits, speakers and 
other presentations involve 
them in classical civilization. 
Many of the students also 
participate in the activities of 
the Junior Classical League, a 
nationwide organization of 
high school students who test 
and further their knowledge 
of ancient cultures through 
competition. 
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A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON 
THE WAY TO THE FORUM 
The staff of the 1990 Oracle would like 
to extend their congratulations on a job 
well done to the cast and crew of A Funny 
Thing Happened On The Way To The Fo-
rum. As usual, the cast and crew worked 
endlessly to produce one of the most en-
tertaining shows seen in recent history at 
B.H.S. In his final year as director and 
friend of the annual musical presentation, 
Mr. James Pike brilliantly led a talented 
group of actors through grueling rehearsals 
and two magnificent performances on Jan-
uary 12th and 13th. His guidance and sup-
port of the theater will be greatly missed. 
CAST OF CHARACTERS 
Prologis----------------------------------------- Brent J. Murray 
Senex----------------------------------------------Paul Tomlinson 
Domina-------------------------------------------Heather Ogilvie 
Hero-------------------------------------------------Gregory Arata 
Hysterium-------------------------------------Andrew Richards 
Pseudolus---------------------------------------Brent J. Murray 
Erronius-----------------------------------------------Scott Kaiser 
Miles Gloriousus-----------------------Jonathan M. Jenkins 
Lycus--------------------------------------------Darren Campbell 
Tintinabula------------------------------------------Sophi Sagal! 
Panacea--------------------------------------------Julie Plummer 
The Geminae-------------Dianne Roach, Karen Trammer, 
Robin Verow 
Vibrata-------------------------------------------Gina Thompson 
GYmnasia--------------------------------------------Heather Day 
Philia-------------------------------------------------Jennifer Hall 
Courtesans-------------Suzanne Condon, Gyllian Pressey, 
Sara Stevens 
Roman Citizens--------------Francis Grey, Bryce Walker, 
Adam White 
Proteans-----------------Kevin Bowden, Gregory Bussiere, 
Eric Curry, Mark Dehmlow, 
David Jackson, Stephen Parlee, 
Joseph Pickering, Micheal Splane. 
Stage Manager-------------------------------------Darin Knapp 
Technical Director-----------------------------Matthew Ingles 
Assistants---------------------Brigitte Blose, Paula Butera, 
Amy Giles,Melissa McClay, Asha Rozario, 
Megan Gass, Jennifer Carey. 
Lighting Director & Design----------------------Scott Clyve 
Assistant-----------------------------------------Erik Townsend 
Costume Head------------------------------Elizabeth Stewart 
Assistants----------------------Brigitte Blose, Sophi Segall, 
Britta Rodrigues, Angel Dresser, 
Heather Ogilvie, Jennifer McNicholas. 
Set Design & Construction----------------Matthew Ingles, 
Darin Knapp 
Assistants--------------------------Amy Giles, Paula Butera, 
Melissa McClay,Britta Rodrigues, 
Megan Gass, Jennifer Zeidman, 
Jonathan Skidgel, Heather Small. 
Head of Props------------------------------------------Erika Reif 
Make-up---------------------------------------------------------Cast 
Dance Consultant-------------------------------Karen Garrick 
ORCHESTRA 
David Walker-------------------------------------------------Piano 
Kathleen Klocko------------------------------------------Clarinet 
Shane Cough--------------------------------------------Trombone 
John Holzwarth-----------------------------------------------Bass 
Paul Walker----------------------------------------------Trumpet 
Kimberly Pelkey---------------------------------------------Flute 
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BAND 
The Bangor High School 
Band once again served its 
school well in 1989-90. Under 
the direction of Mr. Frank 
Walker, the lively group per-
formed at football games, bas-
ketball games, and pep rallies. 
The Band also provided enter-
tainment for the student body 
during concerts and assem-
blies. 
Band Board: 
Row one: Darlene Foster (Treasurer), 
David Walker (President), Andrea 
Lane (Vice President), Jessica Sabin 
(Secretary) 
Row two: Perry Lewis, Vicki MacKay, 
Karen Stone, Rhonda Spencer, Kim 
Pelkey, Cindy Dinardo 
Row three: Chris Rock, Shane Cough, 
Derek Lewis, Felicia Baron, Mr. Walk-
er, Paul Walker, Marie Hansen 
Percussion: 
Left to right: Chris Rock, Kevin 
Murray, Jason Harrison, Brent Dick-
inson, Andrea Lane 
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Stage Band: 
Row one: Karen Stone, Derek Lewis, 
Cindy Dinardo, Felicia Baron 
Row two: David Walker, Jim 
Curless, Paul Walker, Wendy Shaw, 
Shane Cough, Vicki MacKay 
Row three: Chris Rock, Perry Lewis, 
Brent Dickinson, Marie Hansen 
BAND 
Brass: 
Row one: Paul Walker, Jim Curless, 
Eric Klocko, David Walker 
Row two: Chris Theriault, Kevin 
Beatham, Shane Cough, Vicki 
MacKay, Kim Pelkey, Melissa Plis-
sey 
Row three: Chris Misselt, Perry Lew-
is 
Woodwinds: 
Row one: Megan Walker, Marie Hansen, Jessica Sabin, Darlene Foster, Cindy Dinardo, Wendy Shaw 
Row two: Colley Johnson, Courtney Worcester, Rhonda Spencer, Kristen Simpson, Jennifer Robertson, Toby Brogunier 
Row three: Derek Lewis, Kelly Nickerson, Felicia Baron, Jennifer Stubbs, Karen Stone, Kathy Klocko 
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ORCHESTRA 
The Bangor High School 
Orchestra, under the direc-
tion of Frank Walker meets 
every day. Although small in 
size, the Orchestra plays 
works by such composers as 
Mozart, Beethoven, and 
Shubert. Seniors Gillian 
Pressey and Ula Solomon 
joined the All-State Orches-
tra last year and hope to do so 
again this year. The annual 
Christmas and Spring con-
certs are always a delight. De-
spite differing levels of abil-
ity , the music played is 
always enjoyable to listen to. 
Row one: Kate O'Donnell, Bobby Burns, Ula Solomon, Britta Rodrigues, Sara Stevens 
Row two: Stephanie Golf, Christine Masters, Jen Montgomery, Brent Murray, Becky Blake, Wendy Shaw 
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Men: 
Row one: David Metsger, Jeff 
Rochefort, Matt Walkins 
Row two: Mark Logan, Dan Degroff, 
Perry Lewis, Kirk Lagerquist 
Row three: Jason Raymond, Brigette 
Blose, Bryce Walker, David Walker, 
George Little 
CHORUS 
Sopranos: 
Row one: Nikki Beaulieu, Cathy 
Coleman, Heidi Bires, Missy Young, 
Kristy Zwanziger 
Row two: Kathryn Burgess, Lynn 
Hatch, Kate Fitzpatrick, Anna Ben-
ton, Laura Ingles, Ginny Burns 
Row three: Laura England, Dawn-
Marie Gatz, Robin Verow, Amanda 
Roth, Julie Francey, Missy Cam-
muek 
Altos: 
Row one: Michelle Ouellette, Robin 
Fort, Gina Thompson, Rebecca In-
galls, Sara Grant, Stephanie Hastings 
Row two: Sherry Melochick, Bobbie 
Brown, Rebecca Grant, Kim Pelkey, 
Kate McPherson, Lynn Kondor 
Row three: Becky Hodgkins, Mary 
Plissey, Beth McCrossin, Krista 
Jakacky, Melissa Plissey, Ruth-Ann 
Little, Jennifer Hastings 
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R.O.T.C. 
Company A First Platoon: 
Row one: C. Bednar, R. Solares, E. Cote, D. Sadlo 
Row two: M. Burt, M. Finnegan, C. Johnson, M. 
Crockett, J. Zeidman, C. Boutin 
Row three: J. Simmons, D. Sproul, R. Hamm, J. 
McKeen, B. Stimpson, S. Duren, J. Curless, J. 
Jewell, J. Libby 
Company A Second Platoon: 
Row one: S. Openshaw, A. Kessler, K. Robertson, 
D. Downey, C. Jackacky, D. Gernary 
Row two: D. Warren, J. Vincent, R. Andrews, N. 
Spearing, T. Robertson, D. Civielo, M. Langey 
Company B Second Platoon: 
Row one: C. Thompson, V. Padua, W. Young, J. Trask 
Row two: H. Palmer, J. Russell, R. Moor, J. Sickles, R. Allen 
126 Row three: J. McLean, J. Hoelzer, E. Morgan, D. Puckett, C. Beckett, D. 
Boutin 
Staff: 
Company B First Platoon: 
Row one: M. Crockett, R. Keene, S. LaChance, C. 
Walsh 
Row two: S. Bailey, E. Simpson, R. Allen, D. 
White, C. Smith, L. Merry 
Row three: L. Bubier, A. Hartery, B. Philbrick, J. 
Marshman, J. Hadley, H. Parsons, C. Tozier, J. 
Flemming, D. Jackson 
Left to right: T. Messervey, J. Driggers, T. Giles, K. Nickerson, J. Farn-
sworth, M. Harrington, G. Jewell , R. Hebsack, C. Rafuse 
Color Guard: 
Left to right: B. Benton, R. Hebsack, B. Stimpson, 
G. Little 
Rifle Team: 
Row one: B. Guidroz, J. Curless, S. Openshaw, J. Trask, D. Boutin 
Row two: C. Rumery, T. Messervey, J. McLean, T. Hoelzer, A. Hartery, B. 
Boutin 
Drill Team: 
R.O.T.C. 
Honor Guard: 
Row one: J. Farnsworth, L. Merry, J. Jewell 
Row two: S. Openshaw, L. Bubier, J. Marshman, 
G. Jewell, A. Hartery, D. Sadlo 
Rangers: 
Row one: J. Farnsworth, L. Merry, S. Openshaw, 
D. Gernaey, M. Burt, J. Libby 
Row two: D. Sadlo, B. Boutin, J. Zeidman, T. 
Giles, A. Kessler, M. Langley, D. Civielo 
Row three: C. Rafuse, A. Hartery, J. Flemming, J. 
Driggers, S. Duren, J . McLean, D. Boutin, J. 
Jewell, R. Hebsack, B. Chabot, T. Messervey 
Row one: G. Little, A. Kessler, D. Gernaey, D. Simon, R. Lebsack 
Row two: T. Giles, A. Hartery, M. Finnegan, J. McLean, B. Stimpson, J. 
Curless, M. Langley, S. Openshaw 127 
GIRLS' STATE 
Bangor High's six delegates 
to Dirigo Girls' State actively 
participated in a week spent 
learning about state and local 
government. Each girl learned 
the true meaning of patriotism 
and citizenship. Robyn Allen 
and Stephanie Goff were elect-
ed to the House of Represent-
atives, where Stephanie was 
elected Speaker of the House. 
Kim Crichton, Elizabeth Rus-
sell, and Ula Solomon were 
elected to the Senate, where 
Elizabeth was elected to serve 
as President. Robin Fort 
brought great honor to Bangor 
High when she was elected 
Governor of Girls' State. Rob-
in went on to represent 
Maine's Girl State delegates at 
Girls' Nation held in Washing-
ton, D.C. Ula Solomon was se-
lected as the Second Most Out-
standing Girl and was 
therefore the first runner-up to 
attend Girls' Nation. 
Robin Fort - Governor 
Robyn Allen - Representative 
Stephanie Goff - Representative 
Ula Solomon - Senator 
Elizabeth Russell - President of the 
Senate 
Kim Crichton - Senator 
Row one: Stephanie Goff, Robin 
Fort, Elizabeth Russell 
Row two: Robyn Allen, Kim Crich-
ton, Ula Solomon 
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-BOYS' STATE 
The Bangor High Delega-
tion proved to be a major 
power at Dirigo Boys' State. 
Greg Ames ran a strong race 
for Governor, defeated only 
by a narrow margin. Greg 
transferred his energies to his 
senatorship, where he acted 
as chairperson of the Senate 
Committee on Taxation. 
Alan Mosca served as a Po-
litical Action Committee 
member and a lobbyist. As 
members of the House of 
Representatives, Scott Kai-
ser, Jerome Wenninger, and 
Tom Messervey showed Ban-
gor's power and leadership in 
intrastate affairs. 
Greg Ames - Senator 
Thomas Messervey - Representa-
tive 
Jerome Wenniger - Representative 
Scott Kaiser - Representative 
Alan Mosca - Lobbyist 
Row one: Scott Kaiser, Greg Ames, 
Thomas Messervey 
Row two: Jerome Wenniger, Alan 
Mosca 
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LIT HOUSE 
The 1989-90 Lit House 
was published successfully 
again this year. This creative 
magazine contains the works 
of students, including poems, 
short stories, and art. Lit 
House gives the students of 
Bangor High School the op-
portunity to publish their 
various original works. 
Row one: Liz Stewart (Editor), Liz Acheson (Ass. Editor) 
Row two: Lesley Farnsworth, K. C. Trommer, Jody Bower, Sarah Currie, Bridgette Blose, Starr Cartright 
Row three: Asha Rozario, Nicole West, Valerie Shaw, Eric Nevins, Chad Hardacker, Jessica Chaples 
NEWSPAPER 
The Ram-Page, Bangor 
High School's newspaper, 
seeks to offer students the op-
portunity to explore several 
facets of newswriting. The 
paper is student-run and or-
ganized. From determining 
areas to be examined, to as-
signing news and feature sto-
ries, to writing the articles, to 
editing and typing the ma-
terial, to layout, Bangor High 
students are involved active-
ly in the news process. 
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Row one: Allison Sucy, Lynn Hatch, Mary Shibles, Len Leonidas, Richard Fye, Francis Grey, K. C. Trammer, Liz Stewart, Karen 
O'Brien, Amanda Rosso, Toby Bro11unier 
Row two: Laurie-Sue Thayer, Came Walton, Pam Klekota, Richard Violette, Elizabeth Franco, Kathy Klocko, Heather Day, Anne 
Duchesneau 
Row three: Rebecca Zabot, Heather Small, Brigitte Blose, Britta Rodrigues, Kristen Sorwcine, Jen McNicholas, Stephanie Miller, 
Andrea Lane, Colley Johnson, Amanda Roth, Moriah Coughlin 
Row four: Tracey Materazo, Jody Bower, Liz Acheson, Christine Masters, Jen Carey, Asha Rozario, Kim Norko, Robin Fort, Jessica 
Chaples 
Row five: Silas Brogunicr, Chad Hardacker, Dave Whitney, Mike LaBrec, Kevin Bowden, Angus Robertson, Chris Leeman, Mike 
Pechinski, Brian Hannon, Eric Kroblc, Paul Tomlinson 
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G1ris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
F~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Girls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
F~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Gtris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
F~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Girls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
F~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Gtris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Sprrng Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
F~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Girls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Sprrng Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
F~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cros3 Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Girls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
Football. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. f' key. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Gtris' Swimming. Indoor Tra e ockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
F~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Hoc . Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Gtrls' Swimming. Indoor ra ce H key. Baseball. Softball. Sprrng Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
F~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girl ' ccer. ock olf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
C!trls' Swimming. In Trac e ey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
F~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' ccer. F oc ey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
C!trls' Swimming. Indoo Track Hockey. aseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
GF~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' So . ockey. Go! oss Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. trls' Swimming. Indoor ce Hock eball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
Football. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hocke)'. Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Girls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice all. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
b~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Fie d H ountry. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. II. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Fie! ountry. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. le ockey. all. Softball. Sprrng Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field H ey. Golf. Cross C Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Bas all. Sprrng Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cr . ring. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
trls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. . Softba . Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otbail. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. ountry. Che g. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. eball. Softb Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. ss Country. C g. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. seball. So . Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
b~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. C s Coun mg. B ' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Ba II. Spr Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
t,ootball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross eering. asketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
trls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball rack. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
b~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Che s' B etball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
trls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. of ring ck. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
E~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Count o s' tball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
~11rls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. S ck. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
'...,~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. eeri etba Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
Jlrls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Soft al ring Tra ys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Chee oys' Basketball. ls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
J1rls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softba pring Track. B ' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheen . Boys' Basketba asketball. Boys' Swimming. 
:,'Iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. prrng Trac ennis. Girls' Tennis. 
:~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Bas etball. Boys' Swimming. 
:,'trls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spr g nnis. Girls' Tennis. 
:~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Bo. asketball. Boys' Swimming. 
:,'Iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Sprin ck. Boys' Ten ·s. Girls' Tennis. 
:~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' ketball. Girls' B Boys' Swimming. 
:,'Iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring ack. Boys' iris' Tennis. 
:~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. · ls' ys' Swimming. 
:,'Iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. ys' rls' Tennis. 
:~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basket iris' Swimming. 
!Iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. oys' s. rls' Tennis. 
:~otbail. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. iris' B all. Boys' Swimming. 
!Iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. is. Girls' Tennis. 
:~otbail. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. G ball. Boys' Swimming. 
!Iris' Swimming. Indoor Track . Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys nnis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
~trls' Swimming. Indoor Trac~. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
,ootball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
!Iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
!Iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Sprrng Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
~~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. f1rls' Swimming. Indoor Trac~. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
,~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
!Iris' Swimming. Indoor Trac~. Ice Hockey . Baseball. Softball. Sprrng Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
,~otbail. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
!1rls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
,~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
!1rls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spnng Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
,~Otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
•iris' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis . 
• ~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
~ 1 rls' Swimming. Indoor Track . Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track . Boys' Tennis. Girls ' Tennis . 
. ~otball. Boys' Soccer. Girls' Soccer. Field Hockey. Golf. Cross Country. Cheering. Boys' Basketball. Girls' Basketball. Boys' Swimming. 
••rls' Swimming. Indoor Track. Ice Hockey. Baseball. Softball. Spring Track. Boys' Tennis. Girls' Tennis. 
2£1.tball. Rovs' Soccl"r Girls' Soccl"r Fil"ln Hockl"v Golf C'ro<:<: C'mmtrv C'hl"l"rin11 R<w<:' R<><lrPth.,11 r.;rl•' i:i.,.Jr.,.th.,11 l:inu~' c.,,;~~;~n 
PRIDE: ATHLETES AT BHS CON.TINUE A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE 
Once again, Bangor High students have been 
out pounding the streets, making waves, and tear-
ing up the field. Outstanding varsity, J.V., and 
freshman teams distinguish themselves across the 
board. B.H.S. athletic teams include: soccer, foot-
ball, field hockey, golf, cross country, swimming, 
indoor track, ice hockey, cheering, basketball, 
baseball, softball, track and field, and tennis. Ban-
gor High's support and pride for its athletes can be 
seen by the numerous crowds attending the var-
ious games. The dedication and effort of Bangor 
athletes needs.hardly be mentioned . . . the hours 
of practice on the road to excellence are notice 
enough of the drive, pride, and determination of 
Bangor High School athletes as they 
SOAR TO VICTORY 
Right, Tommy Lynch 
1989 Varsity Football Team at practice 
132 
Brian Hannon 
Coach Jeana Tuell talks to goalie Liz Acheson and forward Moriah Coughlin 1989 Boys' Cross Country Team 
Amy Robichaud 
133 
\,;.J 
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FOOTBALL '89: 
II 
A SEASON ENDED WITH THE 
FLIP OF A :COIN 
II 
Row one: C. Ross. S. Welock, C. Rafuse, J. Wenninger, A. Mosca, D. Dow, R. Rygalski , M. Marquis, T. Messervey, D. Morris, J. Duplain, T. Birmingham 
Row two: J . Sankey. N. Ouellette. T. Lynch, J . Green, S. Brann, B. Cohen, K. Campbell, M. Jones, J. Marino, M. Hackett. D. Morris, L. Bubier 
Row three: J. Paul. B. Isaacs, C. Storozuk, D. Arsenault , B. Macdonald, B. Litchenberg, R. Pelkey, D. Kelley, M. LeBlanc, S. Lander, G. Jewell, B. 
Seccarecia 
Row four: B. Morse, J. Hewes, T. Quinn, J. Brichetto, D. Jackson, C. Pappas, R. Worcester, J. Herlihey, J. Tennett, R. Estey, J. Jewell , R. Richmond 
Missing: C. Chamberlain, C. Missel! , S. Openshaw, C. Walsh 
The 1989 Varsity Football Team un-
der the direction of second year head 
coach Bruce Morse, had their best sea-
son in three years, 6 wins and 3 losses. 
Despite losing the first two games, the 
Rams rebounded to win six straight 
games. The climax of the season was the 
Homecoming Victory against Cony, 
which included the most spirited rally in 
recent history. When it came down to 
deciding who would be in the playoffs, 
the Rams were tied with Lawrence and 
therefore had to flip a coin to see who 
would play. Unfortunately, they lost the 
coin toss. However, the steady improve-
ment of the Rams Football Team had 
made Bangor a force in Football once 
again. The coaching staff, players, and 
boosters would like to thank the entire 
student body and faculty for their sup-
port. 
1989 VARSITY FOOTBALL SEASON 
Mt. Blue 
Skowhegan 
Winslow 
Brewer 
Brunswick 
Cony 
Gardiner 
Morse 
Oxford Hills 
L 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
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. _THEY KNEW IT ~!)B@YS' $@,CCER':',-;; IN THEIR HEARTS 
The 19P9 Bo~s' Sc><nr Team. under tbe 
d'1rci;tion of Coach Roger RC"ed and tn-
cap1a1n• Greg ·'\me.. Chip Clark. and la) 
Darling had h1&h hope• for 1h<:1r fall oeason 
W11h 1upenor speed. bnli1an1 ball control. 
and pla>ofT dreams in 1rieir minds. thC'tie 
1alenttd athletes had a St'a!on that ft'Y> wall 
ever forget Strengrh and fine"r challenged 
opposing pla~ers as lhe Rams went on to a 8-
4-2 record. the bes1 that this )C"ar's seniors 
had r••er wunessed W11b a controversial 
goal deciding a loss at Ellswqnh . the long 
11me Class B stale champs and long time 
rivals of tHe Rams. the players' luck sermed 
to be headed foe a downfall . And fall it did 
The da) before Bangor was supposed to pray 
the Hampden Broncos in the fina game oftht 
pla~offs. word came to the athletes that thr-y wcrr 
to be ehm1natrd from the pla~:ofT5 and rhciT 
rocotd was to go from 8-4-2 16 Q.14 Th< ad-
min1stn111on had been noti(jrd thal a lrano,;frr 
Student~, cl1g1bilrt~ reqo•remmts had neL been 
met Bangor High officials had no <>thCT >tfot<< 
but to rnfi>rce the ehg1blh!) !We )nll •llm1nat< 
the )Oung men from the pla)on:s .i.lthougb the 
ream was de\·astated. the~ put no blamr on the 
transfer studenr Under mo"'I d11Tic11l1 circum· 
stances. the admin1s1ra11on actrd adm1[abh and 
did what th<) Had to do No matter what the 
record books ma} show. the I QSC) Boys· Socnrr 
Tram ""ere winners ~cause the\ 
XSF.H IT/.\' 1 /11:/fi tit.~~R rs 
C'ap1ains: Jay Darling. Chip Clark. and Greg Ames 
;'I , I 
I / ' 
I""' ' /..._, 
~ , Liam McCarthy 
Row onl": Greg Arata. Jason Simmons. C'hri~ Robh1ns. Liam MrCarlh)' . i\nd)' Bilyt:u. Ruland Simmons. Kcmn Ciranl. Circg Ames 
(Capt.). Ent ,Arsenault 
Row two: Rick Fye (Mgr.). Jay Darhng(Capl). Cal) Wcsron. Mike Pt:chinsk1. Chip Clark (('apl.I. I had Hardadcr. Jercmv Piethman. 
Todd Nicholas ' 
Row three: Coach Ingalls. Parke Oldenburg. Andy Seguin. John Thibodeau . Kevin Hamel . Aram Khavari , Jason Hill , Mike Cassidy, 
Coach Reed 
-
Boys' Junior Varsity Team: 
" RS ow one: Matt Clough. Gerri ck. Rodrigues. Ethan Croce, Dan Thai. Mark Allen, John Hunter. Chns 
hepley 
RRow two Pat Masters. Jo '1n Hamm. Enc 1::111011, Mike Warner. John Russell, )osh Black, Chns Wal)d n} 
ow three. Coach Ingalls. So. Jay Hannon. Mark Hannon, Nahes1 Gr.ant, Eric Townsend. Coach Reed 
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GIRLS' SOCCER: A SEASON OF PRIDE 
The Girls' Soccer Team fin-
ished the season with a 6-7-1 rec-
ord, however their losses were 
very close and their wins were 
decisive. Overall, they had a 
great season. A definite high 
point was the defeat of Caribou 
( 1-0) for the first time in the his-
tory of Girls' Soccer at Bangor 
High School. The future of Ban-
Seniors: 
Row one: Amy Robichaud, Rhonda 
Pelkey, Tina Davenport, Amy Dor-
sey, Debby Larkin 
Row two: Jennifer Laferte, Kelly 
Martin, Coach Richards, Elizabeth 
Russell 
Girls' Varsity Team: 
Row one: Kelly Martin, Amy Dor-
sey,. Tina Davenport, Rhonda 
Pelkey, Elizabeth Russell, Amy 
Robichaud, Debby Larkin, Jennifer 
Laferte 
Row two: Jen Patry, Becky Tennett, 
April Dow, Stephanie Clark, Coach 
Richards, Amy Walls, Andrea Stu-
art, Anne Jurgeleit 
Row three: Joni Fournier, Allison 
Bragg, Amy Clark, Jessie Sexton, Lee 
Wilson, Lindley McCarthy, Kari 
Flanagan, Meghan Constantine 
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gor Girls' Soccer is bright as the 
J. V. team went undefeated. 
Three girls on the team were 
chosen to All-P.V.C. teams: Tina 
Davenport and Rhonda Pelkey; 
first team, and Amy Robichaud; 
second team. One player, Rhon-
da Pelkey, was chosen to the all-
state team. 
Right, Meghan Constantine 
Amy Dorsey 
1989 GIRLS' SOCCER SEASON 
Presque Isle 
Brewer 
Hampden 
Ellsworth 
MDI 
Bucksport 
Nokomis 
Caribou 
Hampden 
Ellsworth 
MDI 
Bucksport 
Nokomis 
Brewer 
L 
L 
L 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
L 
w 
w 
T 
L 
L 
Amy Walls 
Girls' Junior Varsity Team: 
Row one: Debbie Hachey, Amy Wa-
terman, Janice Deering, Emily Rus-
sell, Susie Bretthauer, Dawn Libby, 
Jody Littlefield, Stacia Knapp 
Row two: Meghan Ahrens, Patti 
Sa'.""Yer, Missy McEwen~ Mary Estes, 
Misty Stacey, Renee Nicholas, Cate 
Splane, Lorena Gomez 
Row three: Coach Sue Howard, Kris-
ti Merrithew, Amy Dunham, Kate 
O'Donnell, Christy Bower, Sue Mc-
Clure, Mary Bowers, Becky Ingalls 
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FIELD 
HOCKEY: 
During preseason, when asked about 
the 1989 Varsity Field Hockey Team, 
many coaches said that it would be a 
"building season" for the Lady Rams. 
They weren't expecting much out of a 
group of girls who had only won three 
games the previous year. However, under 
the direction of first year coach Jeana 
Tuell, the former Orono assistant coach, 
and captains Stephanie Goff, Jennie Ma-
son, Sue Murray, and Ula Solomon, these 
fine young athletes proved those coaches 
wrong. With determination, commitment, 
and a lot of hard work, the Lady Rams 
improved their record to the best that this 
year's seniors have ever had, 6-5-3. The 
Below, Seniors: 
A SEASON 
REBORN 
Right, Moriah Coughlin 
J. V.s, led by Coach Tammy Mason, had a 
nearly flawless season and should be com-
mended for their support throughout the 
entire season. Perhaps the most memo-
rable game before the field hockey players 
made it to the playoffs at Gardiner, was 
the victory against Old Town. In the pour-
ing rain, the Lady Rams defeated the 
Class B state champions 1-0. This victory 
came after the devastating news 1hat the 
boys' soccer team had been eliminated 
from the playoffs. On the bus ride to Old 
Town, the players chanted, "Let's do it for 
the boys' soccer team!!" And they did. 
That's what pride is all about. 
Row one: Amy Stevens, Mara Hunter, Heidi Arsenault, Allison Sucy 
Row two: Stephanie Goff, Jennie Mason, Sue Murray, Ula Solomon, Shan-
non Nelson 
Far Right, Rita Sullivan 
Row one: Sue Murray (Capt.), Shan-
non Nelson, Heidi Arsenault, Mara 
Hunter, Stephanie Goff (Capt.), Ula 
Solomon (Capt.), Jennie Mason 
(Capt.), Allison Sucy, Amy Stevens, 
Liz Acheson 
Row two: Megan Walker, Jody Bow-
er, Amy Chandler, Laurie-Sue Thay-
er, Cate Baker, Rita Sullivan, Selena 
Kimball, Anne Duschesneau, Jan 
Hunter, Sarah Cheney, Moriah 
Cou~lin, Emily Rae, Heli Rajaloso, 
Colhe Johnson 
Row three: Coach Tammy Mason, 
Megan Flynn, Kathy Flynn, Molly 
Kornfield, Amy Goddard, Kate Ach-
eson, Sarah Jordan, Niki Hawkes, 
Jennifer Pusey, Sarah Shubert, Kim 
Woodbury, Amanda Godsoe, Cheryl 
Murray, Emily Snow, Coach Jeana 
Tuell 
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Above, Jennie Mason 
(Playoffs) 
Above, J.V.s at halftime 
Right, Selena Kimball 
1989 FIELD HOCKEY SEASON 
Nokomis 
Central 
Hampden 
Old Town 
Hermon 
Orono 
Brewer 
Foxcroft 
Nokomis 
Hampden 
Hermon 
Orono 
Brewer 
Old Town 
Gardiner 
w 
w 
L 
L 
L 
L 
w 
T 
T 
T 
w 
L 
w 
w 
L 
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GOLF: THEIR MOST OUTSTANDING YET 
The Bangor High Golf Team had 
its best year in recent history. Led by 
Senior Ryan Soucie, the golf team 
went undefeated with a 20-0-2 rec-
ord. Key players returning for the 
Steve Lycette 
Row one: Steve Lycette, Duncan 
Millar, Josh Bires, Scott Crichton, 
David Brownell, Kim Crichton, 
Scott Clyve, Steve Francini 
Row two: Mike LaGasse, Shane 
Cough, Ryan Bradford, Aaron Clark, 
Ryan Soucie, Pat Reed, Kris Jensen, 
Lenny Ryan, Todd Hobert, Coach 
Willette 
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Rams are Todd Hobert, Steve 
Lycette, Aaron Clark, Duncan 
Miller and Kris Jensen. The 
Rams hope to fare well in the 
1990 season. 
Ryan Soucie 
CROSS COUNTRY: 
,I ' 
~ow one: Lisa Trefethen, Elizabeth Franco, Sara McPherson, Carrie Pleuler, Kristen Wallace, Lori Glazier 
,,ow two: Sean Mcmillan, John Holzwarth, Stephanie Lufkin, Emilie Roy, Melissa Hall, Joe Locke, Russell 
»1oores 
LaRow three: Jim McKeen, Jeff Rochefort, Jeff Sexton, John Skidgel, Jeff Harrison, Scott Butterfield, Coach Chance 
Missing: Jonathan Jenkins, Kyle McPherson, Jason Butterfield, Shaun Duren 
RU.NNINGTO 
VICTORY 
The Cross Country team had a very 
successful season. Led by Coach 
LaChance, the team displayed outstand-
ing spirit with both individual and team 
victories. The future of Cross Country 
looks bright with several talented un-
derclassmen. 
Seniors: 
John Skidgel, Sean Mcmillan, Melissa Hall, Carrie 
Pleuler, John Holzwarth, Jim McKeen. 
Carrie Pleuler Jeff Harrison, Kyle McPherson, John Skidgel, Jeff Rochefort, Sean Mcmillan, 
Jeff Sexton, Jim McKeen. 
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VARSITY FOOTBALL CHEERING 
Row one: (Seniors) Dee Dee Sylves-
tri, Jennifer Stather, Trina Robin-
son, Michele-Campbell 
Row two: Lori Currier, Jenny 
Howell, Brandi DeTour, Holly 
Tilton, Anne Bradford 
Row three: Carole Bassi (Coach), 
Jessi Ross, Kristen Bassi, Megan 
Milliken, Wendy Sprague, Kristen 
Cerbone, Nicci Giroux, Bridgette 
Chalila 
Megan Milliken, Anne Bradford, Jessica Ross. 
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Nicci Giroux, Brandi DeTour, Bridgette Chalita. 
Jennifer Stather, Jenny Howell, and Kristen Bassi 
Anne Bradford and Jennifer Stather 
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL CHEERING 
Row one: Carrie Caler, Kim Sher-
man, Kim Flagg 
Row two: Becky Byrum, Kellie Fowl-
er, Janice LaGasse, Melanie 
Cherwood, Kim Nealley 
Row three: Yaddy Lafleur, Jenn 
Kim, Laura Haslem, Krissy Eckmen, 
Bella Hachey, Lori Martin 
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1989 FRESHMAN FOOTBALL TEAM 
Row one: Andy Watkins, Jason Tozier, Dick Goodale, Danny Brown, Brian Trefethen, Brian Giroux, 
Ben Conrad 
Row two: Dan Rosso, John Tennett, Jeremy Scott, Eric Neal, Corey Manning, Adam Wesolowski, Aaron 
Cheever, Chris Steeves 
Row three: Assistant Coach: Jeff Fahey and Trent Robinson, Ben Rosso, Ben Toole, Wally Ayer, Bill 
Smith, Head Coach: Jeff Paul 
Missing: Dan Henry, Jason Farrar, Andy Moses, Billy Matarazzo, Darren Henry, Mike Benoit, Dean 
Heistand, Gary Pelkey 
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Stephanie Goff Jeremy Piethman, Greg Arata, and Roland Simmons 
Two Football Teammates Jeff Sexton, John Skidgel, Scott Butterfield, and Kyle McPherson 
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BOYS' BASKETBALL: FROM GOOD TO BETTER TO THE BEST 
The 1989-90 version of the 
Bangor Rams was both ex-
citing and fast-paced. The 
Rams compiled an overall 
mark of 14-4 and retained the 
number one ranking heading 
into the Eastern Maine tour-
nament for the second 
straight year. The Rams also 
compiled an 11-3 Big East 
record to capture the League 
Championship for the third 
consecutive year. This year's 
team was led by its eight 
Seniors and received consid-
erable contributions from its 
five underclassmen. The 
Rams were coached this year 
by Head Coach Roger Reed, 
and assistants Larry Seeney 
and Jeff Ingalls. All three 
coaches deserve special rec-
ognition for their dedication 
to the program and their care 
for the team. 
Chip Clark 
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Row one: Todd Nicholas, Shawn Doll, Chip Clark, Bubba Lichtenburg, Gene Schaff, Billy Newman 
Row two: Mike Pechinski, Mark Reed, Jim Brichetto, Matt Pyzynski, Tom Lynch, Ryan Soucie, Scott Alexander 
Scott Alexander 
Tom Lynch 
1989-90 BOYS' BASKETBALL SEASON 
Hampden W 
Brewer W 
Waterville W 
Lawrence L 
Caribou W 
Brewer W 
Old Town L 
Hampden W 
Presque Isle L 
Steams L 
Lawrence W 
Caribou W 
Nokomis W 
Presque Isle W 
Waterville W 
Nokomis W 
Old Town W 
Steams W 
1989-90 Boys' JV Basketball Team 
Row one: Robby Estey, Raven Manocchio, Joel St. Pierre, Kirk Campbell, Tom LeClair, John 
Thibodeau, Scott Young 
Row two: Coach Ingalls, Jeff Rochefort, Brian Meager, Mike Ferguson, Steve Subjoc, Jerry 
Wright, Robby Young, Rob Spreng 
Far above, Bubba Lichtenburg; Above, Gene Schaff. 
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GIRLS' .BASKET.BALL: THE ODDS WERE AGAINST THEM BUT DETERMINATION PREVAILED 
This season has been one 
of overcoming setbacks in or-
der to be ultimately success-
ful. When injury and sickness 
occurred, the team fought 
back hard and overcame it. A 
definite highlight of the sea-
son was defeating the then 
ranked number one Old 
Town Indians in order to 
help clinch a tournament 
spot. Throughout the season, 
the varsity basketball team 
was ranked no higher than 
l 0th, but they refused to quit 
and entered the tournament 
seeded 7th. Regardless of the 
outcome of the tourney, the 
girls will always remember 
the team's sheer determina-
tion in the regular season. 
Charlotte Cyr 
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1989-90 Girls' Varsity Basketball Team. 
Row one: Amy Robichaud, Liz Russell, Tina Davenport (Capt.), Rhonda Pelkey (Capt.), Shannon Nelson, Amy Waterman 
Row two: Courtney Parker, Becky Tennett, Suzy Boisvert, Coach Tennett, Rita Sullivan, Stephanie Clark, Charlotte Cyr 
Rita Sulliva n 
Below, Amy Waterman 
1989-90 GIRLS' BASKETBALL SEASON 
Hampden 
Brewer 
Waterville 
Lawrence 
Caribou 
Brewer 
Old Town 
Hampden 
Presque Isle 
Stearns 
Lawrence 
Caribou 
Nokomis 
Presque Isle 
Waterville 
Nokomis 
Old Town 
Stearns 
Gardiner 
w 
L 
L 
w 
L 
w 
L 
L 
L 
w 
w 
L 
L 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
Above Right, Tina Davenport; Above, Becky 
Tennett. 
1989-90 Girls' JV Basketball Team 
Row one: Loraina Gomez, Joni Fournier, Emily 
Russell, Debbie Hachey, Stephanie Miller, 
Kendra Stine 
Row two: Lee Wilson, Shana Cook, Stephanie 
Lufkin, April Dow, Jodie Bower, Coach Bob 
Clukey 
Above, Shannon Nelson 
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GIRLS' FRESHMAN BASKETBALL 
Row one: Kristy Wilson, Renee Nicholas, Christie Bower, Mary Bowers, Cheryl Murray, Laura Ingles 
Row two: Marie Hansen, Lisa Trefethan, Stacy Wilson, Coach Paul, Missy Cammack, Mary Estey, Stacia Knapp 
BOYS' FRESHMAN BASKETBALL 
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Row one: Mark Allen, Matt Parke, John Tennett, Pat Masters, Matt Woodman, Kip Keeling, Heath Bartlet 
Row two: Asst. Coach Morrill, Brent Brown, Dean Heistand, Ryan Bradford, Steve Clendening, Ben Ellis, Chris Pickering, 
Coach Stubbs, Mr. St. Pierre 
1989-90 HOCKEY SEASON 
Mt. Ararat 
Orono 
Brewer 
Gardiner 
Cony 
Brunswick 
Old Town 
Waterville 
Winslow 
North Yarmouth Academy 
Cony 
Stearns 
Orono 
Brewer 
Lawrence 
Foxcroft 
Old Town 
Waterville 
L 
L 
w 
L 
L 
w 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
w 
L 
L 
w 
w 
L 
L 
This was a building year for the Bangor High School Hock-
ey team. Their 5-14 record was disappointing for the team. 
This record was due to their lack of experience and co-
hesiveness. The team was composed of nine freshmen, five 
sophomores, and four juniors. All members will return next 
year. The team is in hopes of having a devastating contingent 
of players next season in a quest to reach the Eastern Maine 
Class A Tournaments. 
Row one: Andrea Lane, Allen Everett, Jason Raymond, Micah Robbins, Chris Gillis, Brian Sprague, Rebecca Grant, Julie Cookson 
Row two: Coach John Kelley, Michelle Syphers, Eddie Hannon, Justin Alley, Todd Garsu, Eric Merrow, Russell Moores, Mason Moore, Duncan Miller, Chris 
Shepley, Wayne Roland, Coach McDugall 
Row three: Greg Matthews, J. R. Mabee, Kevin Varnum, Buddy Syphers, Kirk, Lagerquist, Erik Neal, Chad Eslin, Justin Waniszek 
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BOYS' SWIMMING: THE TRADITION 
CONTINUES 
STATE 
CHAMPS!! 
Once again the Bangor High 
School Boys' Swim Team contin-
ued their dominance of Maine 
swimming. Seniors, graduating 
from their fourth year on the team 
are proud of a perfect record. This 
continues Bangor's domination of 
the Maine swimming circuit to 5 
years, 52 wins and 0 losses. Led by 
captains Mike Cassidy and Jason 
Stern, the swimmers proved that 
they truly are the pride of Bangor 
High School. In the state meet, un-
expectedly held at Husson College, 
Bangor's "home pool advantage" 
translated into 26 places in the fi-
nals and two victorious relays. 
Senior captain Jason Stern was 
awarded the Harold Paulson 
Award for outstanding swimmer of 
the meet, winning two individual 
events and one relay. Roland Sim-
mons was the individual champion 
in Diving. 
Ben Carlisle and Sam Singal 
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Row one: Bob Ganem, Chris Gallon, Ian Korenik, Ben Carlisle, Jay Hannon, Chris McGrath, Mark Hannon, Sam 
Singal 
Row two: Mike Warner, Jeff Sexton, Tom Lingley, Dave Haskell , Shawn Cox, Dirk Warren, Parke Oldenburg 
Row three: Chris Carlisle, Jason Stern, Mike Cassidy, Brian Hannon, Roland Simmons, Sean Macmillan, Josh 
O'Donnell , Ian Webber, Bill Titcomb, Matt Clough, Coach Emery 
Coach Emery, Mark Jellison , Mike Warner and Ian Webber 
Jeff Sexton 
1989-90 BOYS' SWIM TEAM SEASON 
PVC Relay Carnival W 
Orono W 
Brewer W 
John Bapst W 
Greely W 
MDI W 
Old Town W 
PVC W 
State Meet W 
Back stroke start Roland Simmons 
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GIRLS' SWIMMING: 
STATE 
CHAMPS!! 
The 1989-90 Bangor High 
Girls' Swim team had a very 
successful season. It started 
with a strong win at the 
Maine Swim League Relay 
Carnival and persisted 
throughout the season. The 
strong depth of the swimmers 
led them to a 9-1 winning 
season, including the State 
Meet, February 1 7, · 1990, at 
Husson College and PVC 
Swimming and Diving 
Championship. Not only did 
the swimmers conquer the 
scoreboards, but they also 
broke many longstanding 
records. 
HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF 
I989-90 GIRLS' SWIM TEAM SEASON 
PVC Relay Carnival 
Alumni Meet 
Orono 
Brewer 
John Bapst 
MDI 
Old Town 
Westbrook 
PVC Championship 
State Meet 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
Row one: Sarah Shubert, Amanda Godsoe, Kristen Souweine, Sarah Jordan. Jen Josef, Karen Donovan, Molly Kornfield, Emily Roy, Kate Cheson, Julie 
Emery 
Row two: Kathy Burgess, Monique Robertson, Amy Stevens, Nicole Robertson, Shannon Sawyer, Jill Arsenault, Kim Byers, Tricia Roscetti , Jen Shubert, Kim 
Crichton, Sue Anne Murray 
Row three: Melissa Murphy, Becky Hodgkins, Denise Madore, Jessi Sexton, Cate Splane, Amy Walls, Jessica Madore, Betsy Day, Debbie Garrick, Shalu 
Rosario, Amy Dunham, Bree Peers, Missy Young 
Row four: Megan Walker, Liz Acheson, Selena Kimball , Kim Woodbury, Missy McKuen. Jen Patry, Patti Sawyer, Sarah Currie, Collie Johnson, Amy 
Chandler. Laurie Fessenden, Kellie Irving, Julie MacCloud, Shelly Staples, Kristen Gueverra, Coach Kevin Broad 
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Left, Tricia Roscetti; Right, Jill Arsenault and 
Jessie Sexton; Below, Kim Byers and Julie Emery; 
Below, Patti Sawyer and Emily Roy; Below, Shalu 
Rozario and Amy Dunham. 
Selena Kimball and Megan Walker 
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INDOOR TRACK 
STRENGTH + SPEED + POWER 
BANGOR PRIDE 
The 1989-90 Indoor Track 
team had a most exciting 
year. Both the boys' and girls' 
teams were very competitive 
throughout the season. The 
boys' team was led by the 
Senior sprinting and jumping 
trio of Matt Walkins, David 
Dow and Jim McKeen. With 
hard work and dedication, 
the team posted a 2 7-1 reg-
ular season meet record and a 
third place finish in the East-
ern Maine Championship 
meet. The girls' team was led 
by captains Jenny Mason and 
Tracy Giles in the sprinting 
and jumping events. With the 
emergence of several young 
runners this season, both 
teams look to be very com-
petitive in the future. 
David Dow and Matt Walkins 
Row one: Alan Mosca, Darren Staples, Rich Rygalski, Matt Watkins, Jerome Wenniger, Chris Rafuse, David Dow, Jason Simmons, Brad Cohen, Wade Merritt, Dan 
Thai, John Hunter 
Row two: Kristen Wallace, Jennifer Flynn, Sara McPherson, Stephanie Stout, Heli Rajalaso, Moriah Coughlin, Lindley McCarthy, Debby Larkin, Jen Mason, Jen 
Laferte, Liz Franco 
Row three: Jeremy Pithman, Jason Hill, Tracy Giles, Amy Irish, Amy Goddard, Jen Jardine, Emily Snow, Megan Ahrens, C. Statis, Kimberly Norko, Janice Deering 
Row four: Kevin Sherrard, J. Boyorak, Joe Locke, Michael Labree, Jeff Bowden, Eric Nevins, Brent Pendleton, Eric Morgan, Jason Butterfield, Chris Misselt 
Row five: Brian Giroux, Gary Jewell, John Hamm, Chris Chamberlain, Ryan Robbins, Mike Benoit, Justin Stone, Chris Murray 
Row six: Walt Ayer, So Yamada, Mike Baude, Scott Butterfield, Kevin Hamel, Ben Conrad, Jeff Harrison 
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Lindley McCarthy and Jenny Mason 
Tracy Giles 
Matt Walkins, Coach Walton and Rich Rygalski Joe Locke 
Far Above, Jenny Mason, Debby Larkin, Moriah Coughlin, and Anne 
Duchesneau; Above, Dylan Saunders and Chris Chamberlain. 
s 
~ 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
; 
' 
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VARSITY CHEERING 
Row one: Lori Currier, Jennifer Strather, Anne Bradford, Danielle Ferranti, Tina Keeling, Brandi Detour 
Row two: Misty Stacey, Diane Karam, Trina Robinson, Wendy Sprague, Suzanne Graham, Sharmaine Moore 
Row three: Casey Moore, Lloyd Boubier, Nate Spearing 
Anne Bradford, Trina Robinson and Jennifer Stather Scott Butterfield and Jeff Harrison 
Suzie Boisvert Far Above, BHS Boys' Swim Team BHS Varsity Football Team 
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Basketball Cheering Indoor Track: Lindley McCarthy and Heli Rajasalo 
Boys' and Girls' Swimming: Boys' Basketball 
Sean MacMillan and Collie Johnson 
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In Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia, 
heroes reborn 
Europe rose from the 
ashes of failed 
uprisings. Last June 
tearful Hungarians, 
attempting a 
reconciliation with a 
more liberal past, 
paid homage to lmre 
minister hanged after 
the Soviets crushed his 
efforts at reform in 
1956. In October, on 
the anniversary of the 
crackdown, the 
government bowed to 
popular will and 
its own desire for 
changing the nation's 
status from a 
Communist to an 
independent republic. 
That evening 100,000 
celebrants flocked to 
Budapest's Parliament 
Square (top). Similarly, 
Czechs and Slovaks 
built their revolution 
around memory, 
harking back to the 
Prague Spring of 1968 
when then party chief 
Alexander Dubtek 
challenged Moscow and 
lost. In November 
Dubtek was back, 
addressing crowds like 
FOR 
nrTTrn 
toward pad for 
first U.S. shuttle 1------"' 
launch since loss 
of Challenger I' America is 
back in space. I 
think I had my 
fingers crossed 
like everybody 
else. ff 
PRf:SIDENT REAGAN 
AFTlR Llf-T.QFF 
Special thanks to Time, Life and Newsweek 165 
1980 
News: Ronald Reagan wins the Presidency in an 
electoral landslide .. . 
The U.S. and Iran bargain for the release of 
American hostages . . . 
Mount St. Helens erupts, killing 66 ... 
Sports: Muhammed Ali fails in his bid to regain 
the heavyweight boxing title from Larry 
Holmes ... 
The Winter Olympics are held at Lake Plac-
id, N.Y., with Eric Hayden taking five gold 
medals . . . 
The U.S. boycotts the Summer Olympics in 
Moscow in protest of the invasion of Afghan-
istan ... 
Entertainment: Kramer vs. Kramer, The Empire 
Strikes Back, and Caddy Shack are released . . . 
"Who Shot J . R.?" becomes the question of 
the television season .. . 
Billy Joel wins the Grammy for best album 
with 52nd Street .. . 
Right, Nicole Robertson, Monique Robertson, 
and Liz Russell 
Demetrius Turbin 
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Left, Len Leonidas; Below, Mrs. Kornfield and Selena Kimball; Below Left, 
Mrs. Sigler and the 1989-90 Chorus 
1981 
News: HRH Prince Charles marries Lady Diana 
Spencer . . . 
United States Navy F-14 fighter jets down 
two Libyan aircraft in the Gulf of Sidra ... 
Francois Mitterand is elected President of 
France . . . 
The U.S. increases military aid to El Salvador 
Sports: The LA Dodgers beat the Yankees in the 
World Series .. . 
In the Super Bowl, the Oakland Raiders 
topped the Philadelphia Eagles ... 
In the Kentucky Derby, Pleasant Colony rid-
den by J. Velasquez wins . .. 
Entertainment: Chariots of Fire wins the Oscar 
for best picture ... 
The Oscars for best actor and best actress go 
to Henry Fonda and Katherine Hepburn for 
On Golden Pond ... 
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1982 
News: A nationwide scare over Tylenol erupts 
when cyanide laced capsules cause deaths ... 
The first successful artificial heart is trans-
planted to recipient Barney Clark ... 
The Women's Equal Rights Amendment fails 
ratification ... 
Sports: The Los Angeles Lakers defeat the 76ers 
for the Pro Basketball title ... 
The Saint Louis Cardinals win a seven game 
Series over Milwaukee ... 
Jimmy Connors takes both the U.S. Open 
and Wimbledon ... 
Entertainment: Ghandi wins eight Academy 
Awards, including Best Picture, Best Director, 
and Best Actor ... 
Lena Hol'fte wins the Female Pop Grammy 
for The Lady and her music live on Broadway 
Double Fantasy, by Yoko Ono and the late 
John Lennon, wins best album ... 
Right, A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To 
The Forum 
Far Above, 
Left to right: Mr. Giles, Shannon Sawyer, Matt 
Watkins, Mary Burgess, and Rich Rygalski 
Above, Mr. Nickerson takes charge of the Ban-
gor Fire Department 
Scott Kaiser 
Left, Carrie Walton and Rebecca Zabot; Below, Brad Cohen and 
Kim Holmes 
Left, David Jackson 
1983 
News: President Reagan calls for the development 
of a space-based strategic defense initiative, 
SDI ... 
The nation mourns the deaths of 241 Ma-
rines, killed in Lebanon by a terrorist truck 
bomb ... 
The Soviet Union walks out of the disar-
mament talks in Geneva ... 
Sports: Martina Navratilova wins Wimbeldon 
and her second U.S. Open ... 
American skiers capture simultaneous Men's 
and Women's World Cups ... 
North Carolina State wins the NCAA bas-
ketball championship ... 
Entertainment: Return of the Jedi completes the 
Lucas/Spielberg epic .. . 
Dynasty, Cheers, and Hill Street Blues enter 
key network prime-time slots .. . 
Lionel Richie and Melissa Manchester win 
best pop vocal Grammys ... 
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1984 
News: President Reagan is re-elected in a massive 
landslide ... 
The drought in Africa causes millions to 
slowly starve to death ... 
Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi is as-
sassinated by her Sihk body guards .. . 
Sports: The Boston Celtics defeat the L.A. Lakers 
for the NBA Championship ... 
The Soviet Union boycotts the Los Angeles 
Olympics, while American athletes win a rec-
ord 83 gold medals .. . 
Yugoslavia sponsors the Winter Olympics ... 
Entertainment: Michael Jackson sweeps the 
grammys with his album Thriller, but fails to 
purchase the Elephant Man's body ... 
Moviegoers flock to see Ghostbusters, Temple 
of Doom, and The Karate Kid ... 
Below Right, Paige Dunn 
Above, Stephanie Goff and Andy Bilyeu 
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Above , Jan Hunter , Moll y 
Kornfield, and Heidi Arsenault 
Left, Heather Day; Below, Shannon Sawyer and Tina Davenport; Far 
Below, Michelle Grenier; Left Below, The "Bus Stop" - Lower "B" 
Lobby 
1985 
News: With the death of Chernenko, Mikhail 
Gorbachev becomes General Secretary of the 
Soviet Union ... 
A massive earthquake hits Mexico City, kill-
ing hundreds . .. 
Coca-Cola changes to a new, "better" for-
mula ... 
Sports: The Lakers defeat the Celtics in the NBA 
championship . .. 
Mike Spinks defeats Larry Holmes for the 
Heavyweight Boxing Title . . . 
Entertainment: Phil Collins wins the Grammy for 
best album with No Jacket Required ... 
The Cosby Show becomes the number one 
television show in the nation . . . 
Out of Africa wins four Oscars, including best 
actor for Robert Redford . .. 
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1986 
News: The space shuttle Challenger explodes after 
an 0-ring failure .. . 
The Soviet nuclear power plant at Chernobyl 
is destroyed in a meltdown ... 
Citing a "self-defense" from terrorists, the 
U.S. initiates a bombing raid of Libya. Co-
incidentally, when France denies the use of its 
airspace, F-111 bombers hit the French em-
bassy. 
Sports: Baseball Commissioner Uberroth cracks 
down on drug use by players ... 
Joan Benoit wins the American Athletic As-
sociation Sullivan award ... 
14 football players are inducted into the Col-
lege Football Hall of Fame ... 
Entertainment.Whitney Houston dominates the 
Grammys with her album, Whitney Houston 
While Top Gun and Aliens triumph at the box 
office, Platoon wins four Oscars, including 
best picture and best director . .. 
Right, Tammy Jordan and Mr. Monk 
Far Above, Tricia Roscetti 
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Above, Scott Butterfield, Kristen Wallace, and Above, Darren Staples 
James McKeen 
Left, Kevin BowdeP; Below, Kemo Grant 
Left, Darlene Foster and Sara Cheney 
1987 
News: The Iran-Contra Affair dominates head-
lines and T.V .. .. 
After interesting events on the yacht Monkey 
Business, Gary Hart drops out of the 1988 
Presidential campaign . . . 
Gorbachev announces a plan for restructur-
ing, perestroika .. . 
Sports: At the Pasadena Rose Bowl, the Giants 
beat Denver in the Super Bowl ... 
Tom Jager captures the world record for the 
50m freestyle with a time of 0:22.32 ... 
At the Kentucky Derby, Allysheba ridden by 
C. McCarron captures the Run for the Roses 
Entertainment: Les Miserables wins the Tony 
award for best musical ... 
Michael Douglas wins best actor at the Acad-
emy Awards, for his portrayal of Gordon Gek-
ko, corporate raider on Wall Street .. . 
The Last Emperor receives nine Academy 
Awards, including best picture ... 
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1988 
News: Iran and the U.S. clash in the Persian Gulf, 
where events include the USS Stark and the 
USS Vincennes, along with minor skirmishes 
Anthony Kennedy becomes the l04th Su-
preme Court Justice ... 
President Reagan submits a budget of over a 
trillion dollars ... 
Sports: Steffi Graf wins the U.S. Open singles title 
Ben Johnson has his gold medal revoked in 
the 50m dash, allowing Carl Lewis to become 
the first man to repeat the title of "the fastest 
man alive" ... 
The Miami 'Canes beat Oklahoma in the 
Orange Bowl·, .. 
Entertainment: Rainman dominates the Acade-
my A wards, earning best actor - Dustin Hoff-
man - along with best score, best picture, and 
best director .. . 
Phantom of the Opera wins the Tony award 
for the best musical ... 
Right, Stephen Roach, Selena Kimball, Joe Lan-
dry, Brendon Stevens, Brian Day, Mason Moore 
Above, Mark Marquis 
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I 
Far Above, Shawn Doll Above, Denise Madore 
Left, Micki Long; Below, Missy Young; Far Below, Rita Sullivan, Sarah 
Currie, and Anne Duchesneau; Below Left, Ula Solomon 
1989 
News: U.S. F-14 Tomcats shoot down two more 
Libyan fighters over the Gulf of Sidra ... 
Emperor Hirohito of Japan dies at age 87 ... 
George Bush, inaugurated President of the 
United States, proclaims "across the world, a 
new wind is blowing" ... 
The nations of Eastern Europe proclaim 
Communism a failure, dramatically symbol-
ized by the toppling of the Berlin Wall ... 
Sports: The SF '49ers repeat the Super Bowl, 
trouncing the Denver Broncos with the biggest 
margin in history . . . 
Sugar Ray Leonard beats Roberto Duran and 
retains his WBC super-middleweight crown 
Entertainment: At the Academy Award nomina-
tions, Driving Miss Daisy receives nine nom-
inations . .. 
Born on the Fourth of July comes close be-
hind, gathering eight nominations, including 
best actor for Tom Cruise ... 
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1990 
News: Playwright Vaclay Havel becomes the first 
non-Communist leader in Eastern Europe 
since the start of the Cold War .. . 
Manuel Noriega surrenders to the U.S., leav-
ing the Vatican embassy after being bombard-
ed by rock music ... 
Donald Trump announces a divorce from 
Ivana, his wife of thirteen years ... 
In free elections, Daniel Ortega is voted out 
of office ... 
Billionaire publisher Malcom Forbes dies ... 
Sports: James "Buster" Douglas defeats Mike 
Tyson and becomes the new heavyweight 
champion ... 
Notre Dame wins the Orange Bowl, defeating 
Colorado . ..• , 
Entertainment: Black Rain. Enemies - a Love 
Story, and The Hunt for Red October are re-
leased ... 
Quantas Airlines continues its flawless record 
Right, Greg Ames 
Above, Mara Hunter and Paige Dunn 
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Above, Heidi McGrath 
lorn Messervey 
Above Left, Eric Merrow and Scott Larson; Far Above, 
Kristen Soweine; Above, Sarah Phillips 
Ah! When shall all 
men's good Be each 
man's rule, and 
universal Peace Lie like 
a shaft of light across 
the land 
Alfred Lord Tennyson, 
The Golden Year 
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PATRONS 
Richard and Marlene Allen 
Brian and Jan is Ames 
Tony and Barbara Baude 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Beatham Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Bohm 
Terry and Gloria (Verow) Burchill 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Campbell 
Terence and Penelope Cassidy 
Eric and Lynda Clyve 
Norma and Stephen Crichton 
Tom and Donna Davis Jr. 
Rick and Jackie Doll 
Dana and Sharon Dorsey 
Joyce and Harvey Douglass 
"THE DREAM TEAM" 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dudley 
Col. (Ret.) and Mrs. L. K. Feeney 
John and Linda Flynn 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Foster 
Leiba, Marshall, Mindy and Amy Frankel 
Marvin and Evelyn Garrick 
Shen and Marvin Glazier 
Ron and Roberta Goddard 
Maureen and James Goff 
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Hamm 
Robert and Mary Ingles 
Patricia Jenkins 
Brent A. Jordan 
Polly and John Kaiser 
Duane and Connie Knapp 
Dick and Marylu Lane 
Jeanine M. Lane 
John and Nancy Long 
Thomas J. Lynch 
Mark and Barbara Marquis 
Ronald and Loretta Mason 
Ellis and Paula Merritt 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred G. Mosca 
Charlie and Paula Murray and Family 
Skip and Linda Murphy 
Richard and Paula Nickerson 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Plummer Jr. 
The Robert Quinn Family 
Earle and Bernadine Rafuse 
Roxanne and Harold Russell 
Richard and Rosella Sagall 
Tom and Bonnie Sawyer 
Jay and Phyllis Shubert 
Cliff and Claire Small 
Nancy and Thomas Small 
Mr. and Mrs. Small 
Michael and Ingrid Solomon 
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald I. Soucie 
Marilyn and Daniel Staples 
Sidney and Diane Stather 
Marshall and Donna Stern 
Pat and Win Stevens 
Stan and Jeanine Stewart 
Ronald and Virginia Sucy 
Julie and Dennis Watkins 
Joyce B. White 
Linda Whitney 
Richard and Mara Zwerling 
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• 
THE FACULTY OF BHS WOULD LIKE TO 
CONGRATULATE THE CLASS OF 1990 
AND WISH THEM THE BEST OF LUCK IN 
THE FUTURE 
Bill Ames 
Robin J. Ashe 
Carole Bassi 
Jack Brown 
Elaine Carlson 
Deanna Carson 
Dianna Christakos 
Ron and Claire Cousins 
Dianne D' Amico 
Gail Doughty 
Phil Emery 
Jeff Fahey 
Steve Godsoe 
Julie Grab 
Elaine Grant 
Deborah Green 
Bob Guyette 
Al Harrington 
Frank Harrison 
Joyce Harrison 
Mary Anne Henderson 
Maureen Hodge 
J. Ingalls 
Deanna Jones 
C. Robert Jones 
Rodney E. Joyal 
Tori Kornfield 
Stephanie Lord 
Merle Lounsbury 
George MacDonald 
Ann MacKay 
Jim MacNamara 
Sue Melvin 
Drew Milliken 
Maureen Montgomery-Cox 
Bruce Morse 
Norris Nickerson 
Judy Norko 
Leigh Norwood 
Dolores Perenick 
Mary Ellen Perry 
James and Michelle Pike 
Mary Jane Poole 
Jim Quinn 
Roger Reed 
Doug Reusch 
Mark Roth 
Ron Sands 
Aime Simoneau 
Patricia Sirois 
Louise Small 
Cindy Sturgeon 
Gudrun Tarr 
Tom Tennett 
Joyce Thomas 
Stephen Vanidestine 
Dawne Violette 
Kendall Winchenbach 
Kathy Wittig 
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QUALITY SCREEN PRINTING 
• Bumper Stickers 
• Political Posters 
• 3 Ring Binders 
• Truck Decals 
MODERN •Real Estate Signs 
• Computer Die Cut 
SCREENPRINT Vinyl Stick on Letters 
69 Hii is ide Ave ., Bangor, ME 04401 
Tel. (207) 945-6284 . 
(Next to Broadway Shopping Center) 
Yankee Shoe Repair, Inc. 
Almost 50 Years Ex peri ence 
We Repair Shoes 
• O rthopedi c Wedges & Buildups • Soles • Heels • 
Rips • Patches • We Sell : Shoe Poli sh• Cleaners • 
Brushes • Dye • Laces • Zippers 
Key C ut 
Mon. -Fri . 
942-3 184 
Open 7:00-5:30 
Water St., 
Downtown 
Bangor 
Goldsm it h 's Sport ing Goods 
' f tu· ' h<1111 · ,,f <Jll Bl IS <.tlhl1 ·tf·'1 & i, t1Hkrll 'i fr1r 
1 lu· llf ~'1 I in ;11 hlt·tJC tq111prt1«nl & <· lr1thin g 
S1 l 1•111J .f :1f k1·I • I ,H & l.1•v1 .J1 ·1111 • r (111 & S11 r•1 n l y ( ' lr1 t l1111 i: 
• /\ 1/.t1·1 11 S h 111- •(>u r1 ·r w..:1 r • S p11rl ( ' l r1lhmi: 
(Jl t/' f 11W IO 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF 
1990 
KEY BANK 
( j. 0 
r· 
/I 'f 
CONGRATULATIONS 
ROBYN, AMY, AND ULA 
AND THE ENTIRE YEARBOOK STAFF 
BEST OF LUCK IN THE FUTURE 
MICHAEL B. SOLOMON, M.D. 
MURRAY D. LEBOWITZ, M.D. 
MELISSA BURKE, C.N.M 
" ALL YOUR TRAILER NEEDS" 
Route 2 Bangor, ME 04401 
TEL. (207) 848-5718 
~amily Fun La.nes, Inc. ~ #!i- Ten Pin Bowling at its Best {d: 
15 Hildreth Street • Bangor, Maine 04401 
and Moonlight Bowling 
Saturday Night 9:00 
Tclphonc # (207) 942-670 1 
68 MOUNT HOPE A VE. 
BANGOR, ME 04401 
TELEPHONE: 947-6501 
BEST WISHES TO BRIAN 
AND THE POSSE 
IEHPI 
Barbara A. Hannon 
President 
ff.STERN fffALTH PLACE.=M=EN~T __ _ 
56 West Broadway 
Bangor, ME 04401 
M/A-COM 
ANZAC DIVISION 
(Adams-Russell, Inc.) 
448 Griffin Road 
Bangor, Maine 0440 l 
Advanced Signal Processing Technology 
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF '90! 
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R. Scott Jellison 
Master Electrician 
• 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
CLASS OF '90 
"Blessed is the man who finds wisdom, The man who gains understanding for she is 
more profitable than silver and yields better returns than gold. She is more precious than 
rubies; Nothing you desire can compare with her. Long life is in her right hand; In her 
left hand are riches and honor. Her ways are pleasant ways, She is a tree of life to those 
who embrace her; Those who lay hold of her will be blessed." 
Prov. 3: 1 3-1 8 
R.S.J. Electric Bangor, ME 
182 
The people and planes of the Air National 
Guard stand ready 24 hours a day, every 
day. Ready to support or fly local, national 
or global missions. It's a big job and an im-
portant one, involving the latest technology 
in hundreds of fields. Ajob that requires the 
best people. People like you. If you're ready 
for the challenge of Guarding America's 
skies, call your local Air National Guard 
recruiter at 
8 · 941-0110 
We Guard C!IJ--
America's NATIONAL 
Skies GUARD 
ANG82 503 
C ANADIAN l'ArlNT 1113 NO 'U 461A 
MADE IN USA @ 
27 State Street, Bangor, Maine 0440 l 
Telephone 207-947-3371 
CREATIVE 
FORMS & 
SYSTEMS, 
INC. 
'J{CYTTO 1?JS'J( l'l{Ll'PE, 
JS 'J{CYT TO 'XJ{O'W Ll:f'E. 
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Hairmasters 
- Studio l -
"Where professionalism & superior quality work 
is our name" 
Highly trained & experienced stylists catering to you! 
114 Harlow St. (Suite L) 
Bangor, Maine 
ANDREA RITCHIE 
owner/stylist 
Phone: 947-2244 
353 Main St . 
SLEEPER'S 
PHOTO LABS 
• 1 hour and 24 hour service 
•color/black and white 
• Enlargements up to 20x28 
• Friendly, courteous service 
40 Broadway 
Maine Square Mall 
942-0004 
942-2144 
945-0067 
BEST WISHES TO 
THE CLASS OF 1990 
aM. 7iU.1rS-
JEWELERS 
CONG RA TULA TIO NS 
AMY!!! 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF '90 
IRVING OIL 
532 MAIN ST. 
BANGOR, MAINE 
04401 
Con a& ulations! 
to the Class 
of 1990. 
THE FOLLOWING HAIRSTYLISTS WOULD LIKE 
TO EXTEND THEIR CONG RA TULA TIO NS 
TO THE CLASS OF 1990 
ANN DA VIS HAIRSTYLIST 
CENTER BEAUTY SALON 
POLLY GOLT 
KAREN BENSON 
LORI BECKWITH 
THE CLIP JOINT 
CUT N' CURL BEAUTY SALON 
EASTSIDE BEAUTY SHOP 
GAIL'S HAIRPOR T 
HAIR PERFORMANCE 
HAIR SENSATION 
HAIRSTYLES ELITE 
THE MEN'S ROOM 
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DRl-ll:-Cl-IRSe 
Patholog~ Associates, P.R. 
Bernhoff A. Dahl, M.D. 
Terence O'Callaghan, M.D. 
John S. Kaiser, M.D. 
Frank C. Chapman, M.D. 
Irwin Gross, M.D. 
Christopher R. Conley, M.D. 
George 0 . Chase, M.D. 
Robert J. Malvesta, M.D. 
Fred M. Wlordarski, M.D. 
Ronald J. Bryant, M.D. 
Richard Riemersma, M.D. 
Michael L. Talbert, M.D. 
Mark Illingworth, M.B.A. 
David Easler, M.T. (ASCP) 
Martha Wiebe, M.S., M.T. (ASCP) 
Stephen Hardy, M.T. (ASCP) 
Providing Pathology 
and Laboratory Medicine Services 
throughout Northern New England 
and the Canadian Mari times 
20 Freedom Parkway, Bangor, Maine 
337 State Street, Bangor, Maine 
19 Brattle Street, Portland, Maine 
1-800-822-5338 
Sf NG'S 
CantcntJe ant/ 
Pcl11ntJit1n RtJlt1utt1nl 
ant/ Lcun9e 
~I \\'.ohl1111i;1 .. n \t1rrt 
ll.1111''''· M.1111(' IHllll 
947 8308 
TAKE OUT 
OllDlllS TO U.11.1 OUf 
Olli Oll1¥111110 10 MOlf Of THI ... 11100 11 •tU•lll AJllA 
PIZZA GARDEN SANDWICHES 
Slo\A.Ll LAROE 
Cheese ....................................... 2.50 5.00 
Mushroom .................................. 2.95 5.90 
Green Pepper .............................. 2.95 5.90 
Onion ......................................... 2.95 5.90 
Block Olive ................................. 2.95 5.90 
Anchovy ..................................... 2.95 5.90 
Plneopple .................................... 2.95 5.90 
Pepperoni ................................... 2.95 5.90 
Homburg .................................... 2.95 5.90 
Hom ........................................... 2.95 5.90 
Sausage ...................................... 2.95 5.90 
Bacon ......................................... 2.95 5.90 
Comblnotlon ............................... 3.75 7.50 
Pepperoni. Salami and Mushrooms 
Speclol ....................................... 4.25 8.50 
Pepperoni. Salami, Hamburg, 
Mushrooms, Onions, Green 
Peppers (and Anchovies If desired) 
Addltlonal Items ............................ . 45 .90 
SMll LAROE 
B.L.T .......................................... 2.25 2.95 
Fol/owing .undwlches JM>td with JIOU' chokt: of 
SwW, American, At>uolonf! Cheesf!; 
/f!CfUCf!, tornatoa, grttn peppers. onions and pick.la 
Rout Beef .................................. 3.25 3.95 
Genoa Salami ............................. 2.2~ 2.95 
Tun• ........................................... 3.25 3.95 
Chicken Solod ............................ 3.25 3.95 
Hom ........................................... 2.25 2.95 
Soloml ........................................ 2.25 2.95 
Hoe Mndwlchu Ne outn baked with your chok~ of 
Cheese: Swiss. American, Pnx>olon~ 
Putroml ..................................... 3.25 3.95 
Meotboll [. Sauce ............ ............ 2.25 2.95 
Sousoge [. Sauce ........................ 2.25 2.95 
Meotboll [. Sousoge [. Souce ...... 3.25 3.95 
Extro Meot ..................................... 45 .90 
Extr• Cheese ................................. 30 .60 
E>tro Cheese ................................. 60 I 20 Fresh Salad Bar.,., ...... ,,,, $2.95 
BEVERAGES 
WOOF 
Coke ............................................. . 50 .90 
Diet Coke ...................................... 50 .90 
Sprite ............................................. 50 .90 
Orange ............•.•.•.......•................. 50 .90 
Root Beer ....................................... 50 .90 
Ice Tea .......................................... . 50 90 
CoffeeiT••/Decof ................................. 50 
Dinner Salad cM., l) 
COLD BEER 
ON TAP 
FROSTED MUGS! 
John Courage 2.25 
Bud 1.50 
Molson 1.75 
Coors Light 1.50 
$1.50 
WINE 
BY THE GUSS 
1.25 
BEST OF LUCK TO 
THE CLASS OF '90 FROM 
AFFILIATED HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS 
30 SUMMER ST. 
BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
942-3409 
CONSIDER A CAREER IN HEALTH CARE 
Among our staff are grad-
uates from the classes of ... 
1943 1944 19.50 1951 
1960 1964 1966 1969 
1974 1975 1977 1979 
1984 1986 1987 1988 
We salute the class of '90! 
Electrical Materials Suppliers 
Farm Road Bangor 
•haiu'a 
Supermarkets 
Where You're Someone Special 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF '90 
Orange Julius 
Airport Mall 
The 
Mc Kays 
BANGOR 
244 MAIN 942-9625 
72-76 COLUMBIA STREET 
BANGOR. MAINE 04401 
Marlene's Uniform Shop 
EST 
1959 
(207) 945-9813 
(207) 945-6269 
Stay out in front 
with Fleet 
Fleet Bank 
Member FDIC Member Fleet/Norstar Financial Group 
CARLEN 
SERVICE 
CENTER 
945-4135 
YOUR AUTO & FLEET 
SER VICE CENTER 
ALL MAJOR AND MINOR REPAIRS 
ALL PARTS ARE AT LEAST 15% OFF RETAIL 
l 576C HAMMOND ST. 
BANGOR, ME 
04401 
THE FIRST FIDUCIARY 
31 CENTRAL STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
TELEPHONE: 207-945-9337 
ARTHUR W. FOWLER, JR. 
SENIOR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
PENSION ADMINISTRATION/FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 
SUSAN WILLEY MCKAY LUTCF 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
PEPSI 
A GENERATION AHEAD 
PILOT'S GRILL 
Outer Hammond St. 
BANGOR 
HERITAGE 
BOWLING 
CENTER 
Outer Hammond Street 
P.O. Box 1038 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
Phone: 207-848-BOWL 
Congratulations from 
-£ 
BANGOR HYDRO-ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Your Partner in Building a Secure Energy Future 
Phone 947-4572 General Electric 
Whirlpool 
Kitchen Aid - RCA 
Sony - Pioneer 
f!Jun11ett !JHc. 
Appliance, Video, and Audio Sales 
Penobscot Plaza 
63 Washington St. 
Bangor, ME 
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* 'lhe Banger 
__ Sk_i ___ } 
_RDlk _ _,,,} 
Moine Squau · Rongvr. Moine 1144111 
945-6474 
CHRISTIAN BOOK STORE 
3l Main St . • p_ 0 . Box 1445 •Bangor, ME 04401 
Books 
Bibles 
Music 
8:30 AM-5:00 PM 
Mon. - Sat. 
Church Supplies 
Video Rental 
SWJday School Suppl. 
945-5315 
Thurs.-Fri. till 7 :00 1-800-446-9991 
BRAGG 
Keeping the wheels turning since 1854 
N.H. BRAGG & SONS 
92 PERRY ROAD. P 0 BOX 927 
BANGOR. MAINE 04401 
(207) 94 7 - 8611 
21~ER FASHIONS 
LAURAN PULLEN 
OWNER 
35 MAIN STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 
04401 
207 /945-9806 
NA 1/0NA L SELE C TED MORTI C IANS 
CLARK -PIPER CHAPEL 
Brewer. Maine 
133 Center Street. Bangor. Maine 04 401 
207/942-8815 
BROOKINGS SMI TH 
Bangor. Maine 
LaBE AU CHAPEL 
Orono. Maine 
Linda & Larry Gardiner 
111r lirfle friendzm-
Qual1ty Children 's Wear & Toys 
66 Main Street, Bangor, Maine 04401 (207) 945-0922 
STANDARD SHOES 
• Downtown Bangor • 
• Bangor Mall • 
• Airport Mall • 
• Presque Isle • 
•Waterville• 
Jewel ry Repair & Sales • Custom Designs • Diamond Sales 
CONNECTION 
Mal1seet Gardens 
175 Exchange St 
Bangor, ME 0440 1 207-942-5055 
Russell Morissette 
Owner 
TWIN CITY CELLULAR 
15708 Hammond St 
Bangor. Maine 
(207) 941 -9555 
(207) 782-9677 
Prentiss & Carlisle Co. 
Lewiston. ME 0421 0 Inc. 
Prentiss & Carl isle Management Co. 
WHOLESALE - RETAIL 
McLAUGHLIN SEAFOOD INC. 
FRESH, SMOKED & SALT FISH 
LIVE LOBSTERS SHIPPED ANYWHERE 
207/942-781 1 
G. REID MCLAUG~1LIN 
728 MAIN STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
ban or 
pho graphic 
u~l· __ serV1ces 
brood~y shopping· center, 
bangor, maine, 04401 
TEL: 942-6728 
107 Court St. 
Bangor. ME 
• I-HOUR PHOTO FINISHING 
• COLOR AND BLACK & WHITE 
REPRINTS & ENLARGEMENTS 
• FILM, BATTERIES & 
PHOTO ACCESSORIES 
• CAMERAS & LENSES 
• DARKROOM SUPPLIES 
• VIDEO TAPE TRANSFERS FROM 
MOVIES, SLIDES, PRINTS 
191 
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CUSTOM PRINTING 
~ T-SHIRTS -Textiles. Metal.Cardboard.Vinyl 
T -Shirts, Jackets, Caps, 
Patches, Totes & Sportswear 
Long Sleeve T -Shirts 
Signs, Printed & Engraved Plastic, 
Bumper Stickers & Decals 
,J.....,,-i::i Embroidery & Monograming 
l'\:.'' on all Textiles 
COMMERCIAL SCREENPRINT 
114 Main St., Bangor, Me. 
942-2862 
Best Wishes to the 
Class of 1990 
from 
Garth K. Chandler 
Attorney at Law 
50 Columbia St 
Bangor, Me. 947-0556 
MAINE'S LARGEST SELF 
SERVICE LAUNDRYS 
~ -,-Jf>~Ot::::=iiiJO I NORGE VILLAGE ~ I 
D OF BANGOR ' ~ I OPE N 7 DAYS A WEE K I 
a 7 30 A M TO 9 p M <'o,<t I Shirts Laundered & Pressed ' 1~ Professional Dry Cleaning la Same Day Service H• rlow St reel No rge Union Stree l No rge Brewer l•undr• m•I 356 Harlow S1ree1 Westgate Malt Brewer Shopping Cente1 
Bangor Mame 04401 Bangor Maine 04401 Brewer Maine 04412 
94 5 9257 945-905 1 989-8880 
m --=----in~,.,...,_, .. ....,~.....,....,... ...... ~! 
Best Wishes Class of 1990 
Bangor Savings Bank 
Member FDIC 
Bangor- 4 Offices • Belfast • Brewer • Dover-Foxcroft 
Eastport • Ellsworth • Greenvi lle • Houlton • Millinocket • Orono 
BANGOR HARDWARE 
Penobscot Plaza 
Ray Cormier 
Mike Cormier 
Congratulations 
and Best Wishes 
from 
Compliments of 
945-5542 
Corner 
Phone 942-7242 
Broadway Furniture 
614 Broadway 
Bangor, ME 
947-8631 
PILOT'S GRILL 
Outer Hammond St. 
BANGOR 
~~~ PIZZA OVEN 
PIZZA, SUBS. GUIDOS, LASAGNA. SPAGHETTI and SALADS 
TAKE-OUT and DELIVERY 
947-2771 
(To Bangor, Hampden) 
989-2333 
,J;I 
~ 
PIZZA SUBS 
(To Brewer, Orrington) 
33 Lincoln Street, Bangor 495 So. Main Street, Brewer 
lfk"""' M.n11 Cl/M w...,. °""Block l1om au.. P ..... J 
OPEN 7 DAYS A W£Eti; 
OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK 
'...nd.1y10 lhursday 
r na. y ~· $.ooluu:tay 
Sunday 
10 am lo 11 pm Monct.y lo Thunday 
10.amto tam Ft1dltyandS.lutday 
(NO CHECKS Pl.EASEi 
lp.m to 11prto 
10.am lo 11 pn1 
10.am to 12pn 
REALTOR"-ril.A.NGOR 
REAL 
EST.A.TE 
LOWELL T. SHERWOOD, JR. 
PRESIDENT 
77 PINE AT STATE ST. 
BANGOR. MAINE 
1207) 942-4626 
~~rn 
Bani< 
.. We're alw ay:s thinking . . . " 
~ A Bank of Boston Company 
M1•mht·r lf>I( 
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Lorraine Gosselin's 
Prom and Tuxedo Shop 
450 Main St. 
Bangor 
Thanks Class of '90 
for your support 
Compliments of The 
B.K.F.S.C. 
Congratulations 
and 
Best of Luck 
Congratulations to the 
class of 1989 
Varney Agency Inc. 
725 Broadway 
Bangor, Maine 0440 l 
Lorraine 
Stillwater Ave. 
Mon-Fri 
9-5:30 
Sat 
9-5 
Cele/?ratio11s 
PLUS 
547 ODLIN RD. 
BANGOR 
947-290() 
Old Town 
827-2975 
Congratulations 
'90 
WOlll:LOWtDE TRAV EL AMIANGEMENTS IY AIR ANO SEA 
~,,_,,. -------tMMM:t1til 
JULIE PICARD 
MANAGER 
173 STATE ST. 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330 
623-4591 
1-800-852-DA YS 
205 MAIN ST. 
LEWISTON, MAINE 04240 
786-0326 
1-800-992-DA YS 
[:EE!, 
163 STATE STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
TEL. 207-941-6767 
1-800-342-DA YS 
3 HIGH ST. 
SKOWHEGAN, MAINE 
04976 
474-8114 
1-800-356-DA YS 
205 MAIN ST. 
WATERVILLE, MAINE 
04901 
873-0755 
1-800-553-DA YS 
WOODROW W. CROSS AGENCY 
All FORMS OF INSURANCE lk BONDING 
. ... 
-~arPatch 
Specializing in 
children's books 
23 Water Street 
Bangor, Maine 
04401 
Tel: 947-7345 
Also: 
• children's tapes 
•stories on tape 
•art materials 
• puzzles and 
games 
• wooden toys 
ff7I> 
ATLANTIC AWARDS 
~ ~ 
840 HAMMOND ST. - P.O. BOX 1148 
BANGOR. MAINE 04401 
RoKanna Theriault 
Home: 942-7971 
Advertising Specialities 
Engraving and 
Sublimation 
Office: 942-6464 
or 947-8588 
~ 
TIIBAME.5 
CORPORATION 
ARCllITI:L1"S. E\Gl\EERS 
& PI..\\:\'ERS 
BEST OF LUCK 
CLASS OF 1990 
Wickes Lumber 
We've Got All It T•kH To Build All You NHd 
• Plywood • Hardw•re • Doore I • TNIMI 
CONG RA TULA TIO NS, 
GREG 
• Roofing • Electrical Window• • Paint 
• ln1ulatlon • Fencing • Cabinet• • Hot Water 
• Siding • Panallng • Plumblng Haaten 
Just S-r CHARGE IT/I iw -1 ~ = 
945-9416 453-9336 
10l7 H•mMOnd It. "•ut• 111 Mtl I·· 
IMtOJ Falrf~d 
w =?·-.. Wickes 
Lumber 
115 MAIN ST. P.O. BOX 2610 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Congratulations 
FROM 
FAIRMOUNT MARKET 
662 Hammond Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
Telephone - 947-7338 
AND 
CAPEHART VARIETY 
38 Blue Hill East 
BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
TELEPHONE - 942-7089 
GOOD LUCK! 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
SEAN, JOSH, BRIAN 
AND THE CLASS OF 1990 
S. E. MACMILLAN CO., INC. 
P.O. BOX 1539 
BANGOR, ME 04401 
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A MESSAGE 
FROM YOUR 
EDITOR 
Memories. The past decade is full of them from new diseases to 
new drugs, to scandals, to countries becoming united; the Eighties 
was a time of discovery, adventure, excitement and astonishment. In 
essence, it was a turning point in history. Now we are heading into 
the last decade of the century, and we are filled with anticipation 
wondering what it will bring. Will it bring the long awaited cure for 
the deadly disease A.I.D.S.? Will it bring peace to troubled and 
oppressed countries? Whatever the case may be, we are beginning an 
historical era that will lead us into a new century. 
This year's Oracle captures the memories of the past, but it also 
represents the change that a new decade is going to bring. Many new 
ideas were added, but many traditions were kept. This year's book is 
meant to serve as a reminder of many special moments and events, 
but more importantly, it is meant to serve as a symbol of the future. 
The 1990 Oracle is the result of many hours, days, and months of 
hard work on the part of a great number of dedicated people, without 
whom the production of this book would not have been possible. I 
would especially like to thank the following people for their effort: 
To Amy: I want to thank you for being my right hand throughout the production of the 
book. I could not have done it without you. Thank you for your help, your support, and 
. most of all your friendship. 
To Ula: There are not enough words to express my gratitude for the work you did on the 
Oracle. Your dedication and hard work enabled this book to be produced. Your sense of 
humor and attitude really kept everything together when things got crazy. Thanks for 
everything. 
To Greg: Thank you for always coming through with the Ad pages. Your job was not an 
easy one and yet you managed to fulfill it, even with having many other responsibilities. 
. But most especially Greg, thank you for the excellent cover you designed. 
To Jason: I thank you for the great deal of time you put in making sure that we had 
excellent pictures for the yearbook. l appreciate your hard work and your determination 
to provide us with the best pictures possible. 
To Stephanie: Thank you for your organization and work in selling the book. 
To Scott: Thank you for your work and your willingness to do whatever I asked, even 
when it was on short notice. Knowing that I could count on you made my job a lot easier. 
To Mike: Thanks for the help you gave us with the sports section. 
To Julie: Thank you for the knowledge that you were there to do the work that needed to 
be done. 
I would like to give special thanks to the people who could always be counted on when 
we were in a bind: Kim, Anne, Len, Liz, Christine, and Jen. 
I would like to thank Mr. Nickerson, Mr. Bussiere, and Mr. Cousins for their 
cooperation and for complying with the changes that we made in this year's book. 
Thanks also to Mrs. Bassi for all her help, and to Mrs. Carlson for supplying us with the 
countless lists that we needed. 
Last of all, I would like to thank you, Mr. Ames, for your dedication to us and the 
book: Your constant support really encouraged us when we were in the midst of many 
hectic deadlines. Knowing that you were always there to go to when any problems arose 
made my job a lot easier. Mr. Ames, I thank you on behalf of the entire yearbook staff for 
everything you did for us. 
The 1990 Oracle is very special to us, the yearbook staff. We hope that you, the 
students and faculty, will be able to relive the memories of the past year and decade that 
are captured within this book as we soared from the Eighties into the Nineties. 
With my best wishes for all of you, 
Robyn J. Allen 
Editor-in-Chief 
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